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Escaping the Trap of Efficiency: The Counterintuitive Antidote to the Time-Anxiety That Haunts and 

Hampers Our Search for Meaning 

“Productivity is a trap. Becoming more efficient just makes you more rushed, and trying to clear the decks 

simply makes them fill up again faster… Since finitude defines our lives… living a truly authentic life — 

becoming fully human — means facing up to that fact.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374159122/braipick-20
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A decade ago, when I first began practicing with my mindfulness teacher while struggling to make rent and 

make meaning out of my borrowed stardust, one meditation she led transformed my quality of life above all 

others — both life’s existential calibration and its moment-to-moment experience: 

You are asked to imagine having only a year left to live, at your present mental and bodily capacity — what 

would you do with it? Then imagine you only had a day left — what would you do with it? Then only an hour 

— what would you do with it? 

As you scale down these nested finitudes, the question becomes a powerful sieve for priorities — because 

undergirding it is really the question of what, from among the myriad doable things, you would choose not to 

do in order to fill the scant allotment of time, be it the 8,760 hours of a year or a single hour, with the 

experiences that confer upon it maximum aliveness, that radiant vitality filling the basic biological struggle 

for survival with something more numinous. 

The exercise instantly clarifies — and horrifies, with the force of its clarity — the empty atoms of automation 

and unexamined choice filling modern life with busyness while hollowing it of gladness. What emerges is the 

sense that making a meaningful life is less like the building of the Pyramids, stacking an endless array of 

colossal blocks into a superstructure of impressive stature and on the back of slave labor, than like the carving 

of Rodin’s Thinker, cutting pieces away from the marble block until a shape of substance and beauty is 

revealed. What emerges, too, is the sense that the modern cult of productivity is the great pyramid scheme of 

our time. 

Oliver Burkeman reckons with these ideas in Four Thousand Weeks: Time Management for 

Mortals (public library) — an inquiry equal parts soulful and sobering, offering not arsenal for but sanctuary 

from our self-brutalizing war on the constraints of reality, titled after the (disconcertingly low) number of 

weeks comprising the average modern sapiens lifespan of eighty (seemingly long) years. 

After taking a delightful English jab at the American-bred term “life-hack” and its unfortunate intimation that 

“your life is best thought of as some kind of faulty contraption, in need of modification so as to stop it from 

performing suboptimally,” Burkeman frames our present predicament: 

This strange moment in history, when time feels so unmoored, might in fact provide the ideal opportunity to 

reconsider our relationship with it. Older thinkers have faced these challenges before us, and when their 

wisdom is applied to the present day, certain truths grow more clearly apparent. Productivity is a trap. 

Becoming more efficient just makes you more rushed, and trying to clear the decks simply makes them fill up 

again faster. Nobody in the history of humanity has ever achieved “work-life balance,” whatever that might 

be, and you certainly won’t get there by copying the “six things successful people do before 7:00 a.m.” The 

day will never arrive when you finally have everything under control — when the flood of emails has been 

contained; when your to-do lists have stopped getting longer; when you’re meeting all your obligations at 

work and in your home life; when nobody’s angry with you for missing a deadline or dropping the ball; and 

when the fully optimized person you’ve become can turn, at long last, to the things life is really supposed to 

be about. 

http://tarabrach.com/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374159122/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374159122/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/four-thousand-weeks-time-management-for-mortals/oclc/1263342497&referer=brief_results
https://www.themarginalian.org/2014/09/01/seneca-on-the-shortness-of-life/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2018/02/28/emerson-journals-surfaces/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2019/05/20/marcus-aurelius-meditations-mortality-presence/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2019/05/20/marcus-aurelius-meditations-mortality-presence/
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Wall clock featuring Discus chronologicus — an early eighteenth-century German depiction of time. (Also 

available as a print.) 

https://mailchi.mp/themarginalian/science-presents-from-the-past
https://society6.com/product/discus-chronologicus-german-time-model-from-the-1720s_print?curator=brainpicker
https://mailchi.mp/themarginalian/science-presents-from-the-past
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In consequence, we lose sight of the fundamental tradeoff that the price of higher productivity is always lower 

creativity. All of it, Burkeman observes, is the product of an anxiety about time that springs from our stubborn 

avoidance of the elemental parameters of reality. A century and a half after Emily Dickinson lamented 

that “enough is so vast a sweetness… it never occurs, only pathetic counterfeits,” he writes: 

Denying reality never works, though. It may provide some immediate relief, because it allows you to go on 

thinking that at some point in the future you might, at last, feel totally in control. But it can’t ever bring the 

sense that you’re doing enough — that you are enough — because it defines “enough” as a kind of limitless 

control that no human can attain. Instead, the endless struggle leads to more anxiety and a less fulfilling life. 

This pursuit of efficiency hollows out the fullness of life, flattening the sphere of being that makes us 

complete human beings into a hamster wheel. Burkeman terms this “the paradox of limitation” and writes: 

The more you try to manage your time with the goal of achieving a feeling of total control, and freedom from 

the inevitable constraints of being human, the more stressful, empty, and frustrating life gets. But the more 

you confront the facts of finitude instead — and work with them, rather than against them — the more 

productive, meaningful, and joyful life becomes. 

Echoing physicist Brian Greene’s poetic meditation on how our mortality gives meaning to our lives, he adds: 

I don’t think the feeling of anxiety ever completely goes away; we’re even limited, apparently, in our capacity 

to embrace our limitations. But I’m aware of no other time management technique that’s half as effective as 

just facing the way things truly are. 

At the crux of facing the limits of reality is the fact that we must make choices — a necessity that can petrify 

us with “FOMO,” the paralyzing fear of missing out. And yet, as Adam Phillips observed in his elegant 

antidote to this fear, “our lived lives might become a protracted mourning for, or an endless tantrum about, the 

lives we were unable to live. But the exemptions we suffer, whether forced or chosen, make us who we are.” 

We have different coping strategies for managing the melancholy onus of having to choose. I am aware that 

my reliance on daily routines, unvaried meals, interchangeable clothing items, recursive playlists, and other 

life-loops is a coping mechanism aimed at automating certain choices in order to allay the anxiety and time-

cost of having to make them afresh each day. Others orient orthogonally to the problem, avoiding making 

concrete choices and commitments, in life and in love, in order to keep their options “open” — an equally 

illusory escape from the grand foreclosure that is life itself. 

But however we cope with the fearsome fact of having to choose, choose we must in order to live — and in 

order to have lives worthy of having been lived. It is, of course, all about facing our mortality — like every 

anxiety in life, if its layers of distraction and disguise are peeled back far enough. 

 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/12/07/willa-cather-letters-writing/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/12/07/willa-cather-letters-writing/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2018/12/10/emily-dickinson-love-letters-susan-gilbert/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2020/12/25/brian-greene-rilke/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/08/17/missing-out-adam-phillips
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/08/17/missing-out-adam-phillips
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Time-Catcher by Maria Popova. (Available as a print.) 

 

https://society6.com/product/time-catcher6358582_print?sku=s6-22687403p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/time-catcher6358582_print?sku=s6-22687403p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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One of Salvador Dalí’s etchings for a rare edition of Montaigne’s essays 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2013/08/12/salvador-dali-illustrates-montaigne/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2013/08/12/salvador-dali-illustrates-montaigne/
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With an eye to the etymology of “decide” — which stems from the Latin decidere, “to cut off,” a root it 

shares with “homicide” and “suicide” — Burkeman considers the necessity of excision: 

Any finite life — even the best one you could possibly imagine — is therefore a matter of ceaselessly waving 

goodbye to possibility… Since finitude defines our lives… living a truly authentic life — becoming fully 

human — means facing up to that fact. 

[…] 

It’s only by facing our finitude that we can step into a truly authentic relationship with life. 

Facing our finitude is, of course, the most challenging frontier of our ongoing resistance to facing the various 

territories of reality. The outrage we intuitively feel at the fact of our mortality — outrage for which the 

commonest prescription in the history of our species have been sugar-coated pellets of illusion promising 

ideologies of immortality — is a futile fist shaken at the fundamental organizing principle of the universe, of 

which we are part and product. Only the rare few are able to orient to mortality by meeting reality on its own 

terms and finding in that reorientation not only relief but rapturous gladness. 

A generation after Richard Dawkins made his exquisite counterintuitive argument for how death betokens the 

luckiness of life, Burkeman offers a fulcrum for pivoting our intuitive never-enough-time perspective to take 

a different view of the time we do have: 

From an everyday standpoint, the fact that life is finite feels like a terrible insult… There you were, planning 

to live on forever… but now here comes mortality, to steal away the life that was rightfully yours. 

Yet, on reflection, there’s something very entitled about this attitude. Why assume that an infinite supply of 

time is the default, and mortality the outrageous violation? Or to put it another way, why treat four thousand 

weeks as a very small number, because it’s so tiny compared with infinity, rather than treating it as a huge 

number, because it’s so many more weeks than if you had never been born? Surely only somebody who’d 

failed to notice how remarkable it is that anything is, in the first place, would take their own being as such a 

given — as if it were something they had every right to have conferred upon them, and never to have taken 

away. So maybe it’s not that you’ve been cheated out of an unlimited supply of time; maybe it’s almost 

incomprehensibly miraculous to have been granted any time at all. 

 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/02/03/bertrand-russell-immortality-good-life/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2014/05/22/alan-lightman-accidental-universe-impermanence/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2018/05/24/emily-levine-ted-reality/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/07/25/richard-dawkins-death/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/07/25/richard-dawkins-death/
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Liminal Days by Maria Popova. (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/liminal-days6358682_print?sku=s6-22687674p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/liminal-days6358682_print?sku=s6-22687674p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Our anxiety about the finitude of time is at bottom a function of the limits of attention — that great strainer 

for stimuli, woven of time. Our brains have evolved to miss the vast majority of what is unfolding around us, 

which renders our slender store of conscious attention our most precious resource — “the rarest and purest 

form of generosity,” in Simone Weil’s lovely words. And yet, Burkeman argues, treating attention as a 

resource is already a diminishment of its reality-shaping centrality to our lives. In consonance with William 

James — the original patron saint of attention as the empress of experience — Burkeman writes: 

Most other resources on which we rely as individuals — such as food, money, and electricity — are things 

that facilitate life, and in some cases it’s possible to live without them, at least for a while. Attention, on the 

other hand, just is life: your experience of being alive consists of nothing other than the sum of everything to 

which you pay attention. At the end of your life, looking back, whatever compelled your attention from 

moment to moment is simply what your life will have been. 

Annie Dillard captured this sentiment best in her haunting observation that “how we spend our days is, of 

course, how we spend our lives” — a poetic sentiment that, on a hectic day, becomes an indictment. What 

makes our attention so vulnerable to distraction is the difficulty of attending to what is consequential in the 

grandest scheme — a difficulty temporarily allayed by the ease of attending to the immediate and seemingly 

urgent but, ultimately, inconsequential. (Who among us would, on their deathbed, radiate soul-gladness over 

the number of emails they responded to in their lifetime?) “People are drawn to the easy and to the easiest 

side of the easy,” Rilke admonished a century before social media’s stream of easy escape into distraction, 

before productivity apps and life-hacks and instaeverything. “But it is clear that we must hold ourselves to the 

difficult.” 

Burkeman writes: 

Whenever we succumb to distraction, we’re attempting to flee a painful encounter with our finitude — with 

the human predicament of having limited time, and more especially, in the case of distraction, limited control 

over that time, which makes it impossible to feel certain about how things will turn out… The most effective 

way to sap distraction of its power is just to stop expecting things to be otherwise — to accept that this 

unpleasantness is simply what it feels like for finite humans to commit ourselves to the kinds of demanding 

and valuable tasks that force us to confront our limited control over how our lives unfold. 

And so we get to the crux of our human predicament — the underbelly of our anxiety about every unanswered 

email, every unfinished project, and every unbegun dream: Our capacities are limited, our time is finite, and 

we have no control over how it will unfold or when it will run out. Beyond the lucky fact of being born, life is 

one great sweep of uncertainty, bookended by the only other lucky certainty we have. It is hardly any wonder 

that the sweep is dusted with so much worry and we respond with so much obsessive planning, compulsive 

productivity, and other touching illusions of control. 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2013/08/12/on-looking-eleven-walks-with-expert-eyes/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/08/19/simone-weil-attention-gravity-and-grace/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/08/19/simone-weil-attention-gravity-and-grace/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2016/03/25/william-james-attention/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2013/06/07/annie-dillard-the-writing-life-1/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2013/06/07/annie-dillard-the-writing-life-1/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/06/29/rilke-letters-to-a-young-poet-macy-barrows/
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Vanish by Maria Popova. (Available as a print.) 

Burkeman — whose previous book made a similarly counterintuitive and insightful case for uncertainty as the 

wellspring of happiness — writes: 

https://society6.com/product/vanish5800978_print?sku=s6-21581797p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://www.themarginalian.org/2012/06/21/oliver-burkeman-the-antidote/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2012/06/21/oliver-burkeman-the-antidote/
https://society6.com/product/vanish5800978_print?sku=s6-21581797p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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Worry, at its core, is the repetitious experience of a mind attempting to generate a feeling of security about the 

future, failing, then trying again and again and again — as if the very effort of worrying might somehow help 

forestall disaster. The fuel behind worry, in other words, is the internal demand to know, in advance, that 

things will turn out fine: that your partner won’t leave you, that you will have sufficient money to retire, that a 

pandemic won’t claim the lives of anyone you love, that your favored candidate will win the next election, 

that you can get through your to-do list by the end of Friday afternoon. But the struggle for control over the 

future is a stark example of our refusal to acknowledge our built-in limitations when it comes to time, because 

it’s a fight the worrier obviously won’t win. 

[…] 

And so insecurity and vulnerability are the default state — because in each of the moments that you 

inescapably are, anything could happen, from an urgent email that scuppers your plans for the morning to a 

bereavement that shakes your world to its foundations. A life spent focused on achieving security with respect 

to time, when in fact such security is unattainable, can only ever end up feeling provisional — as if the point 

of your having been born still lies in the future, just over the horizon, and your life in all its fullness can begin 

as soon as you’ve gotten it, in Arnold Bennett’s phrase, “into proper working order.” 

The primary manifestation of this — and the root of our uneasy relationship with time — is that, in the course 

of our ordinary days, we instinctively make choices not through the lens of significance but through the lens 

of anxiety-avoidance, which increasingly renders life something to be managed rather than savored, a 

problem to be solved rather than a question to be asked, which we must each answer with the singular song of 

our lives, melodic with meaning. 

implicitly obvious and necessary disclaimer: 

Maybe it’s worth spelling out that none of this is an argument against long-term endeavors like marriage or 

parenting, building organizations or reforming political systems, and certainly not against tackling the climate 

crisis; these are among the things that matter most. But it’s an argument that even those things can only ever 

matter now, in each moment of the work involved, whether or not they’ve yet reached what the rest of the 

world defines as fruition. Because now is all you ever get. 

[…] 

If you can face the truth about time in this way — if you can step more fully into the condition of being a 

limited human — you will reach the greatest heights of productivity, accomplishment, service, and fulfillment 

that were ever in the cards for you to begin with. And the life you will see incrementally taking shape, in the 

rearview mirror, will be one that meets the only definitive measure of what it means to have used your weeks 

well: not how many people you helped, or how much you got done; but that working within the limits of your 

moment in history, and your finite time and talents, you actually got around to doing — and made life more 

luminous for the rest of us by doing — whatever magnificent task or weird little thing it was that you came 

here for. 
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Art by Arthur Rackham from a rare 1926 edition of The Tempest. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2019/04/03/arthur-rackham-tempest/
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-the-tempest-by-william-shakespeare-19266298616_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-the-tempest-by-william-shakespeare-19266298616_print?curator=brainpicker
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Leaning on Carl Jung’s perceptive advice on how to live, Burkeman makes poetically explicit the book’s  

In the remainder of the thoroughly satisfying and clarifying Four Thousand Weeks, drawing on a wealth of 

contemporary research and timeless wisdom from thinkers long vanished into what Emily Dickinson 

termed “the drift called ‘the Infinite,'” Burkeman goes on to devise a set of principles for liberating ourselves 

from the trap of efficiency and its illusory dreams of control, so that our transience can be a little more 

bearable and our finite time in the kingdom of life a little less provisional, a lot more purposeful, and 

infinitely more alive. 

Complement it with Seneca on the Stoic key to living with presence, Hermann Hesse on breaking the trance 

of busyness, artist Etel Adnan on time, self, impermanence, and transcendence, and physicist Alan 

Lightman’s poetic exploration of time and the antidote to life’s central anxiety, then revisit Borges’s timeless 

refutation of time, which Burkeman necessarily quotes, and Mary Oliver — another of Burkeman’s bygone 

beacons — on the measure of a life well lived. 

donating = loving 

 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/12/20/four-thousand-weeks-oliver-

burkeman/?mc_cid=6c95de8890&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/12/07/carl-jung-next-right-thing/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0374159122/braipick-20
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/05/28/emily-dickinson-grief/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2019/04/17/seneca-letter-1-time/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2017/03/06/hermann-hesse-little-joys-my-belief/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2017/03/06/hermann-hesse-little-joys-my-belief/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2019/02/06/etel-adnan-journey-to-mount-tamalpais/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/08/28/alan-lightman-einsteins-dreams/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2016/09/19/a-new-refutation-of-time-borges/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2016/09/19/a-new-refutation-of-time-borges/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/02/09/mary-oliver-blue-horses-fourth-sign-of-the-zodiac/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/12/20/four-thousand-weeks-oliver-burkeman/?mc_cid=6c95de8890&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.themarginalian.org/2021/12/20/four-thousand-weeks-oliver-burkeman/?mc_cid=6c95de8890&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Studies find that river diversions can overcome Louisiana's rapid sinking 

Research shows the likely benefits of land building by river diversions 

 
 

Land building in a rapidly subsiding area near the mouth of the Mississippi River. 

• Credit and Larger Version 

 

December 8, 2021 

Studies led by researchers at Tulane University and other institutions show the likely benefits of land building 

by river diversions, despite these deposits initially causing rapid subsidence -- the gradual sinking of land -- in 

coastal Louisiana. 

Published in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface, the papers focus on subsidence in coastal 

wetlands and in shallow bays. Using different methods, both show that subsidence rates increase due to 

sediment deposition. But deposition rates typically outpace this accelerated subsidence, with new land 

creation and higher land elevations as a result. 

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_images.jsp?cntn_id=304054&org=NSF
https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://news.tulane.edu/pr/studies-find-river-diversions-can-overcome-louisiana%E2%80%99s-rapid-sinking
https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021JF006231
https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021JF006231
https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1029/2021JF006153
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The lead authors of the two papers are Molly Keogh of the University of Oregon and Elizabeth Chamberlain 

of Wageningen University in the Netherlands. 

"We found that both wetlands and bays subside rapidly due to loading with fresh sediment," said co-author 

Torbjörn Törnqvist of Tulane. "The wetland study shows that the majority of this subsidence happens in the 

shallowest 10 feet and within the first centuries after deposition. The shallow bay study shows that up to half 

the elevation gain that is possible by deposition is lost to subsidence." 

Much has been made of processes deeper in the Earth's crust like faults, he said, "but the available research 

that attaches hard numbers to deep processes shows that those are secondary factors. Shallow processes are 

not only much more rapid, often by a factor of 10, but also occur almost everywhere along our coast, and they 

are ongoing today." 

Both studies are based on new borehole data collected throughout coastal Louisiana. The cores were analyzed 

for numerous properties, including sediment density and age. Computer modeling of deposition and land 

growth by means of river diversions suggests that the subsidence driven by accumulating sediment has a 

limited impact on reducing the rate of land growth, both horizontally and vertically. 

Other co-authors are at Coastal Carolina University, the Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium, Deltares 

in the Netherlands and Yonsei University in South Korea. Funding was provided in part by the U.S. National 

Science Foundation. 

--  NSF Public Affairs, Researchnews@nsf.gov 

 

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304054&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=em

ail&utm_source=govdelivery 

  

https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1349311&HistoricalAwards=false
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1349311&HistoricalAwards=false
mailto:Researchnews@nsf.gov
https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304054&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304054&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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VIA PAPER BRIGADE 

Leigh Stein on Reading Anne Frank During Quarantine 

On the Extraordinary Work of Diarists to Create Meaning from Dramatic, Quotidian Times 

By Leigh Stein 

 

January 13, 2022 

At the beginning of the pandemic, I wanted to read works by writers who had survived a plague. I reread 

Tony Kushner’s Angels in America (“You’re scared,” Louis says to Joe. “So am I. Everybody is in the land of 

the free. God help us all.”) I learned that Yeats wrote “The Second Coming” while his pregnant wife was 

extremely ill during the 1918 influenza epidemic (“Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold…”). 

I read Boccaccio’s introduction to The Decameron, from the 14th century, which describes the way class 

cleaved the Florentines’ responses to the Black Death. (The wealthy “cruelly maintained that no medicine was 

better or more effective against the plague than flight,” while “the common people … were constrained to 

stay in their houses either by their hope to survive or their poverty.”) Things weren’t very different in 2020. 

The New York Times ran a story about an Instagram influencer who was criticized by her followers for fleeing 

https://www.jewishbookcouncil.org/paper-brigade
https://lithub.com/author/leigh-stein/
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New York City. “I think that the public health officials, of course, say shelter in place, but what they’re not 

taking into consideration are all those situations like mine,” she said. 

I turned to Anne Frank for inspiration. I realized that instead of panicking, I could document what was 

happening—not only the spread of the virus across the United States (which I compulsively tallied on a piece 

of paper until we’d trumped Italy), but also the outpouring of reactions on social media, a real-time public 

diary I scrolled incessantly. 

“I can’t tell you how oppressive it is never to be able to go outdoors,” she wrote on July 11, 1942, just a few 

days after arriving at the annex. 

Anne Frank survived 25 months in a 450-square-foot annex with eight other people, cataloguing what she 

thought, felt, saw, heard, touched, smelled, and tasted. Her literary contribution to the memory of the 

Holocaust is the work of a skilled memoirist, who knew how to balance the quotidian details of domestic 

life—the bedtime and bathroom routines, months of bitter endive—with news of the war. “I can’t tell you 

how oppressive it is never to be able to go outdoors,” she wrote on July 11, 1942, just a few days after 

arriving at the annex. “Also I’m very afraid that we shall be discovered and be shot.” 

While the diary gives the impression of a teenage girl writing to us in “real time,” the true story of the diary’s 

composition reveals how much thought and effort Anne put into writing something that would have meaning 

to readers in the future—us. On March 28, 1944, about a year and a half into hiding, Anne heard a radio 

broadcast in which the Dutch minister of education called upon Dutch citizens to preserve their diaries and 

letters. “Only if we succeed in bringing this simple, daily material together in overwhelming quantity,” Gerrit 

Bolkestein said, “only then will the scene of this struggle for freedom be painted in full depth and shine.” That 

spring, Anne began to rewrite her entire diary from the beginning, while also producing new entries. She 

completed her revision by the time she wrote her final entry on August 1, 1944. The Gestapo arrived three 

days later. 

On March 2, 2020, a couple of weeks before the governor of Connecticut issued a stay-at-home order, I 

stopped drinking alcohol. My new sobriety yielded what felt like a miracle: I started writing poems for the 

first time in nearly a decade. By April, I was often writing a poem a day about life under lockdown. 

I hesitate to make analogies between genocide or incarceration and the homebound isolation of the pandemic, 

but now I better understand why Anne’s diary is one of the most frequently read texts in American prisons. 

Nelson Mandela also took inspiration from the diary during the 18 years he spent in the Robben Island prison 

in South Africa. Reading Anne’s diary again, I found her descriptions of restrictions familiar; by documenting 

her corner of history, she made the best of a girlhood that was both constricted and dramatized by 

circumstance. 

Our universal, exquisitely personal experience of this plague has turned us into diarists of an extraordinary 

turning point in history. 
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A common refrain of the pandemic is how meaningless time became once the borders between work and play, 

school and home, weekdays and weekends, disappeared. Anne knew what it felt like to be lost in time: “Years 

seem to have passed between Sunday and now,” she wrote on Wednesday, July 8, 1942. In quarantine, I 

watched movies about distortions in time (Back to the Future, Groundhog Day, Palm Springs) and wrote 

poems about them. I wrote about the uncanny—the familiar made frightening (the new risk presented by 

grocery shopping; a field hospital set up in Central Park; how to be mindful about taking deep breaths when 

you know there aren’t enough masks). I wrote about the memes and internet controversies that offered us a 

brief escape from thinking about death tolls. 

After liberation, more than two thousand diaries, written by Dutch citizens who’d heard the same radio 

broadcast as Anne, were collected by the National Office for the History of the Netherlands in Wartime. Only 

recently have researchers begun transcribing the handwritten records and putting them in a digital archive. An 

April 19, 2020 New York Times story about the Dutch archive notes that “diaries, once considered too 

subjective to be historical sources, are now regarded as more reliable… primarily for their ability to depict 

how people thought and felt.” 
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My poetry collection What to Miss When is an artifact of the first six months of the pandemic—written, as 

Boccaccio would say, in order to offer solace to the ladies, and to somehow capture in words the inordinate 

amount of time we spent looking at screens, desperate for intimacy in the new era of social distance. As 

Meghan O’Rourke writes in her memoir, The Long Goodbye, “If the condition of grief is nearly universal, its 

transactions are exquisitely personal.” Millions of people have kept a personal record of the pandemic in the 

form of tweets and Facebook and Instagram posts. Our universal, exquisitely personal experience of this 

plague has turned us into diarists of an extraordinary turning point in history. 

________________________________________ 

 

This essay originally appeared in Paper Brigade, the annual literary journal of Jewish Book Council. 

Angels in AmericaAnne FrankCOVID-19HolocaustJewish Book CouncilLeigh Steinlife in a pandemicPaper 

BrigadeplaguesThe DecameronThe Long GoodbyeWhat to Miss When 

 

 

 

 

Leigh Stein 

Leigh Stein is a writer interested in what the internet is doing to our identities, relationships, and politics. She 

is the author of five books, including the critically acclaimed satirical novel Self Care (Penguin, 2020) and the 

poetry collection What to Miss When (Soft Skull Press, 2021). Her non-fiction writing has appeared in 

the New York Times, the Washington Post, the New Yorker online, Allure, ELLE, Poets & Writers, BuzzFeed, 

The Cut, Salon, and Slate. 

 

https://lithub.com/leigh-stein-on-reading-anne-frank-during-quarantine/ 

https://bookshop.org/books/what-to-miss-when-poems/9781593766979?aid=132
https://bookshop.org/books/the-long-goodbye-9781594485664/9781594485664?aid=132
https://www.jewishbookcouncil.org/paper-brigade
https://lithub.com/tag/angels-in-america/
https://lithub.com/tag/anne-frank/
https://lithub.com/tag/covid-19/
https://lithub.com/tag/holocaust/
https://lithub.com/tag/jewish-book-council/
https://lithub.com/tag/leigh-stein/
https://lithub.com/tag/life-in-a-pandemic/
https://lithub.com/tag/paper-brigade/
https://lithub.com/tag/paper-brigade/
https://lithub.com/tag/plagues/
https://lithub.com/tag/the-decameron/
https://lithub.com/tag/the-long-goodbye/
https://lithub.com/tag/what-to-miss-when/
https://lithub.com/author/leigh-stein/
https://lithub.com/author/leigh-stein/
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How a handful of prehistoric geniuses launched humanity’s technological revolution 

Author: Nicholas R. Longrich, Senior Lecturer in Paleontology and Evolutionary Biology, University of Bath 

Clovis spearheads. Source: wikimedia, CC BY-SA 

For the first few million years of human evolution, technologies changed slowly. Some three million years 

ago, our ancestors were making chipped stone flakes and crude choppers. Two million years ago, hand-axes. 

A million years ago, primitive humans sometimes used fire, but with difficulty. Then, 500,000 years ago, 

technological change accelerated, as spearpoints, firemaking, axes, beads and bows appeared. 

This technological revolution wasn’t the work of one people. Innovations arose in different groups 

– modern Homo sapiens, primitive sapiens, possibly even Neanderthals – and then spread. Many key 

inventions were unique: one-offs. Instead of being invented by different people independently, they were 

discovered once, then shared. That implies a few clever people created many of history’s big inventions. 

And not all of them were modern humans. 

The tip of the spear 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://www.pnas.org/content/116/24/11712.short
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature10372
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/31/e2101108118
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-019-1714-1
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature22336
https://humanorigins.si.edu/evidence/human-fossils/species/homo-neanderthalensis
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500,000 years ago in southern Africa, primitive Homo sapiens first bound stone blades to wooden spears, 

creating the spearpoint. Spearpoints were revolutionary as weaponry, and as the first “composite tools” – 

combining components. 

 

Serengeti spearpoint. photo: Nick Longrich 

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.1227608
https://images.theconversation.com/files/438359/original/file-20211219-50043-c2959i.jpg?ixlib=rb-1.1.0&q=45&auto=format&w=1000&fit=clip
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Hadzabe fire drill. Photo: Nick Longrich 
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The spearpoint spread, appearing 300,000 years ago in East Africa and the Mideast, then 250,000 years ago in 

Europe, wielded by Neanderthals. That pattern suggests the spearpoint was gradually passed on from one 

people to another, all the way from Africa to Europe. 

Catching fire 

400,000 years ago hints of fire, including charcoal and burnt bones, became common in Europe, the Mideast 

and Africa. It happened roughly the same time everywhere – rather than randomly in disconnected places – 

suggesting invention, then rapid spread. Fire’s utility is obvious, and keeping a fire going is easy. Starting a 

fire is harder, however, and was probably the main barrier. If so, widespread use of fire likely marked the 

invention of the fire-drill – a stick spun against another piece of wood to create friction, a tool still used today 

by hunter-gatherers. 

Curiously, the oldest evidence for regular fire use comes from Europe – then inhabited by Neanderthals. Did 

Neanderthals master fire first? Why not? Their brains were as big as ours; they used them for something, and 

living through Europe’s ice-age winters, Neanderthals needed fire more than African Homo sapiens. 

The axe 

270,000 years ago in central Africa, hand-axes began to disappear, replaced by a new technology, the core-

axe. Core-axes looked like small, fat hand-axes, but were radically different tools. Microscopic scratches 

show core-axes were bound to wooden handles – making a true, hafted axe. Axes quickly spread through 

Africa, then were carried by modern humans into the Arabian peninsula, Australia, and ultimately Europe. 

Ornamentation 

The oldest beads are 140,000 years old, and come from Morocco. They were made by piercing snail shells, 

then stringing them on a cord. At the time, archaic Homo sapiens inhabited North Africa, so their makers 

weren’t modern humans. 

https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0078092
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/530046.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/David-Herisson/publication/277027257_Levallois_points_and_triangular_flakes_during_the_Middle_Palaeolithic_in_northwestern_Europe_Considerations_on_the_status_of_these_pieces_in_the_Neanderthal_hunting_toolkit_in_northern_France/links/59f2ffbfaca272cdc7d042ec/Levallois-points-and-triangular-flakes-during-the-Middle-Palaeolithic-in-northwestern-Europe-Considerations-on-the-status-of-these-pieces-in-the-Neanderthal-hunting-toolkit-in-northern-France.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/118/31/e2101108118.full.pdf
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/pdf/10.1021/ed016p36
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-24290-7
https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/full/10.1086/673752
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature10372
http://in-africa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Mehlman-1987-JAS-Eyasi-fossil.pdf
http://in-africa.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/Mehlman-1987-JAS-Eyasi-fossil.pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0305440305001718
https://www.science.org/doi/abs/10.1126/science.1199113
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/03122417.2016.1164379
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/cambridge-archaeological-journal/article/abs/stone-dead-uncovering-early-mesolithic-mortuary-rites-hermitage-ireland/DD38A24800EA528C5E3CE27300F88B7E
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abi8620
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature22336
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Kondoa beads. Photo: Nick Longrich 

Beads then appeared in Europe, 115,000-120,000 years ago, worn by Neanderthals, and were finally adopted 

by modern humans in southern Africa 70,000 years ago. 

Bow and arrow 

https://www.science.org/doi/pdf/10.1126/sciadv.aar5255
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0047248404001307
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Hadzabe archer. Photo: Nick Longrich 

The oldest arrowheads appeared in southern Africa over 70,000 years ago, likely made by the ancestors of the 

Bushmen, who’ve lived there for 200,000 years. Bows then spread to modern humans in East Africa, to south 

Asia 48,000 years ago, on to Europe 40,000 years ago, and finally to Alaska and the Americas, 12,000 years 

ago. 

Diffusion of Bow and Arrow out of Africa. Source: Wikipedia (map) & Nick Longrich 

Neanderthals never adopted bows, but the timing of the bow’s spread means it was likely used by Homo 

sapiens against them. 

Trading technology 

It’s not impossible that people invented similar technologies in different parts of the world at roughly the 

same time, and in some cases, this must have happened. But the simplest explanation for the archaeological 

data we have is that instead of reinventing technologies, many advances were made just once, then spread 

widely. After all, assuming fewer innovations requires fewer assumptions. 

But how did technology spread? It’s unlikely individual prehistoric people travelled long distances through 

lands held by hostile tribes (although there were obviously major migrations over generations), so African 

humans probably didn’t meet Neanderthals in Europe, or vice versa. Instead, technology and ideas diffused – 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/evan.21912
https://www.science.org/doi/full/10.1126/science.aao6266
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0192029
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.aba3831
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-019-0990-3#:%7E:text=The%20multiple%20findings%2C%20such%20as,is%20more%20than%2020%2C000%20years
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23776050/#:%7E:text=There%20were%20at%20least%20four,arrived%20in%20the%20Aleutian%20Islands.
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/23776050/#:%7E:text=There%20were%20at%20least%20four,arrived%20in%20the%20Aleutian%20Islands.
https://theconversation.com/war-in-the-time-of-neanderthals-how-our-species-battled-for-supremacy-for-over-100-000-years-148205
https://theconversation.com/war-in-the-time-of-neanderthals-how-our-species-battled-for-supremacy-for-over-100-000-years-148205
https://theconversation.com/were-other-humans-the-first-victims-of-the-sixth-mass-extinction-126638
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transferred from one band and tribe to the next, and the next, in a vast chain linking modern Homo sapiens in 

southern Africa to archaic humans in North and East Africa, and Neanderthals in Europe. 

Conflict could have driven exchange, with people stealing or capturing tools and weapons. Native Americans, 

for example, got horses by capturing them from the Spanish. But it’s likely that people often just traded 

technologies, simply because it was safer and easier. Even today, modern hunter-gatherers, who lack money, 

still trade – Hadzabe hunters exchange honey for iron arrowheads made by neighbouring tribes, for example. 

Archaeology shows such trade is ancient. Ostrich eggshell beads from South Africa, up to 30,000 years old, 

have been found over 300 kilometres from where they were made. 200,000—300,000 years ago, 

archaic Homo sapiens in East Africa used tools from obsidian sourced from 50-150 kilometres away, further 

than modern hunter-gatherers typically travel. 

Last, we shouldn’t overlook human generosity – some exchanges may simply have been gifts. Human history 

and prehistory were doubtless full of conflict, but then as now, tribes may have had peaceful interactions – 

treaties, marriages, friendships – and may simply have gifted technology to their neighbours. 

Stone Age geniuses 

The pattern seen here – single origin, then spread of innovations – has another remarkable implication. 

Progress may have been highly dependent on single individuals, rather than being the inevitable outcome of 

larger cultural forces. 

Consider the bow. It’s so useful that its invention seems both obvious and inevitable. But if it really was 

obvious, we’d see bows invented repeatedly in different parts of the world. But Native Americans didn’t 

invent the bow – neither did Australian Aborigines, nor people in Europe and Asia. 

Instead, it seems one clever Bushman invented the bow, and then everyone else adopted it. That hunter’s 

invention would change the course of human history for thousands of years to come, determining the fates of 

peoples and empires. 

The prehistoric pattern resembles what we’ve seen in historic times. Some innovations were developed 

repeatedly – farming, civilisation, calendars, pyramids, mathematics, writing, and beer were invented 

independently around the world, for example. Certain inventions may be obvious enough to emerge in a 

predictable fashion in response to people’s needs. 

But many key innovations – the wheel, gunpowder, the printing press, stirrups, the compass – seem to have 

been invented just once, before becoming widespread. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B005CTH9R6/ref=dp-kindle-redirect?_encoding=UTF8&btkr=1
https://www.pnas.org/content/117/12/6453#F6
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0047248416301956
https://www.science.org/doi/abs/10.1126/science.aao2646
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S109051380200096X?casa_token=iB5Mru4bt7YAAAAA:mzdLZCF7yAfa_0b1V92Qp5rUHY6I1z6sgvTrge3-IEfZnm5eq5NeVzZI1qTK9-aAR1mBCTe_BGw
https://www.amazon.com/War-Before-Civilization-Peaceful-Savage/dp/0195119126
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0960982216302470
https://theconversation.com/how-the-extinction-of-ice-age-mammals-may-have-forced-us-to-invent-civilisation-128799
https://www.bl.uk/history-of-writing/articles/where-did-writing-begin
https://theconversation.com/when-did-humans-start-experimenting-with-alcohol-and-drugs-161556
https://www.livescience.com/18808-invention-wheel.html
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Wright Brothers’ first flight. 

wikipedia, CC BY-SA 

And likewise a handful of individuals – Steve Jobs, Thomas Edison, Nikola Tesla, the Wright Brothers, James 

Watt, Archimedes – played outsized roles in driving our technological evolution, which implies highly 

creative individuals had a huge impact. 

That suggests the odds of hitting on a major technological innovation are low. Perhaps it wasn’t inevitable 

that fire, spearpoints, axes, beads or bows would be discovered when they were. 

Then, as now, one person could literally change the course of history, with nothing more than an idea.  

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative Commons license. Original article. 

https://mappingignorance.org/2022/01/05/how-a-handful-of-prehistoric-geniuses-launched-humanitys-

technological-revolution/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://airandspace.si.edu/exhibitions/wright-brothers/online/
https://theconversation.com/
https://theconversation.com/how-a-handful-of-prehistoric-geniuses-launched-humanitys-technological-revolution-171511
https://mappingignorance.org/2022/01/05/how-a-handful-of-prehistoric-geniuses-launched-humanitys-technological-revolution/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email
https://mappingignorance.org/2022/01/05/how-a-handful-of-prehistoric-geniuses-launched-humanitys-technological-revolution/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email
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Morning Street 

by Carlos Drummond de Andrade 

Issue no. 97 (Fall 1985) 

The splashing rain 

unearthed my father.  

I never imagined 

him buried thus,  

to the din of trolleys 

on an asphalt street 

giant palm trees slanting on the beach 

(and a voice from sleep 

to stroke my hair),  

as melodies wash up 

with lost money 

discarded confessions 

old papers, glasses, pearls. 

To see him exposed 

to the damp, acrid air, 

that drifts in with the tide 

and cuts your breath, 

to wish to love him 

without deceit 

to cover him with kisses, with flowers, with swallows, 

to alter time 

to offer the warm 

of a quiet embrace 

from this elderly recluse, 

discarded confessions 

and a lamb-like truce. 

To feel the lack 

of inborn strengths 

to want to carry him 

to the older sofa 

of a bygone ranch, 

but splashes of rain 

but sheets of mud beneath reddish street lamps 

but all that exists 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=573006e814&e=d538c8f2e0
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of morning and wind 

between one nature and another 

yawning sheds by the docks 

discarded confessions 

ingratitude.  

What should a man do 

at dawn 

(a taste of defeat 

in his mouth, in the air) 

in whatever place? 

Everything spoken, drunk, or even pretended 

and the rest still buried 

in the folds of sleep, 

cigarette stubs 

the wet glare of streets 

discarded confessions 

morning defeat. 

Vague mountains 

greening waves 

newspapers already white, 

hesitant melody 

trying to spawn 

conditions for hope 

on this gray day, of a broken lament.  

Nothing left to remind me 

of the seamless asphalt. 

Abandoned cellars 

my body shivers 

discarded confessions:  

abruptly, the walk home. 

  

—Translated by Thomas Colchie 

  

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=573006e814&e=d538c8f2e0 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=573006e814&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=573006e814&e=d538c8f2e0
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Low-cost iron catalyst produces less expensive pharmaceutical compounds 

Researchers use iron to generate new three-component cross-coupling catalytic reaction 

 
 

Scientists have developed a way to generate pharmaceutical reactions using iron as a catalyst. 

• Credit and Larger Version 

 

December 8, 2021 

Cross-coupling reactions -- the joining of fragments of molecules with the aid of a metal catalyst -- are a 

critical part of pharmaceutical production, usually relying on expensive, rare metals like palladium. 

Researchers at the University of Rochester and the University of Maryland, partially funded by the U.S. 

National Science Foundation, developed a three-component cross-coupling reaction that produces less 

expensive synthetics of hard to produce pharmaceutical compounds in one step using iron. The findings were 

published in the journal Science. 

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_images.jsp?cntn_id=304053&org=NSF
https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://www.rochester.edu/newscenter/big-leap-forward-in-using-iron-catalysts-for-pharmaceuticals-494352/
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1751568&HistoricalAwards=false
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1751568&HistoricalAwards=false
https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abj6005
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"This is a tremendous leap forward in developing effective and practical iron-based reactions that the 

pharmaceutical industry could utilize," said Michael Neidig of the University of Rochester, a co-author of the 

study. 

Carbon bond-forming reactions are important in manufacturing pharmaceutical and other chemical products, 

but often require rare and expensive metals. Iron is inexpensive, readily available and less toxic than other 

metals like palladium, but the instability of the iron carbon bond has limited its use as a catalyst in this type of 

reaction. Replacing rare metals with abundant and non-toxic iron is more stable and sustainable. 

The researchers studied the mechanics of iron-catalyzed carbon bond-forming reactions and successfully 

created a three-component coupling that increased the potential for chemical bonds to form during the 

reaction and reduced the instability of the iron carbon bonding. The development simplifies an expensive and 

complex multi-step process to generate pharmaceutical reactions using iron as a catalyst. 

--  NSF Public Affairs, Researchnews@nsf.gov 

 

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304053&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=em

ail&utm_source=govdelivery 

  

mailto:Researchnews@nsf.gov
https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304053&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304053&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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Photo by Vaschelle André 

 

 

September 20, 2021 

52 

Dear Bitter Southerners, 
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I wrote a poem years ago: “South the Name of Home.” That South, the one of my longings, has been carried 

inside me wherever I have traveled. It remains vibrant, even now. 

Today I live on a hillside in Northern California, and what I have been mourning these last weeks of summer 

is the destruction of my peach trees by bears. As most Southerners know, especially those from Georgia, life 

isn’t the same without plenty of peaches — at least enough to fill a sizable tin tub. Then there are the chickens 

underneath the peach trees that look exactly like the ones that ran about our yard near Wards Chapel, in 

Putnam County, and there are the delicious eggs, though sometimes Reginald the Rooster has planted seed, 

making them inedible. There is the same garden my mother would recognize if she were alive: the collards, 

the kale, the turnips, the bushels of tomatoes, the peas and beans that did not do that well this year. The 

potatoes! And yes, mixing my metaphor with hers: flowers! Everywhere among the growing food. For 

flowers are what the Spirit eats. 

Sometimes grief turns to bitterness, and that is what the soul devours when it is in despair. I know this 

intimately because I fell so in love with where I was born that I named myself “Straight Pine” after one of the 

trees. Losing connection with the skinny pines of Georgia was incredibly difficult. But there was insight to be 

gained even here. I know what it feels like to have no place in the actual spot where you were born; and this 

has fired my activism wherever I have traveled in the world. What!? I have exclaimed internally while facing 

snarling strangers sometimes holding guns: You intend to blast these people out of their homes, their land, 

their orchards and vineyards and ... their Earth that is sitting atop the gas or oil or uranium you and your 

gadgets have found? 

This intensity of solidarity with others like myself is grounded in my Southern upbringing and uprooting. I am 

grateful for it and consider it a gift. How could I stay in a land of so many tears? So much violence? And yet, 

more of the world than ever reflects what so many of us hoped would remain in the Southern past. 

We are now called, I believe, to teach what we have learned and know. 

Which is why The Bitter Southerner appeals to me. 

My own bitterness was transformed, through much work and meditation, into a different emotion, over time. 

Sadness, yes, after a decades-long period of mourning. But then, acceptance that Life is what it is and we are 

incredibly fortunate to have any part of it. I began to see Northern California, where I live now, very much in 

terms of its own particular loveliness: giant oaks, magnificent mountains, a bobcat or mountain lion right 

outside my window traveling so fast one only glimpses a tail. Bears! I began to love the little wooden teepee I 

found on half of the 40 acres once promised to ancestors and me, and never delivered. I saw the sun beaming 

here, too, and heard water rushing down the mountainsides all winter long — before our droughts and fires! 

I am convinced, by the serenity that has followed my years of sadness and regret, my bitterness, that Life has 

always adored me — if Southerners of “the opposite race,” as they were called years ago, could not. That it is 

in Life itself that I find my home, am nurtured splendidly, and am settled. 
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It makes me happy to affirm a magazine that reflects our diverse faces and races. Together, and in solidarity 

with stubborn ancestors on all sides, we can be a beautiful, a powerful, offering to the world. 

 

Alice Walker 
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Alice Walker’s childhood home in Putnam County, Georgia. (Photo by Amanda Greene) 

 

https://bittersoutherner.com/a-letter-from-home/alice-

walker?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=79308f529b-

2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-

92223085&ct=t(2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER)&goal=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-

92223085&mc_cid=79308f529b&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff 

  

https://bittersoutherner.com/a-letter-from-home/alice-walker?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=79308f529b-2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-92223085&ct=t(2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER)&goal=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-92223085&mc_cid=79308f529b&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff
https://bittersoutherner.com/a-letter-from-home/alice-walker?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=79308f529b-2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-92223085&ct=t(2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER)&goal=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-92223085&mc_cid=79308f529b&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff
https://bittersoutherner.com/a-letter-from-home/alice-walker?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=79308f529b-2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-92223085&ct=t(2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER)&goal=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-92223085&mc_cid=79308f529b&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff
https://bittersoutherner.com/a-letter-from-home/alice-walker?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=79308f529b-2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-92223085&ct=t(2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER)&goal=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-92223085&mc_cid=79308f529b&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff
https://bittersoutherner.com/a-letter-from-home/alice-walker?utm_source=The+Bitter+News&utm_campaign=79308f529b-2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-92223085&ct=t(2021_12_21_ALICE_WALKER_LETTER)&goal=0_8269ec3593-79308f529b-92223085&mc_cid=79308f529b&mc_eid=e71bc4a9ff
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Researchers use new approach to calibrate soft robotic exosuit to an individual 

New class of wearable robotic technology can assist with and adapt to a variety of everyday task 

 
 

The wearable soft robotic exosuit is an advancement in assistive technology. 

• Credit and Larger Version 

 

December 6, 2021 

Harvard University researchers, partially funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation, have developed a 

soft robotic exosuit that customizes itself to the user for personalized and activity-specific assistance. This 

new class of wearable assistive technology applies mechanical help to the user's joints and muscles. The 

robotic exosuit can be calibrated to the user and adapt to a variety of real-world walking tasks in a matter of 

seconds. The researchers published their findings in Science Robotics. 

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_images.jsp?cntn_id=304039&org=NSF
https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://www.seas.harvard.edu/news/2021/11/personalized-exosuit-real-world-walking
https://nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1925085&HistoricalAwards=false
https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/scirobotics.abj1362
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The team of roboticists, movement scientists and clinicians captured ultrasound images of the calf muscles of 

participants as they performed a series of walking tasks. "From these pre-recorded images, we estimated the 

assistive force to be applied in parallel with the calf muscles to offset the additional work needed to perform 

during the push-off phase of the walking cycle," said Krithika Swaminathan, co-author of the study. 

Co-author Robert Howe added that "our muscle-based approach enables relatively rapid generation of 

individualized assistance profiles that provide real benefit to the person walking.” 

The exosuit was able to quickly adapt to changes in walking speed and incline when tested in real-world 

situations. The team plans to test the system capacity to make constant, real-time adjustments next. 

Millions of people with walking impairments or limited mobility could benefit from the unobtrusive 

assistance exosuits can provide. First responders and individuals who carry heavy loads would also benefit 

from using assistive exosuit technology to partially alleviate their burden. 

--  NSF Public Affairs, Researchnews@nsf.gov 

 

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304039&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=em

ail&utm_source=govdelivery  

  

mailto:Researchnews@nsf.gov
https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304039&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304039&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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Between Frogs and Gods: Illustrations of Physiognomy 

 

Coloured etchings by Christian von Mechel showing “stages from the frog to the profile of Apollo”, after the 

ideas of Johann Caspar Lavater, 1797 — Source 

For many of us, the image of a frog evokes feelings which fall anywhere between utter ambivalence and mild 

fondness. The common frog is neither fearsomely feral, nor an affectionate family pet. Children chase them, 

princesses kiss them, and backyard swimmers rescue them from drowning in pools. For Johann Caspar 

Lavater (1741–1801), however, frogs are “the swollen representative of a disgusting bestiality”, and a 

manifestation of true “satanical hideousness and malignity”. In light of these epithets, one might wonder, 

what did the frog do to deserve such scathing description? In Lavater’s understanding, the frog’s fault resides 

in the angle of its forehead. 

https://wellcomecollection.org/works?query=Twelve+stages+in+the+sequence+lavater
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The etchings above, commissioned by Lavater from the Swiss printmaker Christian von Mechel (1737–1817), 

put the physiognomist’s ideas into color and motion. Across twenty-four frames, the profile of an unassuming 

amphibian slowly metamorphs into that of Apollo (considered the epitome of masculine beauty). At its core, 

Lavater’s physiognomy relies on the belief that a creature’s true character and morality can be discerned from 

their “lines of countenance”, often revealed by analyzing silhouettes. In many ways, he spent his career trying 

to offer scientific proof of the ancient Greek concept known as kalokagathia — that goodness manifests as 

beauty, evil as ugliness — the focus of his greatest-known work, the four-volume Physiognomische 

Fragmente (1775–1778). 

The frog-to-Apollo images, and the text they illustrate (“Ueber die Animalitäts-Linien”), didn't feature in the 

original German edition of Lavater’s treatise, but plans were made to include it as a supplement to the much 

delayed French edition of the final volume. It seems Lavater had an idea for the amphibian sequence as early 

as 1777, the date given to a copperplate engraving (likely by Lavater himself) found in his collection, but it 

wasn't until the 1790s that things were readied for publication. Lavater commissioned etchings from Mechel 

in 1795 (seemingly based on this earlier copperplate engraving), but he was ultimately dissatisfied with 

Mechel's efforts (and price) and rejected them.

 

Images from the 1803 French edition, the 4th volume of Essai sur la physiognomonie — Source. 

https://www.e-rara.ch/zut/content/titleinfo/295255
https://www.e-rara.ch/zut/content/titleinfo/295255
https://digital.bibliothek.uni-halle.de/hd/content/pageview/565310
https://www.landesmuseum-ol.de/fileadmin/content/images/2._Ueber_das_Museum/7._Kunstwerk_des_Monats/LMO_Kunstwerk_des_Monats_Oktober_November_2020_1.pdf
https://www.landesmuseum-ol.de/fileadmin/content/images/2._Ueber_das_Museum/7._Kunstwerk_des_Monats/LMO_Kunstwerk_des_Monats_Oktober_November_2020_1.pdf
https://archive.org/details/essaisurlaphysio04lava
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Copperplate engraving of the first half of the frog-to-Apollo sequence, dated to 1777 — Source 

Lavater would die before the frog-to-Apollo text with accompanying images finally made it into print, first in 

an 1802 collection of unpublished writings, and then in the long awaited French fourth volume published the 

following year. In both of these versions we see simple line renditions — much closer to the 1777 engraving 

than Mechel's interpretation. The frog-to-Apollo motif also crops up in additional unattributed images, such as 

the series of twenty-four small-format watercolors by an anonymous draftsman held at the Österreichische 

Nationalbibliothek (dated to 1795, reproduced at the end of this post), and others that David Bindman found, 

during research for Ape to Apollo, in the Lavater's “Kunstkabinett” — a personal archive of more than 22,000 

portraits. 

 

Undated variations of the frog-to-Apollo series found in the Lavater Collection. The image on the left, which 

utilises a 4 x 4 grid, has an end point of a male head (rather than Apollo) and includes descriptions in 

Lavater's own hand. The image on the right shows a front view and the end point of a female head, a view 

also included in the 1802 and 1803 printed versions — Source. 

While these images of the human emerging from the animal might, at first glance, seem to 

anticipate Darwinian theories of evolution, Lavater was, as Bindman comments, “a Protestant preacher 

fervently hostile to Enlightenment thinking and to anything that would suggest a continuum between the 

https://www.sciencephoto.fr/image/11733579-1777-Frog-to-Apollo-Man-Lavater-evolution
https://digital.bibliothek.uni-halle.de/hd/content/thumbview/565422
https://archive.org/details/essaisurlaphysio04lava/page/n424/mode/thumb
https://search.onb.ac.at/primo-explore/search?institution=43ACC_ONB&vid=ONB&tab=default_tab&search_scope=ONB_gesamtbestand&mode=basic&displayMode=full&bulkSize=10&highlight=true&dum=true&query=any,contains,Morphologie%20vom%20Frosch%20zum%20Dichter-Apoll.&displayField=all
https://books.google.fi/books/about/Ape_to_Apollo.html?id=p2uOgO1Q9eYC&redir_esc=y
https://onb.digital/search/298173
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43826166
https://www.jstor.org/stable/43826166
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animal and the human”. (Darwin, on the other hand, owned a well-read version of Lavater's writings.) For 

Lavater, the series of images leading from frog through “primitive man” to Grecian god, demonstrated rigid 

and unchanging taxonomic divisions between humans and animals, and also between some humans and other 

(in his view) lesser humans. 

Like the ancients before him, Lavater believed that, after careful examination, the disposition of every human 

and animal would reveal itself through the proportions of the head. In his writings, the angle of the neck 

corresponds to sincerity; the chin to sensuality; and the lips to a mixture of anger, love, or hate. Small nostrils 

are notorious for denoting timidity, and the bridge of the nose speaks to tranquility versus brute strength. 

However, the most important appears to have been the angle of the forehead. Invoking the work of Pieter 

Camper, a Dutch anatomist dedicated to studying facial angles across species, Lavater explains how the 

twenty-five degree angle of the frog's head increases to a roughly seventy degree angle in the head of a man. 

Compounded with the belief that, “of all earthly creatures, man is the most perfect”, Lavater linked this 

vertical visage to intelligence and wit, as well as “the transition from brutal deformity to ideal beauty”. In a 

fascinating twist — or perhaps a Protestant cringe at classical polytheism — Lavater also notes that many 

Greek gods and heroes are depicted as having dramatically protruding foreheads, with angles of up to one-

hundred degrees. This extreme physiognomy may be demonstrative of their divinity, but it is “not naturally 

beautiful, not truly human”. 

While Lavater may have believed that “man is the most perfect”, he did not believe that all races were equal 

within that perfection. He writes that while the European forehead is “most beautiful”, averaging around 

eighty degrees, the average Chinese forehead is seventy-five, and an angle “below seventy degrees gives the 

countenance of the negro of Angola and the Calmuc; and by a further diminution soon loses all trace of 

resemblance to humanity”. In tying certain spiritual, intellectual, or moral capacity to the shapes of heads and 

faces — with the ideal echoing his own visage — Lavater's ideas are inseparable from the history of scientific 

racism and the emerging frameworks of racial categorization in the late eighteenth-century. Backed by an 

anthropocentric belief that non-human species are foul and unintelligent, physiognomists such as Lavater 

weaponized the face to create a racial hierarchy, ranking non-Europeans much nearer to the realm of 

“satanical” animality. As the title of Richard T. Gray's 2004 study implies, About Face: German 

Physiognomic Thought from Lavater to Auschwitz, physiognomy set in motion a mode of profiling and 

differentiating human bodies that enabled some of the most horrific events in modern history. 

Text by Paloma Ruiz and Hunter Dukes 

PUBLISHED 

January 6, 2022 

https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/frogs-to-apollo  

  

https://www.rosswoodrow.com/zoomorphism
https://wellcomecollection.org/works/h3avv6j5/items?canvas=9
https://wellcomecollection.org/works/h3avv6j5/items?canvas=9
https://books.google.fi/books?id=NWaxXRILGjYC&lpg=PP1&dq=German%20physiognomic%20thought&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q=German%20physiognomic%20thought&f=false
https://books.google.fi/books?id=NWaxXRILGjYC&lpg=PP1&dq=German%20physiognomic%20thought&pg=PP1#v=onepage&q=German%20physiognomic%20thought&f=false
https://publicdomainreview.org/contributor/paloma-ruiz
https://publicdomainreview.org/contributor/hunter-dukes
https://publicdomainreview.org/collection/frogs-to-apollo
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Fate of sinking tectonic plates revealed 

Scientists discover what happens when a plate disappears into the planet's interior 

 
 

Subducting tectonic plates become segmented like a slinky snake in a process like that pictured. 

• Credit and Larger Version 

 

December 2, 2021 

Our world's surface is a jumble of jostling tectonic plates, with new ones emerging as others are pulled under. 

The ongoing cycle keeps the continents in motion and drives life on Earth. But what happens when a plate 

disappears into the planet's interior? 

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_images.jsp?cntn_id=304019&org=NSF
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The question has long puzzled scientists because conventional wisdom said that sinking tectonic plates must 

remain intact to keep pulling on the portion behind them, but according to geophysical evidence, they are 

destroyed. 

Now, in a study published in Nature, scientists say they have found an answer that reconciles the two stories. 

Plates are significantly weakened as they sink, but not so much that they break apart entirely. 

The U.S. National Science Foundation-supported finding came after scientists put tectonic plates through a 

computer-generated gauntlet of destructive geologic forces. The model shows that as the plate enters the 

mantle, it bends abruptly downward, cracking its cold, brittle back. At the same time, the bending changes the 

fine grain structure of the rock along its underbelly, leaving it weakened. Combined, the stresses pinch the 

plate along its weak points, leaving it mostly intact but segmented like a slinky snake. 

That means the plate continues to be pulled under despite becoming folded and distorted. 

"This study demonstrates the power of combining results from observations and experiments in computational 

models of dynamic processes in Earth's interior," said Robin Reichlin, a program director in NSF's Division 

of Earth Sciences. 

According to the researchers, the model predicted a scenario that matches observations from Japan. Studies of 

the region where the Pacific tectonic plate dives -- or subducts -- under Japan have turned up large cracks 

where the plate bends downward, and they have shown signs of weaker material underneath. Deep seismic 

imaging conducted by The University of Texas at Austin's Steve Grand has also revealed tectonic shapes in 

Earth's mantle under Japan that appear to be a close match for the slinky snake in the model. 

Co-author Thorsten Becker of UT’s Jackson School of Geosciences said that the study does not necessarily 

close the book on what happens to subducting plates, but it offers a compelling case to explain several 

important geologic processes. 

--  NSF Public Affairs, Researchnews@nsf.gov 

 

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304019&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=em

ail&utm_source=govdelivery 

  

https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-021-03937-x
https://nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1853184&HistoricalAwards=false
https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://www.jsg.utexas.edu/news/2021/11/fate-of-sinking-tectonic-plates-is-revealed/
mailto:Researchnews@nsf.gov
https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304019&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?cntn_id=304019&from=news&org=NSF&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery
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An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge 

by Ambrose Bierce 

 

Set during the American Civil War, "An Occurrence at Owl Creek" is Bierce's most famous short story. It 

was first published in the San Francisco Examiner in 1890. It then appeared in Bierce's 1891 

collection Tales of Soldiers and Civilians. We encourage students and teacher to use our An Occurrence at 

Owl Creek Bridge Study Guide to learn more about the story. 

 

Military 

bridge constructed over the Tennessee River, 1863 

I 

https://americanliterature.com/author/ambrose-bierce
https://americanliterature.com/an-occurrence-at-owl-creek-bridge-study-guide
https://americanliterature.com/an-occurrence-at-owl-creek-bridge-study-guide
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A man stood upon a railroad bridge in northern Alabama, looking down into the swift water twenty feet 

below. The man's hands were behind his back, the wrists bound with a cord. A rope closely encircled his 

neck. It was attached to a stout cross-timber above his head and the slack fell to the level of his knees. Some 

loose boards laid upon the sleepers supporting the metals of the railway supplied a footing for him and his 

executioners--two private soldiers of the Federal army, directed by a sergeant who in civil life may have been 

a deputy sheriff. At a short remove upon the same temporary platform was an officer in the uniform of his 

rank, armed. He was a captain.  

A sentinel at each end of the bridge stood with his rifle in the position known as "support," that is to say, 

vertical in front of the left shoulder, the hammer resting on the forearm thrown straight across the chest--a 

formal and unnatural position, enforcing an erect carriage of the body. It did not appear to be the duty of these 

two men to know what was occurring at the center of the bridge; they merely blockaded the two ends of the 

foot planking that traversed it. Beyond one of the sentinels nobody was in sight; the railroad ran straight away 

into a forest for a hundred yards, then, curving, was lost to view. Doubtless there was an outpost farther along. 

The other bank of the stream was open ground--a gentle acclivity topped with a stockade of vertical tree 

trunks, loopholed for rifles, with a single embrasure through which protruded the muzzle of a brass cannon 

commanding the bridge. 

 Midway of the slope between the bridge and fort were the spectators--a single company of infantry in line, at 

"parade rest," the butts of the rifles on the ground, the barrels inclining slightly backward against the right 

shoulder, the hands crossed upon the stock. A lieutenant stood at the right of the line, the point of his sword 

upon the ground, his left hand resting upon his right. Excepting the group of four at the center of the bridge, 

not a man moved. The company faced the bridge, staring stonily, motionless. The sentinels, facing the banks 

of the stream, might have been statues to adorn the bridge. The captain stood with folded arms, silent, 

observing the work of his subordinates, but making no sign. Death is a dignitary who when he comes 

announced is to be received with formal manifestations of respect, even by those most familiar with him. In 

the code of military etiquette silence and fixity are forms of deference. 
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The man who was engaged in being hanged was apparently about thirty-five years of age. He was a civilian, if 

one might judge from his habit, which was that of a planter. His features were good--a straight nose, firm 

mouth, broad forehead, from which his long, dark hair was combed straight back, falling behind his ears to 
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the collar of his well-fitting frock coat. He wore a mustache and pointed beard, but no whiskers; his eyes were 

large and dark gray, and had a kindly expression which one would hardly have expected in one whose neck 

was in the hemp. Evidently this was no vulgar assassin. The liberal military code makes provision for hanging 

many kinds of persons, and gentlemen are not excluded. 

The preparations being complete, the two private soldiers stepped aside and each drew away the plank upon 

which he had been standing. The sergeant turned to the captain, saluted and placed himself immediately 

behind that officer, who in turn moved apart one pace. These movements left the condemned man and the 

sergeant standing on the two ends of the same plank, which spanned three of the cross-ties of the bridge. The 

end upon which the civilian stood almost, but not quite, reached a fourth. This plank had been held in place by 

the weight of the captain; it was now held by that of the sergeant. At a signal from the former the latter would 

step aside, the plank would tilt and the condemned man go down between two ties. The arrangement 

commended itself to his judgment as simple and effective. His face had not been covered nor his eyes 

bandaged. He looked a moment at his "unsteadfast footing," then let his gaze wander to the swirling water of 

the stream racing madly beneath his feet. A piece of dancing driftwood caught his attention and his eyes 

followed it down the current. How slowly it appeared to move, What a sluggish stream! 

He closed his eyes in order to fix his last thoughts upon his wife and children. The water, touched to gold by 

the early sun, the brooding mists under the banks at some distance down the stream, the fort, the soldiers, the 

piece of drift--all had distracted him. And now he became conscious of a new disturbance. Striking through 

the thought of his dear ones was a sound which he could neither ignore nor understand, a sharp, distinct, 

metallic percussion like the stroke of a blacksmith's hammer upon the anvil; it had the same ringing quality. 

He wondered what it was, and whether immeasurably distant or near by--it seemed both. Its recurrence was 

regular, but as slow as the tolling of a death knell. He awaited each stroke with impatience and--he knew not 

why--apprehension. The intervals of silence grew progressively longer, the delays became maddening. With 

their greater infrequency the sounds increased in strength and sharpness. They hurt his ear like the thrust of a 

knife; he feared he would shriek. What he heard was the ticking of his watch. 

He unclosed his eyes and saw again the water below him. "If I could free my hands," he thought, "I might 

throw off the noose and spring into the stream. By diving I could evade the bullets and, swimming vigorously, 

reach the bank, take to the woods and get away home. My home, thank God, is as yet outside their lines; my 

wife and little ones are still beyond the invader's farthest advance." 

As these thoughts, which have here to be set down in words, were flashed into the doomed man's brain rather 

than evolved from it the captain nodded to the sergeant. The sergeant stepped aside. 
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II 

Peyton Farquhar was a well-to-do planter, of an old and highly respected Alabama family. Being a slave 

owner and like other slave owners a politician he was naturally an original secessionist and ardently devoted 

to the Southern cause. Circumstances of an imperious nature, which it is unnecessary to relate here, had 

prevented him from taking service with the gallant army that had fought the disastrous campaigns ending with 

the fall of Corinth, and he chafed under the inglorious restraint, longing for the release of his energies, the 

larger life of the soldier, the opportunity for distinction. That opportunity, he felt, would come, as it comes to 

all in war time. Meanwhile he did what he could. No service was too humble for him to perform in aid of the 

South, no adventure too perilous for him to undertake if consistent with the character of a civilian who was at 

heart a soldier, and who in good faith and without too much qualification assented to at least a part of the 

frankly villainous dictum that all is fair in love and war. 
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One evening while Farquhar and his wife were sitting on a rustic bench near the entrance to his grounds, a 

gray-clad soldier rode up to the gate and asked for a drink of water. Mrs. Farquhar was only too happy to 

serve him with her own white hands. While she was fetching the water her husband approached the dusty 

horseman and inquired eagerly for news from the front. 

"The Yanks are repairing the railroads," said the man, "and are getting ready for another advance. They have 

reached the Owl Creek bridge, put it in order and built a stockade on the north bank. The commandant has 

issued an order, which is posted everywhere, declaring that any civilian caught interfering with the railroad, 

its bridges, tunnels or trains will be summarily hanged. I saw the order." 

"How far is it to the Owl Creek bridge?" Farquhar asked. 

"About thirty miles." 

"Is there no force on this side the creek?" 

"Only a picket post half a mile out, on the railroad, and a single sentinel at this end of the bridge." 

"Suppose a man--a civilian and student of hanging--should elude the picket post and perhaps get the better of 

the sentinel," said Farquhar, smiling, "what could he accomplish?" 

The soldier reflected. "I was there a month ago," he replied. "I observed that the flood of last winter had 

lodged a great quantity of driftwood against the wooden pier at this end of the bridge. It is now dry and would 

burn like tow." 

The lady had now brought the water, which the soldier drank. He thanked her ceremoniously, bowed to her 

husband and rode away. An hour later, after nightfall, he repassed the plantation, going northward in the 

direction from which he had come. He was a Federal scout. 

III 

As Peyton Farquhar fell straight downward through the bridge he lost consciousness and was as one already 

dead. From this state he was awakened--ages later, it seemed to him--by the pain of a sharp pressure upon his 

throat, followed by a sense of suffocation. Keen, poignant agonies seemed to shoot from his neck downward 

through every fiber of his body and limbs. These pains appeared to flash along well-defined lines of 

ramification and to beat with an inconceivably rapid periodicity. They seemed like streams of pulsating fire 

heating him to an intolerable temperature. As to his head, he was conscious of nothing but a feeling of 

fulness--of congestion. These sensations were unaccompanied by thought. The intellectual part of his nature 

was already effaced; he had power only to feel, and feeling was torment. He was conscious of motion. 

Encompassed in a luminous cloud, of which he was now merely the fiery heart, without material substance, 

he swung through unthinkable arcs of oscillation, like a vast pendulum. Then all at once, with terrible 

suddenness, the light about him shot upward with the noise of a loud splash; a frightful roaring was in his 
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ears, and all was cold and dark. The power of thought was restored; he knew that the rope had broken and he 

had fallen into the stream. There was no additional strangulation; the noose about his neck was already 

suffocating him and kept the water from his lungs. To die of hanging at the bottom of a river!--the idea 

seemed to him ludicrous. He opened his eyes in the darkness and saw above him a gleam of light, but how 

distant, how inaccessible! He was still sinking, for the light became fainter and fainter until it was a mere 

glimmer. Then it began to grow and brighten, and he knew that he was rising toward the surface--knew it with 

reluctance, for he was now very comfortable. "To be hanged and drowned," he thought? "that is not so bad; 

but I do not wish to be shot. No; I will not be shot; that is not fair." 

He was not conscious of an effort, but a sharp pain in his wrist apprised him that he was trying to free his 

hands. He gave the struggle his attention, as an idler might observe the feat of a juggler, without interest in the 

outcome. What splendid effort!--what magnificent, what superhuman strength! Ah, that was a fine endeavor! 

Bravo! The cord fell away; his arms parted and floated upward, the hands dimly seen on each side in the 

growing light. He watched them with a new interest as first one and then the other pounced upon the noose at 

his neck. They tore it away and thrust it fiercely aside, its undulations resembling those of a water snake. "Put 

it back, put it back!" He thought he shouted these words to his hands, for the undoing of the noose had been 

succeeded by the direst pang that he had yet experienced. His neck ached horribly; his brain was on fire; his 

heart, which had been fluttering faintly, gave a great leap, trying to force itself out at his mouth. His whole 

body was racked and wrenched with an insupportable anguish! But his disobedient hands gave no heed to the 

command. They beat the water vigorously with quick, downward strokes, forcing him to the surface. He felt 

his head emerge; his eyes were blinded by the sunlight; his chest expanded convulsively, and with a supreme 

and crowning agony his lungs engulfed a great draught of air, which instantly he expelled in a shriek! 

He was now in full possession of his physical senses. They were, indeed, preternaturally keen and alert. 

Something in the awful disturbance of his organic system had so exalted and refined them that they made 

record of things never before perceived. He felt the ripples upon his face and heard their separate sounds as 

they struck. He looked at the forest on the bank of the stream, saw the individual trees, the leaves and the 

veining of each leaf--saw the very insects upon them: the locusts, the brilliant-bodied flies, the grey spiders 

stretching their webs from twig to twig. He noted the prismatic colors in all the dewdrops upon a million 

blades of grass. The humming of the gnats that danced above the eddies of the stream, the beating of the 

dragon flies' wings, the strokes of the water-spiders' legs, like oars which had lifted their boat--all these made 

audible music. A fish slid along beneath his eyes and he heard the rush of its body parting the water. 

He had come to the surface facing down the stream; in a moment the visible world seemed to wheel slowly 

round, himself the pivotal point, and he saw the bridge, the fort, the soldiers upon the bridge, the captain, the 

sergeant, the two privates, his executioners. They were in silhouette against the blue sky. They shouted and 

gesticulated, pointing at him. The captain had drawn his pistol, but did not fire; the others were unarmed. 

Their movements were grotesque and horrible, their forms gigantic. 

Suddenly he heard a sharp report and something struck the water smartly within a few inches of his head, 

spattering his face with spray. He heard a second report, and saw one of the sentinels with his rifle at his 

shoulder, a light cloud of blue smoke rising from the muzzle. The man in the water saw the eye of the man on 

the bridge gazing into his own through the sights of the rifle. He observed that it was a grey eye and 
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remembered having read that grey eyes were keenest, and that all famous marksmen had them. Nevertheless, 

this one had missed. 

A counter-swirl had caught Farquhar and turned him half round; he was again looking into the forest on the 

bank opposite the fort. The sound of a clear, high voice in a monotonous singsong now rang out behind him 

and came across the water with a distinctness that pierced and subdued all other sounds, even the beating of 

the ripples in his ears. Although no soldier, he had frequented camps enough to know the dread significance 

of that deliberate, drawling, aspirated chant; the lieutenant on shore was taking a part in the morning's work. 

How coldly and pitilessly--with what an even, calm intonation, presaging, and enforcing tranquillity in the 

men--with what accurately measured intervals fell those cruel words: 

"Attention, company! . . Shoulder arms! . . . Ready! . . . Aim! . . . Fire!" 

Farquhar dived--dived as deeply as he could. The water roared in his ears like the voice of Niagara, yet he 

heard the dulled thunder of the volley and, rising again toward the surface, met shining bits of metal, 

singularly flattened, oscillating slowly downward. Some of them touched him on the face and hands, then fell 

away, continuing their descent. One lodged between his collar and neck; it was uncomfortably warm and he 

snatched it out. 

As he rose to the surface, gasping for breath, he saw that he had been a long time under water; he was 

perceptibly farther down stream nearer to safety. The soldiers had almost finished reloading; the metal 

ramrods flashed all at once in the sunshine as they were drawn from the barrels, turned in the air, and thrust 

into their sockets. The two sentinels fired again, independently and ineffectually. 

The hunted man saw all this over his shoulder; he was now swimming vigorously with the current. His brain 

was as energetic as his arms and legs; he thought with the rapidity of lightning. 

The officer," he reasoned, "will not make that martinet's error a second time. It is as easy to dodge a volley as 

a single shot. He has probably already given the command to fire at will. God help me, I cannot dodge them 

all!" 

An appalling splash within two yards of him was followed by a loud, rushing sound, diminuendo, which 

seemed to travel back through the air to the fort and died in an explosion which stirred the very river to its 

deeps! 

A rising sheet of water curved over him, fell down upon him, blinded him, strangled him! The cannon had 

taken a hand in the game. As he shook his head free from the commotion of the smitten water he heard the 

deflected shot humming through the air ahead, and in an instant it was cracking and smashing the branches in 

the forest beyond. 
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"They will not do that again," he thought; "the next time they will use a charge of grape. I must keep my eye 

upon the gun; the smoke will apprise me--the report arrives too late; it lags behind the missile. That is a good 

gun." 

Suddenly he felt himself whirled round and round--spinning like a top. The water, the banks, the forests, the 

now distant bridge, fort and men--all were commingled and blurred. Objects were represented by their colors 

only; circular horizontal streaks of color--that was all he saw. He had been caught in a vortex and was being 

whirled on with a velocity of advance and gyration that made him giddy and sick. In a few moments he was 

flung upon the gravel at the foot of the left bank of the stream--the southern bank--and behind a projecting 

point which concealed him from his enemies. The sudden arrest of his motion, the abrasion of one of his 

hands on the gravel, restored him, and he wept with delight. He dug his fingers into the sand, threw it over 

himself in handfuls and audibly blessed it. It looked like diamonds, rubies, emeralds; he could think of 

nothing beautiful which it did not resemble. The trees upon the bank were giant garden plants; he noted a 

definite order in their arrangement, inhaled the fragrance of their blooms. A strange, roseate light shone 

through the spaces among their trunks and the wind made in their branches the music of olian harps. He had 

no wish to perfect his escape--was content to remain in that enchanting spot until retaken. 

A whiz and rattle of grapeshot among the branches high above his head roused him from his dream. The 

baffled cannoneer had fired him a random farewell. He sprang to his feet, rushed up the sloping bank, and 

plunged into the forest. 

All that day he traveled, laying his course by the rounding sun. The forest seemed interminable; nowhere did 

he discover a break in it, not even a woodman's road. He had not known that he lived in so wild a region. 

There was something uncanny in the revelation. 

By nightfall he was fatigued, footsore, famishing. The thought of his wife and children urged him on. At last 

he found a road which led him in what he knew to be the right direction. It was as wide and straight as a city 

street, yet it seemed untraveled. No fields bordered it, no dwelling anywhere. Not so much as the barking of a 

dog suggested human habitation. The black bodies of the trees formed a straight wall on both sides, 

terminating on the horizon in a point, like a diagram in a lesson in perspective. Overhead, as he looked up 

through this rift in the wood, shone great garden stars looking unfamiliar and grouped in strange 

constellations. He was sure they were arranged in some order which had a secret and malign significance. The 

wood on either side was full of singular noises, among which--once, twice, and again--he distinctly heard 

whispers in an unknown tongue. 

His neck was in pain and lifting his hand to it found it horribly swollen. He knew that it had a circle of black 

where the rope had bruised it. His eyes felt congested; he could no longer close them. His tongue was swollen 

with thirst; he relieved its fever by thrusting it forward from between his teeth into the cold air. How softly the 

turf had carpeted the untraveled avenue--he could no longer feel the roadway beneath his feet! 

Doubtless, despite his suffering, he had fallen asleep while walking, for now he sees another scene--perhaps 

he has merely recovered from a delirium. He stands at the gate of his own home. All is as he left it, and all 

bright and beautiful in the morning sunshine. He must have traveled the entire night. As he pushes open the 
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gate and passes up the wide white walk, he sees a flutter of female garments; his wife, looking fresh and cool 

and sweet, steps down from the veranda to meet him. At the bottom of the steps she stands waiting, with a 

smile of ineffable joy, an attitude of matchless grace and dignity. Ah, how beautiful she is! He springs 

forward with extended arms. As he is about to clasp her he feels a stunning blow upon the back of the neck; a 

blinding white light blazes all about him with a sound like the shock of a cannon--then all is darkness and 

silence! 

Peyton Farquhar was dead; his body, with a broken neck, swung gently from side to side beneath the timbers 

of the Owl Creek bridge. 

 

An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge was featured as The Short Story of the Day on Tue, Jan 11, 2022 

 

Shhhh! Friends don't tell friends how the story ends! That story is a great introduction to the short story 

writer's trick of the surprise or "twist" ending. 

The story is also known as "A Dead Man's Dream.", but I didn't want to tell you that until after you were 

finished reading it ;- ). 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/ambrose-bierce/short-story/an-occurrence-at-owl-creek-bridge 

 

  

https://americanliterature.com/short-story-of-the-day
https://americanliterature.com/author/ambrose-bierce/short-story/an-occurrence-at-owl-creek-bridge
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Do sectoral training programs work? What the evidence on Project Quest and Year Up really shows 

Harry J. HolzerWednesday, January 12, 2022 
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Brieanna Nicker bnicker@brookings.edu 202.540.7721 

DOWNLOAD  

•  Download Appendix 

It is widely known that the earnings of workers without college degrees have stagnated in recent years and 

employment rates, especially among men, have strongly declined (Groshen and Holzer, 2021; Reeves, 

2021).[1] The recent Covid-19 pandemic and recession exacerbated earnings and employment gaps by 

race/gender and education, and also generated millions more displaced workers (Hershbein and Holzer, 

2021); and automation in the job market will no doubt create many more displaced workers over time. The 

“Great Resignation” of workers from many low-wage jobs also demonstrates a need for successful post-

secondary education or training, so that earnings and upward mobility prospects among those with lower 

levels of education can rise. 

 

Harry J. Holzer 

Nonresident Senior Fellow - Economic Studies  

John LaFarge Professor of Public Policy, Georgetown University 

For decades policy analysts have sought to identify cost-effective job training programs with lasting impacts 

for disadvantaged or displaced workers, with limited success. But a very promising model for such training 

has recently emerged: sector-based training, where people are trained for existing jobs in high-demand sectors 

that pay well for workers without four-year college degrees. Several rigorous evaluations studies (reported 

https://www.brookings.edu/experts/harry-j-holzer/
mailto:bnicker@brookings.edu
tel:202.540.7721
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/APPENDIX-Comments-on-WWC-Reports-on-Project-Quest-and-Year-Up.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-1
https://www.brookings.edu/experts/harry-j-holzer/
https://www.brookings.edu/program/economic-studies/
https://www.brookings.edu/experts/harry-j-holzer/
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below) have found large and lasting impacts of several such programs on worker earnings and sometimes on 

college credential attainment (Holzer, 2021). 

Indeed, this record of success motivated the Biden administration and the House of Representatives to include 

at least $10B of training for jobs of “in-demand sectors” in the Build Back Better bill which the House 

recently passed.[2] The Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA), which will likely be reauthorized 

in 2022, also encourages state and local workforce boards to fund sector-based programs. 

But the What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) of the US Department of Education, which summarizes the 

results of rigorous evaluation studies for policymakers and practitioners, released reports in November casting 

doubt on the effectiveness of two of the best-known sector-based programs for disadvantaged 

workers: Project Quest and Year Up.[3] 

Both programs have been evaluated many times and are widely considered to be very successful. But, in each 

case, WWC provides evidence of only one or two positive impacts on specific measures of education or 

earnings, while claiming zero or negative impacts on most others. In many cases, the weak results are 

generated by WWC protocols for judging evaluation results that, while often sensible, can also be arbitrary in 

some contexts. And WWC failed to include several more recent reports in its summary that provide more 

positive evidence of longer-term impacts. 

Below I argue that the best available evidence still suggests that Project Quest and Year Up, along with other 

sector-based programs, remain among our most successful education and training efforts for disadvantaged 

US workers. While major challenges remain in scaling such programs and limiting their cost, the evidence to 

date of their effectiveness remains strong, and they should continue to be a major pillar of workforce policy 

going forward. 

SECTOR-BASED TRAINING: EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS AND WHY IT WORKS 

Sector-based training programs explicitly target key sectors of the economy, where labor demand is strong 

and where workers without college degrees can earn living wages, and train workers for jobs in those sectors 

– which include health care, information technology, advanced manufacturing, and transportation and 

logistics. 

In doing so, they employ what is often known as a “dual customer” focus – treating employers as major 

clients whose interests in filling available jobs must be taken just as seriously as the workers receiving the 

training. Indeed, employers help produce the curricula in which students or workers are trained, and then 

workers are referred to them for subsequent employment. Key features of the approach include: 

o A sector “partnership” with representatives from employers or industry associations, training 

providers, and, often, an intermediary to link training with skill needs. 

https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-2
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-3
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o Job training for industries where middle-skilled workers are paid well (including those with no 

college degree), employers have unmet needs for such workers, and continued growth is expected. 

o Wraparound services such as case management, supportive social services, basic and life skills 

training, career coaching, and/or job placement and retention supports.[4] 

Furthermore, the relatively greater success of this approach (compared to more traditional training that omits 

an explicit demand-side focus) in improving worker earnings has been demonstrated in rigorous evaluations 

of several such programs, using randomized controlled trails (RCTs) to generate “gold standard” evaluation 

results. These studies have identified large and lasting impacts of sector-based training on the education 

and/or earnings of the disadvantaged, and are cost-effective over time. 

These studies are summarized in an important recent paper by Lawrence Katz of Harvard University and his 

colleagues (Katz et al., 2020). They review several rigorous evaluations of sector-based programs that appear 

successful, though they focus primarily on the WorkAdvance program.[5]They also identify what causes 

sector-based training to be so successful: their ability to train workers for high-paying jobs and sectors, the 

transferable and certifiable skills that such training generates, and reductions of employment barriers to high-

wage sectors, particularly for women and people of color. 

Among the programs that Katz et al. identify as successful are Project Quest and Year Up. These two 

programs differ from each other in their approaches to employment and training and target quite different 

populations. Project Quest, first implemented in San Antonio TX in 1992, delivers training to community 

college students and helps them attain college credentials (such as certificates or associate degrees) in certain 

high-demand fields, like health care. In contrast, Year Up targets out-of-school youth; it provides six months 

of training to disadvantaged high school graduates (or GED attainers) in information technology or other 

high-demand fields, followed by six-month paid internships with private employers. 

As Katz et al. indicate, Project Quest and Year Up have each been evaluated a number of times, in studies 

using RCTs, and the results have indicated strong positive impacts of each. Specifically, Roder and Elliott 

(2018, 2019, 2021) have demonstrated large and lasting impacts of Project Quest on worker earnings, lasting 

up to nine or eleven years. And Fein and Hamadyk (2018) and Fein et al. (2021) have shown that Year Up 

raises earnings by large amounts for disadvantaged youth as much as five years afterwards – a more positive 

finding than has been observed in any other youth training program to date.[6] 

WWC REPORTS ON PROJECT QUEST AND YEAR UP 

To help policymakers and practitioners identify which programs and approaches work or don’t work, the US 

Department of Education created the What Works Clearinghouse (WWC). For any given education program 

or intervention, WWC identifies all studies that have been done (as of a point in time), which use rigorous 

methods, and what the rigorous studies have found, on average.    

https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-4
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To do this, WWC uses very specific protocols to determine which studies are rigorous, and which results in 

these studies are included in their reports as positive or negative evidence. Then, due to lags in the review and 

publication process, the reports often include only studies that were available at least a year before any report 

is published, and sometimes 2-3 years earlier. 

WWC Reports on Project Quest and Year Up: What Did They Find? 

WWC’s review of Project Quest is based on four studies that it deems rigorous enough to include in their 

review: 1) Roder and Elliott, 2018 and 2019; 2) Rolston et al., 2017; and 3) Juniper et al., 2020. Notably, only 

the studies by Roder and Elliott focus explicitly on Project Quest; the other two focus on other programs in 

Texas – the Valley Initiative for Development and Advancement (VIDA) in the Rio Grande Valley and the 

version of Capital IDEA that was implemented in Travis County TX – which were explicitly modeled after 

the original Project Quest, but now likely differ from it on implementation details.[7] WWC’s review of Year 

Up is based on two studies: 1) Roder and Elliott, 2014 and 2) Fein and Hamadyk, 2018. 

WWC’s report on Project Quest summarizes its measured impacts as follows: 

o Positive impacts on credit accumulation (designated by a single +) and stronger positive evidence on 

attainment of “industry-recognized credential, certificate, or license completion” (designated by ++); 

o A negative effect (designated by -) on “postsecondary degree attainment”; and 

o Zero impacts on short-term employment or earnings, medium-term employment or earnings, and on 

long-term earnings.[8] 

WWC’s report of Year Up summarizes its measured impacts as follows: 

o Positive impacts on short-term earnings (designated by ++); and 

o Zero impacts on short-term employment, medium-term employment or earnings, and industry-

recognized credential, certificate or license completion. 

WWC’s reports provide considerable detail and nuance on the data and estimation methods used in the impact 

studies, as well as how/why WWC summarized them as it did. Unfortunately, it is likely that many readers 

seeking information on the performance of PQ and YU will see only their shorter snapshots and briefs, rather 

than the longer reports that provide more nuance. 

Were the WWC Reports Accurate? 

https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-7
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I strongly believe that WWC’s summaries of Project Quest and Year Up – especially in the snapshots but also 

in the briefs and reports – paint portraits of both programs that are much less positive than what the extant 

research really shows. 

There are two primary reasons for this: 1) WWC’s summaries of the studies they reviewed, based on some 

very specific protocols it uses, are somewhat incomplete and not fully accurate; and 2) More importantly, they 

did not review some more recently published studies, which appeared in 2021 and before the publication of 

WWC’s reports in November, which show much stronger positive impacts than those in what WWC covered. 

Below I briefly summarize my reactions to the WWC reports, while more details are available in an 

online Appendix. 

WWC’s Summaries 

A closer look at the studies of Project Quest and Year Up reviewed by WWC shows that some of their 

concerns are very sensible, while others are based on a set of protocols that lend consistency to their 

summaries over time but are not always well-suited to certain analyses. 

For instance, in these reports WWC corrects some statistical problems with the original studies (such as 

standard errors on estimates that weren’t adjusted for clustering and multiple observations) that, when 

adjusted, reduce their statistical significance. They note some cases where outcomes were not fully equivalent 

between the treatment and control groups at baseline, and also where some questionable statistical techniques 

were used to impute missing control variables.[9] Various findings in the original reports were excluded for 

these reasons, and these are reasonable positions for WWC to take. 

At the same time, the WWC reports: 

o Rigidly adhere to statistical significance levels of .05 and deem outcomes just above that level but 

not higher than .10 to be insignificant; 

o Consider outcomes only at certain pre-determined points in time – in the case of Project Quest, years 

3, 5, and 7 after random assignment were used to estimate short-, medium- and long-term outcomes 

of education interventions – while those at years 4, 6, or 8-9 were ignored (and deemed “not aligned 

with their preferred measures”);[10] 

o Ignore outcomes that fall outside of their pre-determined domains that are deemed “ineligible” for 

consideration despite being likely correlated with later earnings and success.[11] 

Overall, the results suggest that Year Up generates positive impacts on both short-term earnings and 

employment; WWC notes only the former. For Project Quest, the evidence implies not only positive impacts 

on academic credits earned and on credential attainment in the short-term (acknowledged by WWC), but also 

evidence on associate degrees attainment that is more mixed than WWC indicates.[12] A closer look at the 

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/APPENDIX-Comments-on-WWC-Reports-on-Project-Quest-and-Year-Up.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-9
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-10
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-11
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studies themselves also show positive medium-term impacts of PQ on earnings and employment, measured in 

Years 5 and 6. 

More Recent Reports 

Three very important additional reports have been released on these programs, beyond those summarized by 

WWC (and by Katz et al.). These include Roder and Elliott (2021) on Project Quest, Rolston et al. (2021) on 

VIDA, and Fein et al. (2021) on Year Up. 

On Project Quest, the more recent study by Roder and Elliott reports significant (at the .10 level or higher) 10- 

and 11-year impacts on earnings and employment that are large and lasting (on top of the significant 9-year 

impact in their 2019 report). They also show positive impacts not only on certificate attainment but to some 

extent on associate degree attainment as well, and significantly in the target field of health care.[13] 

On VIDA, Rolston et al. (2021) largely confirm the positive findings on postsecondary attainment that were 

apparent in their earlier report, with clearer evidence now of positive impacts on associate degrees as well as 

certificates and credits. While they find no significant impacts on earnings after three years, the positive 

impacts on both credit and credential attainment almost certainly suggest that positive impacts on earnings 

will materialize, given the clear labor market returns to postsecondary credits and credentials in the research 

(Backes et al., 2015; Holzer and Baum, 2017). 

Regarding Year Up, Fein et al. find large and persistent earnings impacts at five years after random 

assignment that show no signs of fading out. 

Had WWC included these reports in their summaries of Project Quest and Year Up – all of which were 

available well before the publication of its report – the positive impacts of these programs would have been 

more obvious. Indeed, summaries by the Pathways to Work Evidence Clearinghouse and the Arnold 

Foundation, published before the WWC reports, suggest stronger positive impacts of PQ and YU on 

education and employment outcomes than what the WWC reports.[14] 

CONCLUSION 

Sector-based training programs remain one of the most promising approaches to raising the earnings and 

employment of those without 4-year college degrees in America. Several rigorous evaluations in recent years 

suggest that they can have large and lasting impacts on worker earnings and are often cost-effective over time. 

For this reason, the Build Back Better legislation and other workforce development efforts focus heavily on 

scaling these successful interventions. 

Unfortunately, the US Department of Education’s What Works Clearinghouse recently generated two reports 

summarizing evaluation evidence on two of the best-known sector-based programs – Project Quest and Year 

Up – suggesting that the impacts were much weaker than has widely been noted. But the more negative 

https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-13
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-14
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summaries produced by WWC were, in many cases, generated by protocols determining which studies to 

review and which findings to believe that may often be sensible but were too rigidly applied in this case. 

A careful review of the studies they summarize, and especially three more additional ones that they failed to 

report (due to publication lags created by their review process), paint much more positive portraits of both 

programs. In particular, the full batch of studies demonstrate clear positive impacts on virtually all measures 

of postsecondary education by Project Quest, and on employment outcomes for disadvantaged students and 

workers by both Year Up and Project Quest. These more positive portraits are also consistent with the recent 

evidence reviews by Katz et al., the Pathways to Work Evidence Clearinghouse and the Arnold Foundation 

that we note above. Indeed, the positive impacts appear sufficiently large and long-lasting to render these 

programs cost-effective.[15] 

We need to learn much more about these programs – for instance, how to maintain their cost-effectiveness 

when we scale them, and perhaps how to extend them to less work-ready individuals. In the meantime, the 

underlying success of these programs should not be challenged by research summaries with major 

shortcomings. 

I believe that WWC can continue to play an important role in identifying what works; but, in the future, they 

should try to avoid the pitfalls that weaken the credibility of their summaries. Regarding the studies they 

review, I suggest the following: 

o WWC should regard p-values of .10 or less as statistically significant, and it should report 

confidence intervals based on this level of significance for all estimated impacts. 

o WWC should not rigidly adhere to evidence based only on very specific years after random 

assignment or program completion – for instance, they should not ignore evidence of impacts in 

years 4, 6, and 8 and beyond (claiming they do not “align with WWC’s preferred measures”), while 

focusing exclusively on those in years 3, 5, and 7 (the shortest periods over which they measure 

short-, medium- and long-term impacts of Project Quest) – especially since labor market outcomes 

tend to fluctuate across individual years. 

o WWC could acknowledge a wider range of evidence beyond the scope of the very limited outcomes 

it considers, that it now deems “ineligible” for inclusion in its reports. For instance, it could 

acknowledge the positive impacts on full-time enrollment found in the original Rolston et al. study, 

or the various impacts on career progress in Fein and Hamadyk – even if it does not use these 

impacts in any of its specific impact assessments. 

o WWC could be more open to some statistical techniques (such as Fein and Hamadyk’s use of “hot 

deck” imputation of covariates) where it is not clear that such techniques are responsible for any 

positive impact estimates. 

And, when more recent evaluations have been published before WWC releases its reports on earlier evidence: 

https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footnote-15
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o WWC should very clearly acknowledge the existence of such reports and their findings. It could do 

so without explicitly embracing them or including them in its summary of impact measures. 

It would also be useful for WWC to provide more of this broader evidence in its “snapshots” and “briefs,” as 

well as its longer reports. 

The Brookings Institution is financed through the support of a diverse array of foundations, corporations, 

governments, individuals, as well as an endowment. A list of donors can be found in our annual reports 

published online here. The findings, interpretations, and conclusions in this report are solely those of its 

author(s) and are not influenced by any donation. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. 1While college enrollments over time have grown dramatically, college attainment has been limited 

among lower-income or first-generation students, especially since their completion rates in two-year 

and four-year colleges are low (Holzer and Baum, 2017). 
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2. 2The bill allocates $5B to workforce boards, unions, employers and others for sector-based training, 

and another $5B that will flow directly to community colleges. In addition, other provisions in the 

bill – like the $4B allocated to training on climate-related jobs – will likely use sector-based training 

as well. 

3. 3The reports can be found here: https://virtualschooling.wordpress.com/2021/11/21/new-wwc-

reports-year-up-and-project-quest-show-positive-findings-for-postsecondary-students/.  

4. 4See Perez-Johnson and Hoch (2020). Due to the fairly rigorous training curricula used in many such 

programs, and also in order to make sure that employers are satisfied with the employees who are 

referred to them, the sector-based programs tend to screen out individuals who do not meet certain 

standards of academic preparation (such as the ability to read or do math at the 9th or 10th-

grade levels) or those who lack work readiness and reliability for a number of reasons, such as 

substance abuse. 

5. 5WorkAdvance was a model that was evaluated in four sites, including Per Scholas in New York. 

Other programs reported by Katz et al. include the Jewish Vocational Services in Boston, the 

Wisconsin Regional Training Partnership in Milwaukee, and Project Quest and Year Up, which are 

described below. For more evidence see Maguire et al. (2010) and Schaberg (2020). 

6. 6Katz et al. included the findings of Roder and Elliott (2018 and 2019), which found impacts of 

Project Quest lasting nine years, and Fein and Hamadyk, which found impacts of Year Up lasting 

three years. The other studies appeared later, and are described more fully below. 

7. 7The first two of these studies use RCTs in their evaluations of program impacts, while the third uses 

propensity score matching on observable characteristics – a method that is broadly considered to be 

somewhat less rigorous. Under very specific conditions, propensity score matching methods might 

approximate RCT results (Heckman et al., 1999), though whether this is true in particular studies 

remains a bit unclear.  

8. 8WWC describes the ++ impacts as positive (and “likely to change” an outcome), the + or - impacts 

as potentially positive or negative (which “may change an outcome”), and No impact as no 

discernible effects (“may result in little or no change”). Unfortunately, WWC will designate this last 

rating even when no evaluation results are presented at all – in other words, even when an outcome 

has not yet been evaluated in the few studies that they review.  

9. 9Three of four outcomes in Juniper et al. were not considered by WWC to be of sufficient quality 

because baseline equivalence of outcomes was not achieved. WWC also disqualified some findings 

in Fein and Hamadyk because that study used “hot deck” methods to impute the values of some 

control variables, though there was no evidence that this had any major effect on impact estimates. 

10. 10 

https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footref-2
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See the Appendix for detail on estimates with p-values between .05 and .10 that WWC deemed insignificant. 

Roder and Elliott (2018) show significant impacts on outcomes in year 5 at the .10 level, using WWC’s 

corrected standard errors, and in year 6 after random assignment. Their report in 2019 shows positive but 

insignificant impacts on earnings in years 7-8 and a large and significant one in year 9, though WWC only 

used and reported the year 7 estimate. Rolston et al. show positive impacts on full-time enrollment, which is a 

strong predictor of degree attainment in the future (Holzer and Baum, op cit.). And Fein and Hamadyk show 

impacts of Year Up on weekly hours worked, as well as on working in jobs requiring mid-level skills, 

working in a Year Up target occupation, and on several self-reported measures of career knowledge and 

contacts. 

11. 11 

See the Appendix for detail on estimates with p-values between .05 and .10 that WWC deemed insignificant. 

Roder and Elliott (2018) show significant impacts on outcomes in year 5 at the .10 level, using WWC’s 

corrected standard errors, and in year 6 after random assignment. Their report in 2019 shows positive but 

insignificant impacts on earnings in years 7-8 and a large and significant one in year 9, though WWC only 

used and reported the year 7 estimate. Rolston et al. show positive impacts on full-time enrollment, which is a 

strong predictor of degree attainment in the future (Holzer and Baum, op cit.). And Fein and Hamadyk show 

impacts of Year Up on weekly hours worked, as well as on working in jobs requiring mid-level skills, 

working in a Year Up target occupation, and on several self-reported measures of career knowledge and 

contacts.   

12. 12 

Roder and Elliott (2018) report a negative impact of Project Quest on associate degree attainment of 8 points 

while Rolston et al. find a positive impact of 5 points, both with p-values of .10. But WWC reports larger 

differences in effect sizes between them, from which they infer a (possible) negative impact on degree 

attainment, despite questions about how we should interpret such effect sizes (Maynard et al., 2007). 

13. 13 

Overall, impacts on certificate and associate degree attainment are 12.3 and 1.4 percentage points 

respectively; in health care, they are 13.4 and 6.9 points respectively. 

14. 14 

See https://www.arnoldventures.org/stories/11-year-follow-up-of-the-randomized-controlled-trial-rct-of-

project-quest-a-workforce-development-program-for-low-income-adults/ and 

https://pathwaystowork.acf.hhs.gov/intervention-detail/679. 

15. 15Project Quest costs about $10,000 per year, according to Roder and Elliott (while Rolston et al. 

report costs somewhat higher). Year Up costs about $28,000 for a year - though its primary costs are 

https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/APPENDIX-Comments-on-WWC-Reports-on-Project-Quest-and-Year-Up.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footref-11
https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/APPENDIX-Comments-on-WWC-Reports-on-Project-Quest-and-Year-Up.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footref-12
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footref-13
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footref-14
https://www.arnoldventures.org/stories/11-year-follow-up-of-the-randomized-controlled-trial-rct-of-project-quest-a-workforce-development-program-for-low-income-adults/
https://www.arnoldventures.org/stories/11-year-follow-up-of-the-randomized-controlled-trial-rct-of-project-quest-a-workforce-development-program-for-low-income-adults/
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email#footref-15
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for wage payments during internships, for which employers should pay if they are receiving labor 

services in return. 

 

https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-

and-year-up-really-

shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source

=hs_email 

https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email
https://www.brookings.edu/research/do-sectoral-training-programs-work-what-the-evidence-on-project-quest-and-year-up-really-shows/?utm_campaign=Economic%20Studies&utm_medium=email&utm_content=201233228&utm_source=hs_email
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Please, Mr. Postman: Revisiting the Broken Hearts of James M. Cain’s Masterpiece 

Matthew Eng on The Postman Always Rings Twice, a “Dark and Torrid Tale” 

By Matthew Eng 

 

January 13, 2022 

Some might allege that James M. Cain paid no mind to mattes of the heart. Cain’s 1934 novel The Postman 

Always Rings Twice is seldom referred to as a love story, but as a dark and torrid tale of lethal, extramarital 

desire with a ruminative and unsentimental streak that has influenced several dissimilar artists. In his 1943 

debut Ossessione, cinema’s supreme sybarite Luchino Visconti transplanted Cain’s story, without his 

authorization, to rustic, wartime Italy, where its convention-shattering adultery and brutish behavior bear 

antifascist overtones; Mussolini’s government imposed a moratorium on the movie, whose sparse style, soon 

to become atypical for its director, was a key harbinger of the country’s nascent neorealist wave. Albert 

Camus also took inspiration from Cain in devising the epistolary format of his existential opus The 

Stranger (1942), in which Camus’ apathetic French-Algerian protagonist, Meursault, becomes an open book 

while facing an open grave, finding not penance but a sort of transcendent futility. These are not works of art 

intent on touching the heartstrings. 

And yet midway through The Postman Always Rings Twice, Cora Papadakis, the proprietress of a rundown 

roadside diner in Southern California, turns on her vagabond lover Frank Chambers with a vengeance, 

https://lithub.com/author/mattheweng/
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confessing to a fake notary that the pair conspired to kill her husband Nick and pass it off as an accident. 

Cora’s wrath is understandable: Frank, in a moment of cowardice, has just signed a complaint against his 

beloved while under isolated interrogation from the crusading district attorney. The complaint charges Cora 

and only Cora, the driver of the vehicle in which Nick was killed and Frank severely injured, with the crime 

of murder. Yet after Cora delivers this sworn statement, in effect digging her grave and Frank’s, Cain ends the 

chapter with an unexpected and indelible gesture. As Cain writes: 

She went to the door and called the matron. “I’m ready now.” The matron came in and took her out. The guys 

on the stretcher came in and carried me out. They went on the double, but on the way they got jammed in with 

the crowd that was watching her, where she was standing in front of the elevators with the matron, waiting to 

go up to the jail. It’s on the top floor of the Hall of Justice. They pushed on through, and my blanket got 

pulled so it was trailing on the floor. She picked it up and tucked it around me, then turned away quick. 

The concerned, instinctive tenderness of Cora’s gesture lingers long past the page, enhanced by the subdued, 

first-person matter-of-factness of Cain’s typically unfussy prose in this, his most acclaimed novel. The 

Postman Always Rings Twice solidified its author as “the novelist laureate of the crime of passion in 

America,” according to the journalist Max Lerner, and one of the preeminent “poets of the tabloid murder,” as 

the critic Edmund Wilson termed a group that also included Cain’s contemporaries F. Scott Fitzgerald and 

John Steinbeck, in his epochal essay “The Boys in the Back Room.” And yet the “tenderness” with which 

Cora fixes Frank’s blanket is not a descriptor usually applied to Cain’s art and certainly not to Postman in any 

of its numerous incarnations. 

Take, for instance, how this courthouse encounter is depicted in Tay Garnett’s canonical 1946 adaptation for 

MGM and Bob Rafelson’s less celebrated 1981 version. In the latter, what stands out most about this scene is 

Jack Nicholson and Jessica Lange exploding in a fit of high dudgeon hysteria in the courthouse hallway after 

Frank’s complaint stuns an unsuspecting Cora in court, their very public lovers’ quarrel becoming instant 

fodder for the reporters and photographers awaiting them. Eschewing the theatrics, Garnett’s version attempts 

something more akin to Cain’s original vision when Lana Turner’s Cora, just having signed her statement, 

gives John Garfield’s debilitated Frank a puff of her cigarette. But there’s little tenderness in Turner’s playing 

of this gesture, only a begrudging generosity in keeping with the tough-gal demeanor that Turner gives Cora 

whenever insulted or double-crossed by Frank; here and elsewhere, a lover’s kindness is performed with as 

much bitterness as a lover’s betrayal. 

Tenderness is not the prevailing trait in either of these star pairings. Between the perfectly-cast Garfield and 

Turner, two of the most magnetic stars of Hollywood’s first century, there is instant chemistry, an intangible 

pull, that defies description. Between the less ideally matched Lange and Nicholson, there is combustible 

intensity and lust that’s downright barbaric, depicted with reciprocal sadistic delight, free of the studio 

censorship that neutered some of Cain’s more profane passages in 1946; they are little more than prisoners to 

their libidos. 

In a lesser writer’s hands, the characters might have been little more than tabloid cutouts; in Cain’s, their 

union conjures an unforgettable poignancy. 
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Film scholars Jennifer Fay and Justus Nieland have written, “Cain insists that Cora and Frank are not just 

victims of their sexual passion, but of… competing systems of expertise and their challenges to individual 

agency.” Cain’s Postman is filled with the hardbitten enmity of men and women born into lives of labor and 

descriptions of sex so hot that it would conceivably inspire a shiftless antihero to risk several lives—his own 

included—just to keep having it. “Rip me, Frank,” Cora begs Frank during a later encounter. “Rip me like 

you did that night.” She’s referring to their first time together, during which Frank bites into Cora’s lip so 

hard that blood trickles down her neck as he carries her upstairs. It’s one of several sadomasochistic scenes 

that got Cain’s book banned in Boston, where it was the subject of an obscenity trial, and Canada. 

But tucked between the bouts of coitus and cruelty are fleeting, moving depictions of pathos-tinged intimacy 

between aberrant lovers—not just Cora tucking Frank’s blanket around him after selling him out, but an 

earlier part in which Cora and Frank openly relish the opportunity to sleep beside each other in the same bed 

and kiss one another goodnight. Here, one of the humdrum, taken-for-granted routines of marital life is given 

new, affecting import when enacted by those whose love is forbidden. Not long after, both characters shed 

copious tears when Cora calls off their hitchhiking escape, faced with the grim reality that they will never 

really be free to leave the world of the Twin Oaks behind and love one another on their own terms. Instead, 

they take a long road back to their lives of toil and compromise. As Frank narrates, “She had looked nice 

when she started out, with a little blue suit and blue hat, but now she looked all battered, and her shoes were 

dusty, and she couldn’t even walk right, from crying. All of a sudden, I found out I was crying too.” 

In this last moment, a romantic tragedy in miniature, love cannot rectify the dissonance between Cora’s 

attachments, ambitions, and unshakable sense of propriety and Frank’s proud, raffish nonconformity and 

reckless irresponsibility, the traits that make him such an irresistible yet untrustworthy proposition for Cora. 

“The social world of Postman is decidedly uncertain and unstable,” write Fay and Nieland. “This, perhaps, is 

why Cain’s story has traveled so well and so widely, and why his particular noir sensibility has been so given 

to global translation and local inflection.” 

This all makes sense as to why Postman remains a source text of distinctly malleable, transnational relevance. 

But might it be too reductive to say that there are few things more truly universal than a forbidden love story, 

which is what Cain’s Postman is at heart, not in opposition to its tantalizing eroticism and perilous violence, 

but as the very foundation from which these salacious attributes spring? In fact, might Postman be rightfully 

considered the only true noir love story, in which love is not a femme fatale’s final, life-saving recourse, as in 

Billy Wilder’s adaptation of Cain’s Double Indemnity (1944), nor a final walk into the proverbial sunset, as in 

Charles Vidor’s Gilda (1946) and Michael Curtiz’s fascinating if largely bowdlerized adaptation of 

Cain’s Mildred Pierce (1945), but a constant causal motivation for the actions of two relative equals? 
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Lana Turner and John Garfield in the 1946 adaptation. 

Cain’s spare images and incidents—the repurposed marriage bed, the highway tears, the tucked-in blanket—

ensure and fortify the reader’s emotional attachment to Cora and Frank. In a lesser writer’s hands, the 

characters might have been little more than tabloid cutouts; in Cain’s, their union conjures an unforgettable 

poignancy. And it’s a specifically youthful poignancy, produced by the meeting of two callow individuals 

who have already lived a great deal of life and perhaps experienced carnal desire in their time, but have never 

known deep and abiding affection as all-consuming as this. Cain explicitly identifies Frank as 24-years-old in 

his novel, a detail lost in translation in the two American adaptations. Garfield was at least in his early thirties 

when he played Frank, just seven years before his untimely death at 39, and still capable of radiating a coarse, 

boyish, warm-blooded vigor from beneath his five-foot-seven frame. 

Nicholson, on the other hand, was well into his forties and looks practically wizened whenever occupying the 

same frame as Lange, who is over a decade his junior; he appears at once sexed up and sexless, rabid with a 

purely selfish desire, in a role for which he would have been perfect a decade earlier. 

Out of these four actors, Turner, then 24, is the only one who is entirely age appropriate for her role, which 

partially explains why Cain thought that Turner was the best possible choice for the part of Cora despite her 

surface dissimilarity to the character as written. (In Cain’s novel, Frank initially mistakes the black-haired 

Cora for Mexican and notes, “Except for the shape, she really wasn’t any raving beauty, but she had a sulky 

look to her, and her lips stuck out in a way that made me want to mash them in for her.”) 

The main characters of Cain’s original Postman were sparked by the body’s needs—including the heart’s. 
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Whereas Lange, an actress who wears rage like a second skin, amplifies Cora’s resentment to volatile effect, 

Turner, even at her flintiest and for all of her luminous, movie star beauty, is always out of her depth, always 

pouting and wincing through her masks of feigned implacability. She is eminently believable as the onetime 

Iowa beauty queen, self-described in Cain’s novel as “a cheap Des Moines trollop,” who failed her big 

Hollywood screen test and ended up toiling in a Los Angeles hash house, doing some sex work on the sly 

before finally marrying an older Greek man for security, financial and otherwise. (Nick is deethnicized in 

Garnett’s version though his Greek roots are restored in Rafelson’s film.) 

Maybe it’s because Turner was an actress of incorrigible sincerity, one utterly incapable of creating a cryptic 

facade to hide beneath, that her Cora feels doomed from the start: our first glimpse of Turner’s Cora is of her 

trying and failing to convince Garfield’s Frank that she’s the pampered, do-nothing duchess of the Twin 

Oaks, swaggering around a dismal dining room in all-white turban, V-neck crop top, and short-shorts. Even 

when Turner reapplies her lipstick after Frank’s first nonconsensual smooch with the practiced coldness of an 

ice queen, it won’t be long before she surrenders to Garfield. Turner’s screen persona is antithetical to that of 

the duplicitous femme fatale of films noir past and present. This is what makes her such a convincing Cora, 

who is not really a villain, but a miserable, working-class woman beaten into a corner by an unjust world, 

making dangerous decisions that she sees as her only way out of the everyday grind. 

Cain may have based Cora (and Double Indemnity’s stone-hearted Phyllis Nirdlinger) off of the real-life 

murderess Ruth Snyder, a Queens homemaker who killed her allegedly abusive husband with the help of her 

married lover in 1927 and whose trial and filmed execution by electric chair at Sing Sing the following year 

were widely covered, including by Cain, who was then a court reporter. Despite this notoriety, Cain spares 

Cora no shortage of empathy and respect. Her circumstances are delineated with complex and at times 

unflattering nuance—Cain doesn’t ignore Cora’s racist hatred for her immigrant husband nor the rancor she 

emits for being misidentified as Mexican—yet she is still afforded professional aspirations, bodily desires, 

and a tenderness of feeling. To paraphrase Jean Renoir: She has her reasons, as we all do. 

It is Turner’s performance, more than anyone else’s in either of the filmed Postmans, that most closely 

approximates the tenderness of feeling that was always legible in Cain’s novel, not beneath but beside all the 

bloodlust and tawdry sex. Early in the 1946 film, Cora and Frank have returned from a nighttime jaunt to the 

beach, their relationship beginning to blossom despite their early quarrels. Cora is practically giddy, touched 

by the keen attention of a man whose love will eventually cost several lives, hers included. But upon their 

return to the Twin Oaks, Cora excitedly asks Frank if he likes lemon meringue pie. He doesn’t know, he’s 

never tried it, but she offers to make him some anyway. In this moment of unabashed corniness, played so 

sweetly by Turner with her guard all the way down, Cora can only articulate her longing in the language of 

the trained domestic. In Turner’s delivery, an unmade lemon meringue pie represents the first blush of love. 

In this innocent overture, we remember that the main characters of Cain’s original Postman were sparked by 

the body’s needs—including the heart’s. 

Like Camus’ Meursault, Frank raps on death’s door for taking another man’s life at the end of Postman. But 

his own impending demise does not mend his broken heart nor open it, as it does Meursault, “to the benign 

indifference of the masses,” but deepens Frank’s connection to Cora. Cain’s novel concludes with Frank’s 

earnest prayer to be reunited with Cora in the afterlife, a passage recited nearly verbatim by Garfield in 
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Garnett’s 1946 version. In Postman, eros is a killer’s last-gasp hope that there is a world beyond the one he is 

about to depart, a world where his beloved awaits his arrival. Here, perhaps, their love will not be bridled and 

defiled by monetary needs, social mores, poisonous suspicions, and the stain of murder. Perhaps it will be as 

constant as the waves breaking the sand on the beach where love was first and fully known. This afterworld is 

purely imagined; we are permitted no glimpses of it on either the page or screen. Cain may not carry Frank to 

this afterworld. But he allows him the dream. 

 

Matthew Eng 

Matthew Eng is a New York-based writer and critic. He previously contributed to Film Comment, the Los 

Angeles Times, BuzzFeed Reader, Reverse Shot, and The Undefeated, among other publications. 

 

https://lithub.com/please-mr-postman-revisiting-the-broken-hearts-of-james-m-cains-masterpiece/ 
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Beastly CluesT. S. Eliot, Torquemada, and the Modernist Crossword 

By Roddy Howland Jackson 

Just a few years after The Waste Land appeared — a poem whose difficulty critics compared to some 

“pompous cross-word puzzle” — Edward Powys Mathers (alias: Torquemada) pioneered the cryptic: a puzzle 

form that, like modernist poetry, unwove language and rewove it anew. Roddy Howland Jackson reveals the 

pleasures and imaginative creatures lurking in Torquemada's lively grids. 

PUBLISHED 

January 12, 2022 

 

An Ernie Bushmiller “Cross Word Cal” cartoon, from Sunday New York World, 1925. Note how the animals 

are caged by letter length and genus — Source. 

Nottingham Zoo was having a bad month. On January 4, 1925, the acquisition of a thirteenth ostrich had led 

to public pressure “to train one of them for police purposes”, a feat supposedly “accomplished some years ago 

on an ostrich farm in Florida”, reported the Evening Post.1 A fortnight later, a “fugitive monkey” named 

George escaped from the zoo, bruising a naturalist’s knee on his way out.2 To add insult to (genicular) injury, 

the zoo was under siege by “requests for aid in solving ‘cross-word’ puzzles’”: “What is a word in three 

letters meaning a female swan? What is a female kangaroo, or a fragile creature in six letters ending in TO?” 

Nottingham Zoo, as one reporter suggested, “has enough to do with the care of its own animals, and cannot 

act as consultant to the world at large”.3 The poor zookeepers were at the thin end of a puzzle wedge; fated, as 

Ernie Bushmiller joked in his popular comic strip, to serve buckets of alphabet soup to animals prized and 

poached for their phonemes alone.4 

https://publicdomainreview.org/contributors#roddy-howland-jackson
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:%22Cross_Word_Cal%22_Ernie_Bushmiller_cartoon.jpg
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn1
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn2
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn3
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn4
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The “crossword craze” of the 1920s had hit Britain like a “meteorological depression”, and, as was traditional, 

Americans were to blame.5 Following the publication of the first crossword in New York World by Arthur 

Wynne in 1913, the Tamworth Herald lamented the misfortune of a nation where “10,000,000 people have 

caught the infection of unprofitable trifling”, estimating the loss of productive American labour to crosswords 

at roughly five million hours per day.6 In the UK, so much damage had been inflicted by ham-thumbed 

solvers on the dictionaries of Wimbledon that all such reference works were withdrawn from public 

access.7 Thesaurus sales skyrocketed while library use crashed.8 By the time Vladimir Nabokov published the 

first Russian krossword in 1924, the Nottingham Evening Post’s “world at large” estimation was quite right: 

the grid truly had run a girdle around the earth. 

 

Postcards of cruciverbalists with swollen brains and bodies, ca. 1925 — Source. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn5
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn6
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn7
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn8
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?search=%22Comic+Crossword+Postcard%22&title=Special:MediaSearch&go=Go&type=image
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Commentators on both sides of the Atlantic were aghast at the forfeiture of intellectual capital to a game that 

seemingly traded on automatic, transactional thinking. To the New York Times in 1925, crosswords were little 

more than “a sinful waste in the utterly futile finding of words the letters of which will fit into a prearranged 

pattern, more or less complex”.9 (During 2018, the New York Times netted roughly $33 million from 

crossword products alone).10 In 1920s London, The Times, likewise, sneered that “everywhere, at any hour of 

the day, people can be seen quite shamelessly poring over the checkerboard diagrams, cudgelling their brains 

for a word meaning idler, or whatnot”.11 

 

Postcards from the "Cross-word Craze" series, ca. 1925 — Source. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn9
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn10
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn11
https://tuckdbpostcards.org/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=THE+CROSS+WORD+CRAZE&commit=
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Two covers from 1925 issues of Judge, illustrated by R. John Holmgren. On the right we see a parody of 

Auguste Rodin’s The Thinker — Source. 

Modernist Crosswords 

As newspapers were lamenting the labour frittered away on crossword puzzles, they also had cross words to 

say about another form of cryptic writing and time-consuming interpretation: modernist literature. With 

Nottingham Zoo barely recovered from the alphabetic siege, a journalist for the Aberdeen Press and 

Journal remarked, in a review published on November 8, 1926 about Gertrude Stein’s “The Fifteenth of 

November”: “Cross-word puzzles are like eating toffee to this stuff”.12 Stein’s story, glossed as “a portrait of 

T. S. Eliot”, reads, through squinted eyes, like someone shuttling over the rows and columns of a weekly 

crossword’s clues: “In this case a description. Forward and back weekly. In this case absolutely a question in 

question. Furnished as meaning supplied.”13 Another humorous critic writing for the Daily Mirror on 

“Rhymes to Cure the Cold”, that is, on literature as medicine — Longfellow, for instance, gets prescribed to 

insomniacs — disagrees with the toffee analogy: “Much more modern [medically] and infinitely more 

powerful in its effects is Gertrude Stein. Up to date disease like cross-word mania can be banished in one 

dose.”14 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Judge_covers
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn12
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn13
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn14
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Whether an analogue to or cure for the crossword frenzy, Stein’s portrait of Eliot failed to inoculate his work 

from similar diagnoses. In 1939, a poetry critic at the Birmingham Daily Gazette could not decide if Eliot’s 

masterpiece was cryptically brilliant or merely an overwrought cryptic: “‘The Wasteland’ may be a great 

poem; on the other hand it may be just a rather pompous cross-word puzzle”.15 Here again we find a question 

asked about labour and idleness in this period: are crosswords and difficult poems worth the efforts required 

to elicit literary pleasure and linguistic revitalisation? Or merely a waste of time? 

Ironically — or perhaps felicitously — only two decades after The Times had typecast cruciverbalists as 

“idlers” chasing their own tails, a bestselling Times crossword compendium included a clue for IDLERS, 

which T. S. Eliot failed to solve, angrily scoring himself an “X” in the margin: 

20. Written by Johnson; edited by Jerome. Unlike bees and ants (6) 

Eliot only got as far as the crossing letters, which he correctly reckoned to be ▢🄳▢🄴▢🅂.16 He had seemingly 

forgotten Samuel Johnson’s The Idler (despite having written on Johnson throughout his career), as well as 

Jerome K. Jerome’s The Idler (despite having been his neighbour in Marlow between 1917–1920), which, 

alongside a nod to nature’s busiest workers — the classical models of allusion itself — yielded the answer. 

Eliot’s voracious appetite for puzzles certainly seemed idling (or even addling) to many of his colleagues, 

who often found him smuggling The Times crossword into “tedious” editorial meetings under the 

table.17 Undeterred by Ezra Pound’s disdain for such games as “an abomination” in his ABC of 

Reading (1934), Eliot held the cryptic crossword in enough esteem to consider “finding a reference to myself 

and my works in The Times crossword” a crowning achievement, aspiring to a rank on the same allusive food 

chain in which he had chewed, without satisfaction, over Johnson and Jerome.18 

Flummoxed by bees and ants, T. S. Eliot nevertheless wound up as a fly. In a strange misdirection of his 

ambition to an afterlife in the crossword, he is often abbreviated and doubled to clue TSETSE, an African 

insect known for transmitting insomnia. How apt that the author of The Waste Land, skewered as a “maggot 

breeding in the corruption of poetry” by F. L. Lucas in 1923, should metamorphose posthumously into a 

tsetse.19 Eliot’s magnum opus may have struck Lucas as a “toad”, but Eliot actively embraced animal 

personae throughout his career, not only as the Old Possum behind a Book of Practical Cats (1939), but also 

as a March Hare in his juvenalia, T. S. Apteryx (a kind of flightless kiwi) in his articles for The Egoist, and 

familiarly as “the elephant” amongst his co-workers.20 He addressed letters to Ezra Pound with “Dear 

Rabbit”, and while preparing to publish Marianne Moore’s “The Jerboa” for Faber, wondered if Pound was 

“maybe not a Rabit at all but a Gerboa a Little Animil wich I understan does illustrate the Quantum Theory by 

being at two Places at once even if he don’t understand it” [sic].21 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn15
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn16
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn17
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn18
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn19
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn20
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn21
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T. S. Eliot was not the first fly trapped in the crossword’s web. “Flies!” from a November, 1925 issue of Our 

Home magazine — Source. 

In the cryptic crosswords Eliot enjoyed, creatures could indeed behave multiplicitously; like Schrödinger’s 

Cat (or, indeed, Eliot’s fondness for playing Possum), animals could quantum leap between being alive or 

dead, vegetable or mineral, real or fictional, rabbit or jerboa. Take, for example, ten randomly sampled clues 

for CAT or DOG from cryptics in the broadsheets of the last fifty years: 

1. Leo caught both sides of argument (3) 

2. Best friend rejected god (3) 

3. Maybe Lion King not shown in Barrow? (3) 

4. Do good as a follower (3) 

5. Pet fur has nothing removed (3) 

6. Hound party girl initially (3) 

7. A natural killer disturbed in the act (3) 

8. Shadow boxer, maybe (3) 

9. Being crafty, occasionally (3) 

10. Perhaps setter ultimately tried to ring (3) 

Not one of these clues mentions cats or dogs, yet through the quiet conspiracy of syntactic misbehaviour, all 

of them yield a precise answer (given in the footnotes).22 They are, and they aren’t, animals. In a 1915 poem, 

“Portrait of a Lady”, Eliot daydreamed of being footloose from animal taxonomy: 

And I must borrow every changing shape 

To find expression… dance, dance, 

Like a dancing bear, 

Cry like a parrot, chatter like an ape.23 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Flies!_Crossword_poem,_1925.jpg
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn22
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn23
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Photograph by Lady Ottoline Morrell of T. S. Eliot on a Sunday afternoon in 1923 — Source. 

The CAT and DOG clues exemplify the expressive opportunities licensed by letting language dance 

promiscuously between categories. Each clue is straitjacketed by its obligation to solubility, but the endless 

possibilities of wordplay supply new opportunities to wriggle free. Letters and lookalikes — collaged from 

idiomatic, sporting, classical, allusive, and glyphic shorthands — form unlikely alliances, aggregated from 

vocabularies momentarily in dialogue with one another. 

In his cutting review of The Waste Land, then, Lucas’ comment that “a poem that has to be explained in notes 

is not unlike a picture with ‘This is a dog’ inscribed beneath” must have been particularly stinging to Eliot. 

Not only did it needle his pet preferences (Eliot was firmly team cat), but it also revealed how Lucas 

misunderstood the pleasure produced by both crosswords and difficult literature, as William Empson implied 

in a comparison between “obscure puzzles” and “obscure poetry” in The Gathering Storm (1940).24 One 

poem in Eliot’s Book of Practical Cats seems to claw back at Lucas with its tongue-in-cheek refrain: “Again I 

must remind you that / A dog’s a dog — A CAT’S A CAT.”25 Unbidden by nominative determinism, the 

beasts of Eliot’s poetry, personae, and puzzles were under no such obligations, free to hurdle freely across 

arbitrary Linnean boundaries; free, as it were, to cross-breed. 

Torquemada’s Crossbred Bestiaries 

The cryptic crossword was still inchoate during the career of Edward Powys Mathers, the English translator 

and poet, who popularised the difficult form and wrote under the alias Torquemada, after the Spanish 

inquisitor. His style of puzzle delighted in exploiting the materiality of language to revive words from the 

inert familiarity into which they had fallen: taking the modernist injunction to “make it new” and 

defamiliarise deadened language as a principle of radical reassembly, rather than mere refreshment. 

Animals real and imaginary, hybrid and crossbred, abound in Torquemada’s puzzles, granted a kind of furtive 

camouflage amidst the foliage of ambiguity. In a plain crossword, the name of an animal is an endpoint to 

which the clue must point in a straight line — to extend Lucas’ metaphor, “This is a dog (3)” [DOG] — 

whereas the cryptic pegs its mischief on wilful misdirection — “This is certainly not a dog (3) [DOG]. The 

key to a good cryptic, wrote Torquemada, is to make the solver think that they are solving one kind of clue 

when they are “actually doing nothing of the kind, and you can, for a little, postpone the inevitable 

end”.26 Delayed gratification, staked on the striptease of ambiguity, staves off instrumentalised meaning, 

diverting the “inevitable end” both in a temporal and teleological sense. Against the baldness of the American 

quick style, which Torquemada thought “too easy to hold for long the attention of anyone concerned with and 

interested in words”, he relished the opportunity to turn words on their heads.27 In doing so, his cryptic grids 

created all manner of strange beast, becoming little Punnett squares for crossbreeding animals, real and 

imaginary alike. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:T.S._Eliot,_1923.JPG
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn24
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn25
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn26
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn27
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The solutions for three cryptics from Torquemada’s Cross-Words in Rhyme for Those of Riper Years (1925) 

— Source. 

It is in a Torquemada grid, indeed, that we come across one of Dr. Seuss’s prized specimens, the Lorax, a full 

forty years before Dr. Seuss believed he had coined it —“I looked at the drawing board, and that’s what he 

was!”, or so thought the children's book author.28 

24. With enough beer and bromide and borax 

25 & 30. To fill a crustacean’s thorax 

27. Any may sheep can be 

28 & 31. In a threefold degree 

29. Concealed from the fangs of the Lorax 

The rules of the puzzle — named “By the Waters of Shannon” (1934) in reference to Edward Lear’s nonsense 

oeuvre — dictate that “clues consist of one word or consecutive words in each line”.29 Each quintet of five 

consecutive clues are formatted as a sequence of limericks. The clues are not to be taken at face value. The 

answers are, in this stanza, ALE, PEREOIN, EWE, TREBLE, and HID, masked synonymously amid the 

continuous verse. The solver poses as a literary critic, performing a caricature of close reading to unlock a 

secret. It cannot be claimed definitively that Seuss magpied Torquemada’s cryptid — though, suggestively, he 

studied at Oxford during the peak of Torquemada’s popularity — but it is intriguing that two writers in the 

service of silliness would invest a fictional animal with the same name. 

Animals have always held a certain reverence in the crossword. In the late composer Stephen Sondheim’s 

guide to the British cryptic for American readers, he caricatures quick crosswords in The Daily News and 

the New York Times as requiring knowledge of the “Bantu hartebeest” (the KONGONI, an African 

antelope).30 Grids are crowded with the ASP, EFT, ELAND, GNU, IBEX, NYALA, OKAPI, and 

XENURUS: animals that have obtained a peculiar hyperreality in the public consciousness, appearing in 

crosswords more often than in conversation. A 1934 letter from P. G. Wodehouse even credits a crossword 

https://archive.org/details/TorquemadaCrosswordsRiper/page/n10/mode/1up
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn28
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn29
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn30
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setter with “putting the good old emu back into circulation”, embalmed in the rag-tag bestiary of the 

newsprint puzzle, where the unique character of an animal is, ultimately, subordinate to its unique, alphabetic 

characters.31 Torquemada, on the other hand, themed many of his experiments around the shapes of animals, 

preserving their bodies as well as their names — as Vladimir Nabokov had done in a 1926 letter to Véra, 

which contained a puzzle that looked like a butterfly. 

 

Vladimir Nabokov’s butterfly crossword for Véra, 1926. Titled “Crestos lovitxa Sirin” — an approximate 

transliteration of krestlovitska [crossword] and Sirin, Nabokov’s pseudonym after the mythological bird-

women — the puzzle is generically hybrid, both in the sense of genre and genus — Source. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn31
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nabokov%27s_butterfly_crossword.jpg
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Only two years after the critic Louis Untermeyer slammed writers including T. S. Eliot and James Joyce for 

being part of the “crossword-puzzle-school”, Torquemada’s Cross-Words in Rhyme for Those of Riper 

Years (1925) pioneered the verse puzzle, where every single clue is formatted as a metrically regular rhyming 

couplet.32 Each grid in Cross-Words in Rhyme is designed as a kind of concrete poem, where the lattice of 

solutions — disparate words drawn into surprising compatibility — forms an (often animal) image. “The 

Swan” begins self-referentially by telling the solver “I am the cross-word setter’s base device / For making 

non-existent words suffice” (ANAGRAM).33 Later in the grid Torquemada remixes a nursery rhyme to clue a 

short word: 

29. As hours in days, so many merulae 

Found living tombs in me, but did not die.34 

Knowing that “merulae” refers to blackbirds is certainly tricky, but the sing-song cadence of the couplet 

brings to life its solution, PIE, based on “Four-and-Twenty Blackbirds”. The birds are alive, entombed inside 

a pie; paradoxically, the pie is alive, entombed inside the image of a swan. The crossword apparatus, like 

George Steiner’s archetypal poet, is constitutionally “a neologist, a recombinant wordsmith. . . a passionate 

resuscitator of buried or spectral words”.35 Bird inside pie, pie inside bird: both are “encrypted” 

(etymologically referring to burial) by the setter, and resurrected by the attention of the solver. 

The entangled difficulties of the cryptic crossword, then, provided a uniquely vital opportunity for 

defamiliarising language: for reheating, as it were, Bushmiller’s alphabet soup, and letting the animals run 

rampant. Whether “breeding / Lilacs out of the dead land”, as in The Waste Land, or breeding bird-pie 

fractals, the experimental aspects of literary modernism found extreme expression in cryptics, which took 

literature and letters alike as their raw materials. In his Puzzle Book (1934), Torquemada gave as his exemplar 

clue “I made self into poet” (MASEFIELD, a British poet whose surname recombines the letters in “I made 

self”), achieving anagrammatically the very metamorphosis trumpeted by the clue.36 Combinatorial, cleverly 

arranged letters could disclose portals into surprising realities. In this regard, Torquemada owed a great deal 

to the language games waged in the nonsense literature of the nineteenth century, which, in turn, also 

influenced modernist poetry, namely Eliot’s more-playful verse. 

Lewis Carroll’s Doublets (ca. 1879) demanded a similarly interactive hand in making evolution come to life, 

turning APE into MAN, or FISH into BIRD by morphological increments, as if speeding up Darwinian 

selection to the pace of handwriting.37 If, as Eliot put it, nonsense literature employed “a parody of sense” 

rather than “a vacuity of sense”, then Torquemada took this sideways slant to its fullest extent.38 In “The Bat”, 

he apes Carroll: “What he was me, that black thing in the middle, / A hatter once confessed to be a riddle”. 

The solution, AT, as Torquemada explains, refers to the Mad Hatter asking “Twinkle, twinkle, little bat, / 

How I wonder what you’re at” in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland (1865), with “that black thing in the 

middle” singling out the zoomorphic, batty cavity in the heart of the grid itself. 

 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn32
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn33
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn34
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn35
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn36
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn37
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn38
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“The Swan” from Torquemada’s Cross-Words in Rhyme for Those of Riper Years (1925) — Source. 

https://archive.org/details/TorquemadaCrosswordsRiper/page/n10/mode/1up
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Left: Solution page in Lewis Carroll’s Doublets, a Word-Puzzle (1879) — Source. Right: Solution for “The 

Bat” in Torquemada’s Cross-Words in Rhyme for Those of Riper Years (1925) — Source. 

Broken Knowledge and Aphoristic Grace 

In a moving obituary for Torquemada, written by his widow Rosamond Mathers, she recalls his habit for 

overwriting inert objects with a certain personality: “All the things he ordinarily used were apt to take on the 

qualities of toys; he had a happy way of naming all the common household objects so that each had its 

https://archive.org/details/doubletsawordpu00dodggoog/page/n42/mode/1up
https://archive.org/details/TorquemadaCrosswordsRiper/page/n18/mode/1up
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temperament, predominantly mischievous or benevolent”.39 Torquemada, we are told, was not content with 

things staying in their lanes, and preferred to be “confronted by a haphazard collection of words” than a neat 

one when he plotted his puzzles. She remembers him “drawing marginal decorations in vari-coloured chalks 

while he broods on some uninspiring word”, a behaviour that would ultimately be reciprocated by his legion 

solvers, including J. R. R. Tolkien, whose crossword doodles were recently exhibited by the Bodleian Library. 

While going through his more than thirty thousand clues for The Observer in preparation for the posthumous 

publication of Torquemada: 112 Best Crossword Puzzles (1942), Mathers was astonished to find singular 

words “cropping up fifty times and more” without replicated wordplay: “it was astonishing how he varied the 

clue”, she notes, remarking on his gift for “using words in a sense remote from the intention from their 

author”.40 The epigraph to Cross-Words for Riper Years exemplifies the latter trait, cheekily recontextualising 

a line attributed to “Anne Wordsworth” for comic effect: “Children, remember each Cross Word / Is written 

in a dread unearthly Book”. The same is true of his prevailing fondness for animals. When Torquemada was 

not structuring grids around animals, or penning clues which secretly hatched them, he would enlist their help 

in all manner of games. “Product of a noise many associated with lobster” yields MAYONNAISE (an 

anagrammatical “product” of “a noise many”), while “Sound of embrace a crocodile in secret” gave 

HUGGERMUGGER (a homophone for “hug a mugger”, making use of “crocodile” in slang).41 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn39
https://bodleianshop.co.uk/products/the-times-crossword-puzzle-a2-art-print
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn40
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues#fn41
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Cover for Torquemada’s Cross-Words in Rhyme for Those of Riper Years (1925) — Source. 

https://archive.org/details/TorquemadaCrosswordsRiper/page/n18/mode/1up
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Reducing the appeal of a word game to a few words is almost self-defeating, but Sondheim came close when 

he said the British cryptic combined “literary cleverness, humour, even a pseudo-aphoristic 

grace”.42 Sondheim’s compound adjective refractures an aphoristic mode that, to Francis Bacon, was already 

“a broken knowledge, inviting men to inquire further”.43 Torquemada’s cryptics implored their solvers to 

participate in unfamiliarity: to join a collaborative meaning-making based not only on close reading, but in 

turn, close writing and close arithmetic, where even the most unremarkable words can be seen anew. 

Sondheim’s antelope may have remained a KONGONI in the “bald clues” of the United States, but uncaged 

by the cryptic style he favoured, it could flee into whimsical free association with its lexical neighbours; it 

could, as it were, elope with the ants that escaped T. S. Eliot. 

When it came to the affinity between the modernist puzzle and the modernist poem, Torquemada didn’t mince 

his words. Or, rather, he minced his words very selectively to make the same point: “In shape nothing more 

than a poet”. The solution is OVOID, a “shape” generated by adding “nothing” (O) to “a poet” (OVID). 

Torquemada performs a miniaturised Metamorphoses, reconstituting a literary object, and hatching a new 

adjective most commonly used to describe eggs, and thereby regeneration itself. The clue is alive with 

association, and nudges the distractible imagination of the solver one way, while its surface inconspicuously 

leads elsewhere. The attention nurtured by wordplay, a device for defamiliarity based on the bizarre 

contingencies embedded in language, leavens the word and world alike with surprising potential. Dispensing 

penny-drop-moments like arcade coin pushers, the best clues reward a reader not with anything empirically 

valuable, but instead with the giddy excitement of watching words build up, build up, and topple into 

surprising new riches. 

Postscript44 

1. Doublespeak in accord protecting large union (9) 

2. Editing out lines, Lamb guilty over current vagueness (9) 

3. Imprecision by a doctor, one responsible for cutting trainee (9) 

4. Uncertainty after my BA and TUI flights essentially exploded (9) 

5. Occasionally calm, B. B. King quaintly produces doubtful tone (9) 

6. In the morning, chap who goes both ways welcomes sex with mysterious character (9) 

7. Postgraduate rebuffed extensive university computer support with variable confusion (9) 
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1.  

Public Domain Works 

• Doublets: A Word-Puzzle 

Lewis Carroll1879 

o Internet Archive 

TEXTS 

• The Advancement of Learning 

Francis Bacon1893 [1605] 

o Project Gutenberg 

TEXTS 

• “Portrait of a Lady” 

1915 

Appearing in Others: A Magazine of the New Verse 

o Modernist Journals Project 

TEXTS 

• American Poetry Since 1900 

Louis Untermeyer1923 

o Internet Archive 

https://archive.org/details/doubletsawordpu00dodggoog/page/n4/mode/2up
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/5500/5500-h/5500-h.htm
https://modjourn.org/issue/bdr523048/
https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.225272
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TEXTS 

• The Waste Land 

T.S. Eliot1922 

o Internet Archive 

TEXTS 

• Cross-Words in Rhyme for those of Riper Years 

Torquemada1925 

o Internet Archive 

TEXTS 

• Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats 

T.S. Eliot1939 

o Project Gutenberg 

TEXTS 

Further Reading 

• Two Girls, One on Each Knee: The Puzzling, Playful World of the Crossword 

By Alan Connor 

In Two Girls, One on Each Knee, Alan Connor celebrates the wit, ingenuity and frustration of setting and 

solving puzzles. From the beaches of D-Day to the imaginary worlds of three-dimensional crosswords, to the 

British school teachers and journalists who turned the form into the fiendish sport it is today, encompassing 

the most challenging clues, particular tricks, the world’s greatest setters and famous solvers, PG Wodehouse 

and the torturers of the Spanish Inquisition, this is an ingenious book for lovers of this very particular form of 

wordplay. 

More Info and Buy 

https://archive.org/details/wasteland01elio
https://archive.org/details/TorquemadaCrosswordsRiper/mode/2up
https://gutenberg.ca/ebooks/eliotts-practicalcats/eliotts-practicalcats-01-h.html
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0141977108/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0141977108/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
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• Thinking Inside the Box: Adventures with Crosswords and the Puzzling People Who Can’t 

Live Without Them 

By Adrienne Raphel 

Almost overnight, crosswords became a phenomenal commercial success, and have been an essential 

ingredient of any newspaper worth its salt since then. Indeed, paradoxically, the popularity of crosswords has 

never been greater, even as the world of media and newspapers, the crossword's natural habitat, has 

undergone a dramatic digital transformation. Blending first-person reporting from the world of crosswords 

with a delightful telling of the crossword's rich literary history, Adrienne Raphel dives into the secrets of this 

classic pastime. 

More Info and Buy 

 

• Eliot’s Animals 

By Marianne Thormählen 

Marianne Thormählen´s Eliot´s Animals takes you on a guided tour of Eliot´s bestiary, showing how the poet 

brought a rich variety of ideas about animals into his texts and invested those texts with layers of meaning 

derived from, for instance, Dante, Baudelaire, and the Bible. Eliot´s Animals is a book to dip into for the Eliot 

reader curious to see how a particular scene can be perceived with reference to the function of a particular 

animal image. 

More Info and Buy 

Books link through to Amazon who will give us a small percentage of sale price (ca. 4.5%). Discover more 

recommended books in our dedicated PDR Recommends section of the site. 

Roddy Howland Jackson graduated from Cambridge in 2021 with an MPhil in Modern and Contemporary 

Literature, where he worked on literary responses to thermodynamics in 19th-century periodicals. He is 

currently an editorial intern at Harper’s Magazine in New York, and sets cryptic crosswords for The 

Independent and The Oxford Review of Books as Quince. You can find him on Twitter @roddyhj. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/beastly-clues 
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https://www.amazon.com/dp/1472144627/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/9140050661/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/9140050661/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://publicdomainreview.org/shop/pdr-recommends
https://twitter.com/roddyhj
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Two Gallants 

by James Joyce 

 

Two Gallants was published in Joyce's collection, Dubliners, in 1914. Although a London publisher, Grant 

Richards, had agreed to publish it in 1905, the book was delayed because some of its stories were thought to 

be too controversial at the time. Two Gallants is about two up-to-no-good, frustrated Irish gentlemen (one a 

"sporting vagrant") who made their living by exploiting others. Joyce's themes of betrayal and treachery were 

a moral critique, asserting Irish determinism. Joyce held his ground with the publisher: “To omit the story 

from the book would really be disastrous. It is one of the most important stories in the book. I would rather 

sacrifice five of the other stories (which I could name) than this one.” A compromise was reached, Joyce 

altered some word choices, and the story was included in Dubliners. 

 

THE grey warm evening of August had descended upon the city and a mild warm air, a memory of summer, 

circulated in the streets. The streets, shuttered for the repose of Sunday, swarmed with a gaily coloured crowd. 

Like illumined pearls the lamps shone from the summits of their tall poles upon the living texture below 

which, changing shape and hue unceasingly, sent up into the warm grey evening air an unchanging unceasing 

murmur. 

Two young men came down the hill of Rutland Square. One of them was just bringing a long monologue to a 

close. The other, who walked on the verge of the path and was at times obliged to step on to the road, owing 

to his companion's rudeness, wore an amused listening face. He was squat and ruddy. A yachting cap was 

shoved far back from his forehead and the narrative to which he listened made constant waves of expression 

break forth over his face from the corners of his nose and eyes and mouth. Little jets of wheezing laughter 

followed one another out of his convulsed body. His eyes, twinkling with cunning enjoyment, glanced at 

every moment towards his companion's face. Once or twice he rearranged the light waterproof which he had 

slung over one shoulder in toreador fashion. His breeches, his white rubber shoes and his jauntily slung 

waterproof expressed youth. But his figure fell into rotundity at the waist, his hair was scant and grey and his 

face, when the waves of expression had passed over it, had a ravaged look. 

When he was quite sure that the narrative had ended he laughed noiselessly for fully half a minute. Then he 

said: 

"Well!... That takes the biscuit!" 

His voice seemed winnowed of vigour; and to enforce his words he added with humour: 

"That takes the solitary, unique, and, if I may so call it, recherche biscuit! " 

https://americanliterature.com/author/james-joyce
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He became serious and silent when he had said this. His tongue was tired for he had been talking all the 

afternoon in a public-house in Dorset Street. Most people considered Lenehan a leech but, in spite of this 

reputation, his adroitness and eloquence had always prevented his friends from forming any general policy 

against him. He had a brave manner of coming up to a party of them in a bar and of holding himself nimbly at 

the borders of the company until he was included in a round. He was a sporting vagrant armed with a vast 

stock of stories, limericks and riddles. He was insensitive to all kinds of discourtesy. No one knew how he 

achieved the stern task of living, but his name was vaguely associated with racing tissues. 

"And where did you pick her up, Corley?" he asked. 

Corley ran his tongue swiftly along his upper lip. 

"One night, man," he said, "I was going along Dame Street and I spotted a fine tart under Waterhouse's clock 

and said good- night, you know. So we went for a walk round by the canal and she told me she was a slavey 

in a house in Baggot Street. I put my arm round her and squeezed her a bit that night. Then next Sunday, man, 

I met her by appointment. We went out to Donnybrook and I brought her into a field there. She told me she 

used to go with a dairyman.... It was fine, man. Cigarettes every night she'd bring me and paying the tram out 

and back. And one night she brought me two bloody fine cigars -- O, the real cheese, you know, that the old 

fellow used to smoke.... I was afraid, man, she'd get in the family way. But she's up to the dodge." 

"Maybe she thinks you'll marry her," said Lenehan. 

"I told her I was out of a job," said Corley. "I told her I was in Pim's. She doesn't know my name. I was too 

hairy to tell her that. But she thinks I'm a bit of class, you know." 

Lenehan laughed again, noiselessly. 

"Of all the good ones ever I heard," he said, "that emphatically takes the biscuit." 

Corley's stride acknowledged the compliment. The swing of his burly body made his friend execute a few 

light skips from the path to the roadway and back again. Corley was the son of an inspector of police and he 

had inherited his father's frame and gut. He walked with his hands by his sides, holding himself erect and 

swaying his head from side to side. His head was large, globular and oily; it sweated in all weathers; and his 

large round hat, set upon it sideways, looked like a bulb which had grown out of another. He always stared 

straight before him as if he were on parade and, when he wished to gaze after someone in the street, it was 

necessary for him to move his body from the hips. At present he was about town. Whenever any job was 

vacant a friend was always ready to give him the hard word. He was often to be seen walking with policemen 

in plain clothes, talking earnestly. He knew the inner side of all affairs and was fond of delivering final 

judgments. He spoke without listening to the speech of his companions. His conversation was mainly about 

himself what he had said to such a person and what such a person had said to him and what he had said to 

settle the matter. When he reported these dialogues he aspirated the first letter of his name after the manner of 

Florentines. 
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Lenehan offered his friend a cigarette. As the two young men walked on through the crowd Corley 

occasionally turned to smile at some of the passing girls but Lenehan's gaze was fixed on the large faint moon 

circled with a double halo. He watched earnestly the passing of the grey web of twilight across its face. At 

length he said: 

"Well... tell me, Corley, I suppose you'll be able to pull it off all right, eh?" 

Corley closed one eye expressively as an answer. 

"Is she game for that?" asked Lenehan dubiously. "You can never know women." 

"She's all right," said Corley. "I know the way to get around her, man. She's a bit gone on me." 

"You're what I call a gay Lothario," said Lenehan. "And the proper kind of a Lothario, too!" 

A shade of mockery relieved the servility of his manner. To save himself he had the habit of leaving his 

flattery open to the interpretation of raillery. But Corley had not a subtle mind. 

"There's nothing to touch a good slavey," he affirmed. "Take my tip for it." 

"By one who has tried them all," said Lenehan. 

"First I used to go with girls, you know," said Corley, unbosoming; "girls off the South Circular. I used to 

take them out, man, on the tram somewhere and pay the tram or take them to a band or a play at the theatre or 

buy them chocolate and sweets or something that way. I used to spend money on them right enough," he 

added, in a convincing tone, as if he was conscious of being disbelieved. 

But Lenehan could well believe it; he nodded gravely. 

"I know that game," he said, "and it's a mug's game." 

"And damn the thing I ever got out of it," said Corley. 

"Ditto here," said Lenehan. 

"Only off of one of them," said Corley. 

He moistened his upper lip by running his tongue along it. The recollection brightened his eyes. He too gazed 

at the pale disc of the moon, now nearly veiled, and seemed to meditate. 
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She was... a bit of all right," he said regretfully. 

He was silent again. Then he added: 

"She's on the turf now. I saw her driving down Earl Street one night with two fellows with her on a car." 

"I suppose that's your doing," said Lenehan. 

"There was others at her before me," said Corley philosophically. 

This time Lenehan was inclined to disbelieve. He shook his head to and fro and smiled. 

"You know you can't kid me, Corley," he said. 

"Honest to God!" said Corley. "Didn't she tell me herself?" 

Lenehan made a tragic gesture. 

"Base betrayer!" he said. 

As they passed along the railings of Trinity College, Lenehan skipped out into the road and peered up at the 

clock. 

"Twenty after," he said. 

"Time enough," said Corley. "She'll be there all right. I always let her wait a bit." 

Lenehan laughed quietly. 

'Ecod! Corley, you know how to take them," he said. 

"I'm up to all their little tricks," Corley confessed. 

"But tell me," said Lenehan again, "are you sure you can bring it off all right? You know it's a ticklish job. 

They're damn close on that point. Eh? ... What?" 

His bright, small eyes searched his companion's face for reassurance. Corley swung his head to and fro as if to 

toss aside an insistent insect, and his brows gathered. 

"I'll pull it off," he said. "Leave it to me, can't you?" 
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Lenehan said no more. He did not wish to ruffle his friend's temper, to be sent to the devil and told that his 

advice was not wanted. A little tact was necessary. But Corley's brow was soon smooth again. His thoughts 

were running another way. 

"She's a fine decent tart," he said, with appreciation; "that's what she is." 

They walked along Nassau Street and then turned into Kildare Street. Not far from the porch of the club a 

harpist stood in the roadway, playing to a little ring of listeners. He plucked at the wires heedlessly, glancing 

quickly from time to time at the face of each new-comer and from time to time, wearily also, at the sky. His 

harp, too, heedless that her coverings had fallen about her knees, seemed weary alike of the eyes of strangers 

and of her master's hands. One hand played in the bass the melody of Silent, O Moyle, while the other hand 

careered in the treble after each group of notes. The notes of the air sounded deep and full. 

The two young men walked up the street without speaking, the mournful music following them. When they 

reached Stephen's Green they crossed the road. Here the noise of trams, the lights and the crowd released 

them from their silence. 

"There she is!" said Corley. 

At the corner of Hume Street a young woman was standing. She wore a blue dress and a white sailor hat. She 

stood on the curbstone, swinging a sunshade in one hand. Lenehan grew lively. 

"Let's have a look at her, Corley," he said. 

Corley glanced sideways at his friend and an unpleasant grin appeared on his face. 

"Are you trying to get inside me?" he asked. 

"Damn it!" said Lenehan boldly, "I don't want an introduction. All I want is to have a look at her. I'm not 

going to eat her." 

"O ... A look at her?" said Corley, more amiably. "Well... I'll tell you what. I'll go over and talk to her and you 

can pass by." 

"Right!" said Lenehan. 

Corley had already thrown one leg over the chains when Lenehan called out: 

"And after? Where will we meet?" 

"Half ten," answered Corley, bringing over his other leg. 
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"Where?" 

"Corner of Merrion Street. We'll be coming back." 

"Work it all right now," said Lenehan in farewell. 

Corley did not answer. He sauntered across the road swaying his head from side to side. His bulk, his easy 

pace, and the solid sound of his boots had something of the conqueror in them. He approached the young 

woman and, without saluting, began at once to converse with her. She swung her umbrella more quickly and 

executed half turns on her heels. Once or twice when he spoke to her at close quarters she laughed and bent 

her head. 

Lenehan observed them for a few minutes. Then he walked rapidly along beside the chains at some distance 

and crossed the road obliquely. As he approached Hume Street corner he found the air heavily scented and his 

eyes made a swift anxious scrutiny of the young woman's appearance. She had her Sunday finery on. Her blue 

serge skirt was held at the waist by a belt of black leather. The great silver buckle of her belt seemed to 

depress the centre of her body, catching the light stuff of her white blouse like a clip. She wore a short black 

jacket with mother-of-pearl buttons and a ragged black boa. The ends of her tulle collarette had been carefully 

disordered and a big bunch of red flowers was pinned in her bosom stems upwards. Lenehan's eyes noted 

approvingly her stout short muscular body, rank rude health glowed in her face, on her fat red cheeks and in 

her unabashed blue eyes. Her features were blunt. She had broad nostrils, a straggling mouth which lay open 

in a contented leer, and two projecting front teeth. As he passed Lenehan took off his cap and, after about ten 

seconds, Corley returned a salute to the air. This he did by raising his hand vaguely and pensively changing 

the angle of position of his hat. 

Lenehan walked as far as the Shelbourne Hotel where he halted and waited. After waiting for a little time he 

saw them coming towards him and, when they turned to the right, he followed them, stepping lightly in his 

white shoes, down one side of Merrion Square. As he walked on slowly, timing his pace to theirs, he watched 

Corley's head which turned at every moment towards the young woman's face like a big ball revolving on a 

pivot. He kept the pair in view until he had seen them climbing the stairs of the Donnybrook tram; then he 

turned about and went back the way he had come. 

Now that he was alone his face looked older. His gaiety seemed to forsake him and, as he came by the railings 

of the Duke's Lawn, he allowed his hand to run along them. The air which the harpist had played began to 

control his movements His softly padded feet played the melody while his fingers swept a scale of variations 

idly along the railings after each group of notes. 

He walked listlessly round Stephen's Green and then down Grafton Street. Though his eyes took note of many 

elements of the crowd through which he passed they did so morosely. He found trivial all that was meant to 

charm him and did not answer the glances which invited him to be bold. He knew that he would have to speak 

a great deal, to invent and to amuse and his brain and throat were too dry for such a task. The problem of how 

he could pass the hours till he met Corley again troubled him a little. He could think of no way of passing 
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them but to keep on walking. He turned to the left when he came to the corner of Rutland Square and felt 

more at ease in the dark quiet street, the sombre look of which suited his mood. He paused at last before the 

window of a poor-looking shop over which the words Refreshment Bar were printed in white letters. On the 

glass of the window were two flying inscriptions: Ginger Beer and Ginger Ale. A cut ham was exposed on a 

great blue dish while near it on a plate lay a segment of very light plum-pudding. He eyed this food earnestly 

for some time and then, after glancing warily up and down the street, went into the shop quickly. 

He was hungry for, except some biscuits which he had asked two grudging curates to bring him, he had eaten 

nothing since breakfast-time. He sat down at an uncovered wooden table opposite two work-girls and a 

mechanic. A slatternly girl waited on him. 

"How much is a plate of peas?" he asked. 

"Three halfpence, sir," said the girl. 

"Bring me a plate of peas," he said, "and a bottle of ginger beer." 

He spoke roughly in order to belie his air of gentility for his entry had been followed by a pause of talk. His 

face was heated. To appear natural he pushed his cap back on his head and planted his elbows on the table. 

The mechanic and the two work-girls examined him point by point before resuming their conversation in a 

subdued voice. The girl brought him a plate of grocer's hot peas, seasoned with pepper and vinegar, a fork and 

his ginger beer. He ate his food greedily and found it so good that he made a note of the shop mentally. When 

he had eaten all the peas he sipped his ginger beer and sat for some time thinking of Corley's adventure. In his 

imagination he beheld the pair of lovers walking along some dark road; he heard Corley's voice in deep 

energetic gallantries and saw again the leer of the young woman's mouth. This vision made him feel keenly 

his own poverty of purse and spirit. He was tired of knocking about, of pulling the devil by the tail, of shifts 

and intrigues. He would be thirty-one in November. Would he never get a good job? Would he never have a 

home of his own? He thought how pleasant it would be to have a warm fire to sit by and a good dinner to sit 

down to. He had walked the streets long enough with friends and with girls. He knew what those friends were 

worth: he knew the girls too. Experience had embittered his heart against the world. But all hope had not left 

him. He felt better after having eaten than he had felt before, less weary of his life, less vanquished in spirit. 

He might yet be able to settle down in some snug corner and live happily if he could only come across some 

good simple-minded girl with a little of the ready. 

He paid twopence halfpenny to the slatternly girl and went out of the shop to begin his wandering again. He 

went into Capel Street and walked along towards the City Hall. Then he turned into Dame Street. At the 

corner of George's Street he met two friends of his and stopped to converse with them. He was glad that he 

could rest from all his walking. His friends asked him had he seen Corley and what was the latest. He replied 

that he had spent the day with Corley. His friends talked very little. They looked vacantly after some figures 

in the crowd and sometimes made a critical remark. One said that he had seen Mac an hour before in 

Westmoreland Street. At this Lenehan said that he had been with Mac the night before in Egan's. The young 

man who had seen Mac in Westmoreland Street asked was it true that Mac had won a bit over a billiard 

match. Lenehan did not know: he said that Holohan had stood them drinks in Egan's. 
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He left his friends at a quarter to ten and went up George's Street. He turned to the left at the City Markets and 

walked on into Grafton Street. The crowd of girls and young men had thinned and on his way up the street he 

heard many groups and couples bidding one another good-night. He went as far as the clock of the College of 

Surgeons: it was on the stroke of ten. He set off briskly along the northern side of the Green hurrying for fear 

Corley should return too soon. When he reached the corner of Merrion Street he took his stand in the shadow 

of a lamp and brought out one of the cigarettes which he had reserved and lit it. He leaned against the lamp-

post and kept his gaze fixed on the part from which he expected to see Corley and the young woman return. 

His mind became active again. He wondered had Corley managed it successfully. He wondered if he had 

asked her yet or if he would leave it to the last. He suffered all the pangs and thrills of his friend's situation as 

well as those of his own. But the memory of Corley's slowly revolving head calmed him somewhat: he was 

sure Corley would pull it off all right. All at once the idea struck him that perhaps Corley had seen her home 

by another way and given him the slip. His eyes searched the street: there was no sign of them. Yet it was 

surely half-an-hour since he had seen the clock of the College of Surgeons. Would Corley do a thing like that? 

He lit his last cigarette and began to smoke it nervously. He strained his eyes as each tram stopped at the far 

corner of the square. They must have gone home by another way. The paper of his cigarette broke and he 

flung it into the road with a curse. 

Suddenly he saw them coming towards him. He started with delight and keeping close to his lamp-post tried 

to read the result in their walk. They were walking quickly, the young woman taking quick short steps, while 

Corley kept beside her with his long stride. They did not seem to be speaking. An intimation of the result 

pricked him like the point of a sharp instrument. He knew Corley would fail; he knew it was no go. 

They turned down Baggot Street and he followed them at once, taking the other footpath. When they stopped 

he stopped too. They talked for a few moments and then the young woman went down the steps into the area 

of a house. Corley remained standing at the edge of the path, a little distance from the front steps. Some 

minutes passed. Then the hall-door was opened slowly and cautiously. A woman came running down the 

front steps and coughed. Corley turned and went towards her. His broad figure hid hers from view for a few 

seconds and then she reappeared running up the steps. The door closed on her and Corley began to walk 

swiftly towards Stephen's Green. 

Lenehan hurried on in the same direction. Some drops of light rain fell. He took them as a warning and, 

glancing back towards the house which the young woman had entered to see that he was not observed, he ran 

eagerly across the road. Anxiety and his swift run made him pant. He called out: 

"Hallo, Corley!" 

Corley turned his head to see who had called him, and then continued walking as before. Lenehan ran after 

him, settling the waterproof on his shoulders with one hand. 

"Hallo, Corley!" he cried again. 
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He came level with his friend and looked keenly in his face. He could see nothing there. 

"Well?" he said. "Did it come off?" 

They had reached the corner of Ely Place. Still without answering, Corley swerved to the left and went up the 

side street. His features were composed in stern calm. Lenehan kept up with his friend, breathing uneasily. He 

was baffled and a note of menace pierced through his voice. 

"Can't you tell us?" he said. "Did you try her?" 

Corley halted at the first lamp and stared grimly before him. Then with a grave gesture he extended a hand 

towards the light and, smiling, opened it slowly to the gaze of his disciple. A small gold coin shone in the 

palm. 

 

Two Gallants was featured as The Short Story of the Day on Tue, Aug 23, 2016 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/james-joyce/short-story/two-gallants  
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Stories vs Ideas: 

Finding Something Deeply Personal in the Philosophical Novel 

David Hollander on Fiction as an Alternative to Silence 

By David Hollander 

 

I. 

The Cosmic Pathway 

The tony upper west side of Manhattan hosts a curious edifice known as the Rose Center for Earth and 

Space—a great glass cube within which enormous replicas of our solar system’s planets appear to levitate 

unassisted. The venue is arguably best known for its world-class Hayden Planetarium, but my favorite of its 

many mind-bending installations is something called “The Cosmic Pathway.” It’s a 360-foot trail that 

descends in a spiral and presents you with the 13-billion-year history of the universe. Its apex represents the 

Big Bang—the moment at which Nothing became Everything—and with each downward step you travel tens 

of millions of years through cosmological history toward our current position in space-time. 

Placards along the railing illustrate your journey: here the first hydrogen atoms are born; here, millions of 

years later, the first stars explode into existence, spitting heavier elements into the void; here, billions of years 

later, the first planets form from fire and enter into precarious orbit. Down and down you go until finally, after 

taking over a hundred steps, you arrive at the bottom of the helix, where you find a small glass box 

displaying—on a canvas of white cotton—a single human hair. Beneath the box it says: The width of this hair 

represents how long humans have been here. 

https://lithub.com/author/davidhollander/
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This is humbling, and also—for someone of my disposition—horrifying. We treat the width of that human 

hair as if it were something of great significance, but the human race just got here, and by all indications it 

will be gone before the universe can blink. Viral pandemics, food shortages, water shortages, fires so vast 

they are visible from space, wide-scale floods and wider-scale drought… humanity seems to be rushing 

toward its end at a visible clip, like one of those sped-up film-reels of flowers blooming (or, more 

appropriately, withering on the branch). But of course, we must manufacture—in order to live our lives—an 

illusion of stability and permanence. There’s no shame in that; making meaning from experience is a 

hardwired human trait. Objecting to it would be like asking bees to stop pollinating. 

Nevertheless, from the time I was a child I’ve desperately wanted—or needed—to connect our species’ 

conventions and mores to something bigger, to feel like there was some eternal or cosmic truth to which we 

belonged. Otherwise, it seemed to me, our entire system of beliefs and the lives they informed unfolded in a 

tiny human vacuum; they were significant to us, but from the standpoint of the cosmos our ephemeral 

presence rounded to Zero. That human hair at the bottom of The Cosmic Pathway was like the single hair 

holding aloft the Sword of Damocles; one day soon it would snap, and our brief reign would end without 

ceremony. 

In order for real meaning to emerge, we would have to have access to the cosmological truth, to the God’s-

eye perspective. So, at least, has always run my despairing calculus. 

This is meant to be, in its way, an essay about fiction writing, about why I am a writer and how fiction, in a 

very real sense, saved me from despair. But it may already be obvious that I came to fiction from an odd 

angle. I never, for instance, wanted to “tell stories,” as most writers did when they were kids. I didn’t grow up 

imagining that I would become a writer at all. Even when I was studying literature as an undergraduate, it 

never occurred to me that I might try to make the stuff. 

While philosophy could beautifully describe the shape and dimensions of our human cage, only art could 

rattle its bars. 

Reading Jane Austen, Thomas Hardy, George Eliot, Charles Dickens, what I felt was the kind of appreciation 

one feels for the ornate 19th-century stonework adorning Brooklyn brownstones: I knew I was in the presence 

of beautiful and baroque artifacts, but they did not feel relevant to the existential dread I spent my days 

managing, nor did they seem tied into the bewildering speed and excess of contemporary life. 

The place where I did find an attempt to commune with Big Problems of Time and Space was not literature, 

but philosophy. I had hoped—like a lot of young people who study philosophy—to figure out how I should 

live, given my skepticism about the worth and validity of human systems. Philosophy was good for me in that 

it provided a more solid ground upon which I could tremble. 

Immanuel Kant was especially instructive; he introduced to philosophy the idea that you could not talk about 

the world without talking about a subject through whom the world filtered. This limited our intuitions to the 

shape and form of a conceptual framework. When we talk about Truth and about Meaning, we are talking 
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about Truth and Meaning for us, for human beings. Kant articulated my conundrum perfectly, but what was 

apparently a touchstone of philosophical progress was, for me, only a confirmation that I could never be 

whole. 

The Austrian philosopher (and probably my biggest hero) Ludwig Wittgenstein once said that “language is a 

form of life,” and, relatedly, that “if a lion could speak you wouldn’t understand it.” After all, a lion’s world is 

vastly different from mine; its language would grow in accordance with the necessities of that lion-world, not 

this human one. Wittgenstein’s way of talking about language revealed that so many of the seemingly 

profound propositions that formed the philosophical canon were in fact mere nonsense. Philosophy, 

Wittgenstein said, was what happened when we became bewitched by language. It’s what happened when we 

tried to get language to do something it couldn’t do… to say something bigger than what it could say. 

Wittgenstein cured me of the hope that philosophy could somehow expose the big, eternal truths that had 

otherwise eluded me. My jejune belief that I might somehow—through intellect or will—know the world as 

God might know it died its necessary death and left behind an emptiness, one that I would need to fill with 

something other than intellect. (And thank goodness, because I’m not a very smart person; whatever 

intelligence I possess is highly selective and finds a way to turn every problem into the Problematic this essay 

has thus far sought to articulate.) I may have been cured of a kind of wishful thinking, but I was still not okay 

with the fact that we had no access to “cosmic truth.” Our language was a form of life, sure, but it was also a 

cage from which we could never escape. 

Wittgenstein famously suggested that “Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent.” It seemed that 

the objectivity (or “God-truth”) that I wanted so desperately to access wasn’t merely elusive; it was so far 

beyond our cage that we couldn’t even begin to speak about it. Be silent, W. said; there is nothing more to 

know. 

But though I understood, in my bones, that Wittgenstein was right, I was unable to surrender the quest to 

express the truth that lay beyond his prescribed silence. Somewhere within those silent spaces lay God, and I 

wanted to scream bloody murder into them. And what I discovered—at least partly through my exposure to 

certain kinds of fiction I had not known, as a student of the 19th-century novel, existed—was that while 

philosophy could beautifully describe the shape and dimensions of our human cage, only art could rattle its 

bars. 

In the fictions of Robert Coover, Donald Barthelme and Angela Carter I found a kind of narrative fracture that 

had little to do with the actual content of the stories, and more to do with a kind of formal resistance to human 

systems. 

This epiphany arrived in my final year as an undergraduate, when I took a class with the then relatively 

unknown writer Rick Moody, who was a fan of the experimental or postmodern school of literature—a thing I 

had not previously encountered. My experience of fiction had been confined to canonical college-level texts 

and escapist science-fiction novels (the latter of which helped me survive my awful adolescence). But what I 

found in the texts I was exposed to via Moody was a kind of meaning that wasn’t connected to storytelling. In 

the fictions of Robert Coover, Donald Barthelme and Angela Carter I found a kind of narrative fracture or 
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instability that had little to do with the actual content of the stories, and more to do with a kind of formal 

resistance to human systems. 

In fact, one story from those days, Robert Coover’s “The Babysitter,” remains on my teaching syllabus 20 

years later, and I am fond of telling students that it changed my life. It’s a cold story. There isn’t a verifiable 

character to be found in its pages, and the “plot” is ridiculous: a bunch of toxically masculine dudes are 

lusting after a babysitter. But the reason the story meant so much to me is that its self-devouring structure felt 

a lot like my own brain patterns. Every time a “truth” is arrived at in “The Babysitter,” it is immediately 

swapped out for a different truth, a different reality. There is no central or objective source of authority. The 

story, in other words, felt to me like the struggle I was going through to find or express something 

“universally verifiable.” It seemed to be aimed directly into those silent spaces that Wittgenstein had warned 

me against trying to infiltrate. 

The quantum structure of “The Babysitter” didn’t resemble the organization or the logic of “real life.” That 

was the reason it could have its unsettling effect on me, an effect less connected to what the story said than to 

how it behaved. It felt (for lack of a better term) “God-sized” to me. 

I’m not saying that Coover is some religious writer. He’s a postmodern trickster. He loves to play games, to 

mess with readerly expectations. But his method opened up a door that led to many rooms: to Beckett, to 

Borges, to Anne Carson and Italo Calvino, to Cormac McCarthy and John Hawkes and Clarice Lispector. 

Everything I have ever loved in literature has beat against the rim of our conceptual framework, trying 

desperately to cast a few syllables out into that space whereof we (supposedly) cannot speak. 

Readers who have followed me this far might be glad to know that we have arrived at the portion of this essay 

where I talk about fiction writing, and more specifically, about how and why some writers and readers 

gravitate toward—or even need—unconventional and ambitious kinds of fiction. If you are suspicious of 

systems… if you feel as if every story you read is sort of missing the point… if fiction seems to you to be 

failing to register the problem suggested by the Cosmic Pathway’s human hair… then you begin seeking out a 

kind of fiction that has the capacity to howl. (I find myself thinking here of Bob Marley’s boast: I don’t come 

to beg, I come to conquer.) 

  

II. 

Universality Over Individuality: Some Examples 

I acknowledge that what I am searching for in literature bears little resemblance to what most people are 

searching for. I am not trying to prescribe how others should read, nor am I belittling the kinds of work that 

are most loved by the most people. Romance novels, detective novels, thrillers, big fantasy series… I am glad 

that people read these and derive joy and comfort from them. They may not satisfy my deepest needs as a 

reader, but then neither do the novels of Jane Austen or Charles Dickens. I’m not saying that Austen wasn’t a 

great writer. Of course, she was! But her novels are written from within the deep interior of the cage I’ve been 

https://lithub.com/on-the-destabilizing-brilliance-of-robert-coovers-the-babysitter/
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describing; she isn’t worried about Objective Truth or the unknowability of the “world as it is.” Why should 

she be? She’s actually interested in people’s lives, whereas I seem to be interested in what people are, in more 

universal terms, and how our limited faculties generate a matrix-like illusion. If anyone here suffers 

deformities of character and perspective, Dear Reader, c’est moi! 

This isn’t an essay about how great fiction looks or behaves; it’s an essay about how a person like me—

skeptical of systems and at risk of lapsing into dangerous nihilism—can be saved by texts that hint at 

something bigger than what we can know directly. 

But so what do these texts look like? How do they behave? It’s easy to say (as I often have) that “I know it 

when I see it,” which while true is also lame and a failure of conviction. In the next section of this essay, I 

hope to give a few examples of works that seem to “refuse to serve,” and that howl out into the 

Wittgensteinian silence. This list will not be exhaustive but exemplary; there is no set of prerequisites for the 

appearance of this type of fiction, which floats above the identity-driven, socially-attuned method of fiction-

making that tops most of the literary bestseller lists these days. I begin with a high-literary rendition of the 

Western. 

Blood Meridian 

In the following incantatory passage from Cormac McCarthy’s masterpiece, Blood Meridian, I feel the thrill 

of divine disinterest: 

That night they rode through a region electric and wild where strange shapes of soft blue fire ran over the 

metal of the horses’ trappings and the wagonwheels rolled in hoops of fire and little shapes of pale blue light 

came to perch in the ears of the horses and in the beards of the men. All night sheetlightning quaked 

sourceless to the west beyond the midnight thunderheads, making a bluish day of the distant desert, the 

mountains on the sudden skyline stark and black and livid like a land of some other order out there whose true 

geology was not stone but fear. The thunder moved up from the southwest and lightning lit the desert all 

about them, blue and barren, great clanging reaches ordered out of the absolute night like some demon 

kingdom summoned up or changeling land that come the day would leave them neither trace nor smoke nor 

ruin more than any troubling dream. 

McCarthy here (and nearly everywhere) employs parataxis, a style in which clauses accumulate with speed 

and unpredictability. He eschews the subordinating conjunctions that define the opposing style, 

hypotaxis. McCarthy doesn’t say, “While riding through a region electric and wild, the men noticed lightning 

storms quaking in the western sky.” Rather, using the coordinating conjunction “and,” he stacks action and 

description with a rhapsodic relentlessness. (Sometimes when I read his work aloud I fear I may accidentally 

summon a demon.) 

McCarthy’s relentless use of coordinating conjunctions and his lengthy rhythmic festoons have some deep 

roots. Here, for instance, is the opening of the First Book of Moses, Commonly Called Genesis (emphasis 

mine): 
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In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without form and void and darkness 

was upon the face of the deep and the Spirit of God was moving over the face of the waters. And God said 

“Let there be light,” and there was light. And God saw that the light was good and God separated the light 

from the darkness and God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And there was 

evening and there was morning, one day. 

Here we see the same comma-less, coordinating-conjunction heavy parataxis. One of the reasons McCarthy 

can seem to be creating a world from scratch on the page, is that he is echoing a text that claims to chronicle 

the literal creation of a world from scratch. 

If anyone here suffers deformities of character and perspective, Dear Reader, c’est moi! 

McCarthy’s work is about many things, but one of them is almost indisputably the universe’s hostility toward 

man. Blood Meridian explodes over and over with horrific violence, then returns to a meaningless trek on 

horseback across cracked desert landscapes. In applying Old Testament stylings to a message that is, at times, 

opposite the one Genesis aims to deliver, McCarthy is simultaneously glorifying our religious myths and 

suggesting their total inadequacy or incorrectness. It creates a global kind of dissonance, which may be why I 

can read his sentences, devoid of all surrounding context, and be chilled to the bone. 

The feeling created by bringing these two unlike things into close contact is much more powerful than 

anything McCarthy is actually saying. His profound dissonance vibrates out into those spaces that 

Wittgenstein warned us against trying to penetrate. But of course, McCarthy’s hyper-masculine (and often 

brutal) writing has no aesthetic or philosophical monopoly on this effect. He’s not the only one aware of that 

hair at the bottom of the Cosmic Pathway. 

Autobiography of Red 

The sui generis Anne Carson’s “novel-in-verse,” Autobiography of Red, is a miniature masterpiece of both 

language and form—a bizarre re-conceptualization of a story attributed to Stesichoros, an obscure ancient 

Greek poet who chronicled Herakles’s slaughter of a red monster named Geryon, who lived on a red island, 

accompanied by his red dog and the “corresponding red breezes.” 

The book’s deeply strange front matter includes an essay identifying adjectives as the lynchpin between the 

novel and the epic, and a flow chart inviting you to decode the attitude of the Greek Gods toward 

Stesichoros’s writing. More remarkably, a series of fragments from Stesichoros’s original text are translated 

here, in these early appendices, by Carson herself (who is a classical Greek scholar). Here’s one: 

XV. TOTAL THINGS KNOWN ABOUT GERYON 

He loved lightning He lived on an island His mother was a 

Nymph of a river that ran to the sea His father was a gold 

Cutting tool Old scholia say that Stesichoros says that 
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Geryon had six hands and six feet and wings He was red and 

His strange cattle excited envy Herakles came and 

Killed him for his cattle 

The dog too 

Eventually Carson descends into the novel proper, where she imagines a modern version of Stesichoros’ 

Geryon, a boy growing up somewhere in Canada with a sexually abusive brother and a loving, but ultimately 

ineffectual, mother. Carson’s Geryon is somehow both a little red monster with wings, and an artistically-

tempered adolescent who ultimately falls in love with a young man named—naturally—Herakles. He is both 

the subject of a novel (and thus possessed of free will), and the death-object in an unchanging epic (and thus 

destined to be destroyed in perpetuity). The strangest part is that Geryon knows about this conflation. He is 

haunted by the epic poem from which he’s been airlifted, and by Stesichoros’ rendition of his death. 

Early in the text—about 25 pages removed from the above-excerpted fragment—Geryon accompanies his 

mother to an elementary school parent/teacher conference, at which the teacher shares some of Geryon’s 

writing (which you see here): 

IDEAS 

Total Facts Known About Geryon 

Geryon was a monster everything about him was red. Geryon lived 

on an island in the Atlantic called The Red Place. Geryon’s mother 

was a river that runs to the sea the Red Joy River Geryon’s father 

was gold. Some say Geryon had six hands six feet some say wings. 

Geryon was red so were his strange red cattle. Herakles came one 

day killed Geryon got the cattle. 

(The teacher goes on to ask, “Does he ever write anything with a happy ending?”) 

I’ve intentionally chosen the least subtle example of a structural mirroring that occurs constantly and stirs 

powerful crosscurrents: between the ancient and the modern; between the mundane and the grotesque; 

between deadly knowledge and blissful ignorance; between the mortality of living things and the immortality 

of literary characters. 

The book is finely crafted (Carson is a master of “white space,” and while her miniature chapters tend to take 

in fewer than five minutes of experience, months and years will often pass between chapters; Wittgensteinian 

silence is built into the very structure of her book), but craft alone could not engineer a book that vibrates so 

violently. In suggesting that time is both already written and finished, AND always unfolding and subject to 

our decisions, Carson has created something new and startling, a text both assonant in its plot structure and 

dissonant in its meaning. Its vibration hums out into the silence like the rumblings of a just-awakening 

volcano. 
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A Poetics for Bullies 

It would be difficult to find a narrator more determined to rail against his own cage than Push the Bully, in 

Stanley Elkin’s miraculous story, “A Poetics for Bullies.” Elkin employs the word “poetics” in its Aristotelian 

form, to mean the art or the essence of something. Here is the story’s opening: 

I’m Push the bully, and what I hate are new kids and sissies, dumb kids and smart, rich kids, poor kids, kids 

who wear glasses, talk funny, show off, patrol boys and wise guys and kids who pass pencils and water the 

plants—and cripples, especially cripples. I love nobody loved. 

One time I was pushing this red-haired kid (I’m a pusher, no hitter, no belter; an aggressor of marginal 

violence, I hate real force) and his mother stuck her head out the window and shouted something I’ve never 

forgotten. “Push,” she yelled. “You, Push. You pick on him because you wish you had his red hair!” It’s true; 

I did wish I had his red hair. I wish I were tall, or fat, or thin. I wish I had different eyes, different hands, a 

mother in the supermarket. I wish I were a man, a small boy, a girl in the choir. I’m a coveter, a Boston 

Blackie of the heart, casing the world. Endlessly I covet and case. (Do you know what makes me cry? The 

Declaration of Independence. “All men are created equal.” That’s beautiful.) 

The story ends up being “about” a battle between Push the Bully, “God of the neighborhood,” and a new kid 

at school, John Williams, who is the ultimate do-gooder and seems determined to rid the world of all the same 

flaws that Push the Bully has made it his life’s work to exploit. On the one hand, it’s a highly approachable 

story about two kids who hate each other and must eventually fight. On the other hand, it is about the decision 

Lucifer makes in Paradise Lost: “It is better to rule in hell than to serve in heaven.” 

During the story’s final scene, as Push and John Williams finally engage each other on the schoolyard 

blacktop, Push spits out the words: “Indulger. Dispense me no dispensations! Push the Bully hates your 

heart!” He is talking to John Williams, sure, but he also seems to be speaking to the God whose own 

perfection is nowhere to be found in the creatures he has sadistically animated. 

When I share this story with students, I have to lead them past their initial observation that “no bully would 

really talk like this.” Of course, the friction in the piece derives from this obvious, almost mathematical given. 

No bully would talk like this, but Push does. He becomes both a character who you desperately root for, and 

the embodiment of human resistance to an oppressive divine homogeneity. And he will not be silenced. 

Labyrinths 

I began this essay by talking about my journey from philosophy to fiction. One writer who was with me 

during the most important part of this trip was the Argentinian writer, Jorge Luis Borges. The stories in his 

famous collection, Labyrinths, are so perfectly executed that they feel like mathematical formulations. They 

play with ideas of time, infinity, and repetition, and drive the human mind right up against the limits of what it 

can hold. Every story in the collection challenges our assumptions about what literature is and can be, as 

Borges dismantles the idea that individuals are special, that selfhood is inviolable. 
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In “The Circular Ruins” a man attempts to dream another man into existence; he succeeds, but the price he 

pays is the discovery that he himself was so dreamed. In “Funes the Memorius,” Borges imagines a man 

whose eidetic memory contains everything he has ever seen and experienced in minute detail; the story 

reveals to us that memory cannot work this way and does not provide a safe hideout for the self. But the piece 

that perhaps meant the most to me in Labyrinths is the short parable at its end, titled “Borges and I,” which 

begins like so: 

The other one, the one called Borges, is the one things happen to. I walk through the streets of Buenos Aires 

and stop for a moment, perhaps mechanically now, to look at the arch of entrance hall and the grillwork on 

the gate; I know of Borges from the mail and see his name on a list of professors or in a biographical 

dictionary. I like hourglasses, maps, eighteenth-century typography, the taste of coffee and the prose of 

Stevenson; he shares these preferences, but in a vain way that turns them into the attributes of an actor. 

This little parable has the feeling of a confessional, even as it systematically dissolves its author, reduces him 

to a set of perceived qualities. What are we, beyond these perceptions? Can we claim our own individuality, 

or is selfhood an illusion sustained by language and convention? Schopenhauer once tried to formulate an 

answer to this question. He said, “An infinite time has passed before my birth. What was I during this time? 

Metaphysically, it might be answered, ‘I was always I’; that is, all who during that time said ‘I’ were just ‘I.’” 

“Borges and I” ends with these chilling lines: 

Years ago I tried to free myself from him and went from the mythologies of the suburbs to the games with 

time and infinity, but those games belong to Borges now and I shall have to imagine other things. Thus my 

life is a flight and I lose everything and everything belongs to oblivion, or to him. 

I do not know which of us has written this page. 

Borges’s fiction is completely unconcerned with any of the things that much of contemporary literary fiction 

obsesses over. Social justice, intersectionality, individuality, the “stay in your lane” nature of identity-driven 

thought and writing… these become ridiculous in the Borgesian paradigm. To many, his work seems cold, 

dusty, irrelevant. But for a few, it is a powerful howl into a void most humans aren’t aware exists. 

  

III. 

The Terrifying Spaces of the Universe 

These four examples—chosen after an enormous amount of equivocating—do not begin to exhaust the 

parameters for the kind of cage-defying fiction I’ve attempted to discuss here. The necessary shock to the 

system can occur via a presumably limitless number of formal or aesthetic approaches. A certain percentage 

of these might qualify as “experimental,” and might alienate many (or most) readers. 
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The defining characteristic of the works that, for me, refuse Wittgenstein’s call for silence, is that they value 

mystery, dissonance, and universality over explanation, assonance, and individuality. 

Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities, for instance—one of my favorite books—is… esoteric. Structured after a 

mathematical construct called the Fibonacci Sequence, the book features a running conversation between 

Marco Polo and Kublai Khan; it is framed as Polo’s description of the myriad cities in Khan’s empire but is in 

fact a deep dive into the nature of language and the (un)knowability of the world. To me, it is sheer sorcery. 

But I sometimes feel the same power coursing through books written for children. I remember, for instance, 

encountering as a precocious kindergartener a picture book narrated by Grover (of Sesame Street fame) 

called The Monster at the End of this Book. Grover attempts to convince you not to turn pages (so as to avoid 

confronting the titular monster), unaware that he is that monster. This, of course, is supposed to be a funny 

metafictional lark; it chilled me to the bone. In The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, the witch is permitted 

to execute Aslan according to rules of magic that are as old as time. But Aslan is able to return because he has 

access to a magic even older than time. (!) 

The defining characteristic of the works that, for me, refuse Wittgenstein’s call for silence, is that they value 

mystery, dissonance, and universality over explanation, assonance, and individuality. (Robert Smithson: 

“Establish enigmas, not explanations.”) These works do not come to serve our systems; they come to conquer, 

or at least resist, them. 

This is what I search literature for. When I read (or write) fiction, it’s not to tell stories; it’s to try to get above 

stories, the way an extraterrestrial spacecraft might hover above human societies. I understand how strange a 

preoccupation this is. But I am unable to experience literature without knowledge of The Cosmic Pathway’s 

cosmic truth. I am unable to forget that the human world in its entirety exists beneath Damocles’ dangling 

sword. 

I live my life within the circle of humanity; I am a father, a husband, a teacher. But I do so with a sense, as 

Pascal once said, “of the terrifying spaces of the universe hemming me in.” In acknowledging these spaces, 

there is the possibility of art, and of survival. 

 

David Hollander 

https://lithub.com/author/davidhollander/
https://lithub.com/author/davidhollander/
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Action Painting 

By Timothy Liu 

Issue no. 144 (Fall 1997) 

A canvas we cannot stretch across the frame 

nor staple down to fact: a ladder leaning 

against an awning, workers pitching tar 

on the roof of a church packed each week 

with swine—a chain of pearls dangling 

off the limbs of an artificial tree 

where boy scouts gather in a tool shack, 

jacking off to the sounds of Perry Como 

on a karaoke machine—a televised priest 

gesticulating wildly at the pulpit again. 

  

  

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=968f653949&e=d538c8f2e0  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=968f653949&e=d538c8f2e0
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Climate change factors in the fossil record that accelerate mass extinction 

Finding clues to the present in what happened 372 million years ago 

 
 

One of the brachiopods -- Floweria chemungensis -- collected as part of this study 

• Credit and Larger Version 

 

January 11, 2022 

The Late Devonian mass extinction -- roughly 372 million years ago -- was one of five mass extinctions 

in Earth's history, with roughly 75% of all species disappearing over its course. It happened in two 

"pulses" spaced about 800,000 years apart, with most of the extinctions happening in the second pulse. 

However, for one group of animals living in eastern North America, the first pulse dealt the deadlier 

blow. 

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_images.jsp?cntn_id=304196&org=NSF
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Research published in Scientific Reports looks at how and why this group of animals, called 

brachiopods, seemed to do the opposite of so many other species. What caused this group to hit the 

accelerator toward extinction? 

Brachiopods are small, shelled, filter-feeding ocean dwellers that are abundant and well-preserved in 

the fossil record, says researcher Jaleigh Pier of Cornell University. These qualities make brachiopods 

ideal for studying disturbances like mass extinctions from the deep past. 

Pier and colleagues collected specimens from several sites near the border of New York and 

Pennsylvania, which, in the Late Devonian, was a shallow sea. 

For the U.S. National Science Foundation-funded study, the researchers identified some 8,000 

brachiopod specimens to determine which species were present leading up to this first pulse, and 

identified the species that were still around after the extinction. 

Andrew Bush of the University of Connecticut, the paper's senior author, says it was surprising to 

discover that the first pulse was more detrimental to the brachiopods. 

"We have to compare the samples before and after to get a sense of what survives and what completely 

disappears and goes extinct," Bush says. "There's selectivity: why do certain things die out and certain 

things survive? We already know the result, so we have to work backward and see what the lines of 

evidence indicate about what happened to these species." 

To determine temperature tolerance, the researchers looked at different kinds of brachiopods in the 

Devonian period at different latitudes and their corresponding thermal preferences. There is also the 

factor of mobility: for instance, as it was getting colder, some animals that were unable to move to 

warmer environments may have gone extinct. 

"From our data, it seems climate change was the primary factor for the Devonian extinction in this 

part of New York and Pennsylvania," says Pier. "Temperatures were changing, and these brachiopods 

would have had a hard time moving to a better environment because the area is geographically 

isolated. For these species, 70% of them were endemic to the region and this reflects that difficulty in 

migrating." 

These broad patterns and concepts from past extinctions can be applied to understanding similar 

patterns researchers are seeing today, says Pier, where some groups fare well while others die out. 

--  NSF Public Affairs, Researchnews@nsf.gov 

https://www.nsf.gov/discoveries/disc_summ.jsp?WT.mc_id=USNSF_1&cntn_id=304196&utm_medium

=email&utm_source=govdelivery  

https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-03510-6
https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1738121&HistoricalAwards=false
https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://today.uconn.edu/2021/12/looking-at-factors-that-accelerate-mass-extinction-in-the-fossil-record-as-climate-changes/
mailto:Researchnews@nsf.gov
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Inner Sanity Amid World Chaos: The Young Alan Watts on What Makes the Human Struggle 

Bearable, in a Touching Letter to His Parents 

From the abyss of WWII, an elevating reminder that we each contain a universe within that 

contributes to the universe without. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1608684156/braipick-20
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“All the goodness and the heroisms will rise up again, then be cut down again and rise up,” John 

Steinbeck wrote to a friend on the first day of 1941. “It isn’t that the evil thing wins — it never will — but 

that it doesn’t die.” 

Across the country, as WWII was engulfing the world, a young aspiring writer and budding 

philosopher by the name of Alan Watts (January 6, 1915–November 16, 1973) was making sense of the 

terror and the tragedy in a kindred manner, striving to maintain what we most need yet most easily 

relinquish in dark times — the telescopic perspective. 

Watts had left his native England for New York City at age twenty-three to begin Zen training — a 

decision he had made two years earlier, after meeting the great Zen teacher D.T. Suzuki in London. In 

New York, he toiled to publish his American debut — The Meaning of Happiness, a pathbreaking book 

bridging modern Western psychology and ancient Eastern philosophy — and set about establishing 

himself as a public speaker, giving talks about Zen to both adults and children at Riverside Church, 

Harlem’s mecca of spiritual inquiry. (The year Watts decided to move to New York, an inquisitive little 

girl from Riverside Church invited Albert Einstein’s wonderful answer to her question about whether 

scientists pray.) But just as Watts was finding his footing in America, Europe lost ground and 

plummeted into WWII, dragging the whole of humanity into an unprecedented moral and spiritual 

abyss. 

 

In a beautiful letter from the spring of 1941, found in the altogether revelatory Collected Letters of Alan 

Watts (public library), the young philosopher considers the larger meaning of the meaningless terror of 

war. Addressing his parents as “Dear Mummy & Daddy,” the twenty-five-year-old Watts reflects on 

how an awareness of the reticulated nature of reality and the interconnectedness of all human 

experience casts any one experience — even the most terrifying — in a wider frame of reference that 

makes it somehow more bearable. Decades before he formulated his ideas on how learning not to think 

in terms of gain or loss enlarges life, Watts tells his parents: 

I have faith that something good will come out of this in the end like the phoenix out of the fire. But in 

the meantime it’s almost impossible to know how to plan for the future. Things here are as good as can 

be expected, but under such strains you never know when people are going to go crazy! Sometimes I get 

the queerest feeling that things going on in the world around one, are in some odd way reflections of 

things happening in the depths of one’s own mind. It is almost as if the world gets calm as you keep 

calm yourself, and vice versa. Yet it would be absurd to imagine that one could actually control the 

course of events in that way because this would imply the belief that oneself alone is real and all else a 

figment of thought. But it convinces me more and more that there is a universe inside one, which 

contains Hitler and all forms of human madness as well as love and beauty. 

Complement The Collected Letters of Alan Watts, lovingly edited by his daughters Joan and Anne, with 

Watts on how to live with presence, the antidote to loneliness, and what makes us who we are, then 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2016/12/30/john-steinbeck-new-year/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2017/12/21/reflection/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/01/30/d-t-suzuki-essays-in-zen-buddhism/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0060906766/braipick-20
https://www.themarginalian.org/2013/07/11/do-scientists-pray-einstein-letter-science-religion/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1608684156/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1608684156/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/collected-letters-of-alan-watts/oclc/972385299&referer=brief_results
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/11/06/alan-watts-swimming-headless/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/11/06/alan-watts-swimming-headless/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1608684156/braipick-20
https://www.themarginalian.org/2014/01/06/alan-watts-wisdom-of-insecurity-1/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2016/11/01/alan-watts-wisdom-of-insecurity-3/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2014/01/27/alan-watts-taboo/
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revisit Rebecca Solnit on our grounds for hope in the dark and Albert Camus on strength of character 

through difficult times. 

 

 

https://www.themarginalian.org/2017/12/27/collected-letters-of-alan-

watts/?mc_cid=b835718c36&mc_eid=d1c16ac662  

https://www.themarginalian.org/2016/03/16/rebecca-solnit-hope-in-the-dark-2/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/12/28/albert-camus-almond-trees-character/
https://www.themarginalian.org/2015/12/28/albert-camus-almond-trees-character/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1608684156/braipick-20
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CULTURE 

WHY THE ROCK AND ROLL HALL OF FAME NEEDS TEXAN JOHNNY NASH 

The “I Can See Clearly Now” singer was much more than a one-hit wonder. 

by JOHN NOVA LOMAX 

DECEMBER 29, 2021, 8:00 AM, CST 

Years ago as music editor for the Houston Press, I compiled a list of the top 100 songs with strong 

associations to Houston—songs about the Bayou City or songs written or performed by Houstonians. I 

placed Johnny Nash’s 1972 megahit, “I Can See Clearly Now” near the top of that list, saying:  

Big Pharma should bottle this song and sell it; shrinks should prescribe it to all those who have the 

blues. This is one tune with optimism enough to put Prozac out of business. The pop-reggae gem passes 

https://www.texasobserver.org/topics/culture/
https://www.texasobserver.org/author/john-nova-lomax/
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like a giant sigh of relief; it’s plain from the hard-won calm obvious in Nash’s angelic, Sam Cooke-style 

tenor that he has indeed been truly delivered from some very dark places. 

At the time, I wrongly believed Nash to be a one-hit-wonder with a couple of strange footnotes to his 

career. I’d learned, for example, that the native Houstonian had somehow became acquainted with Bob 

Marley years before Marley became the Elvis-Dylan combo of the Global South. 

But after Nash’s death in 2020, when I told his story as a serial for Houston’s 5Corners.org, it dawned 

on me that Nash’s contribution to musical culture was truly immense. 

Nash recorded many hits—several almost as big as “I Can See Clearly Now.” And more than a mere 

acquaintance, Nash played a major role in Marley’s life and career, landing him the record contract 

that made both Marley and reggae internationally famous.  

The man was a worthy candidate for the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame, I thought. But when I dug deeper, 

I discovered that Nash’s name had never even made the ballot. What? Many a singer of lesser talent 

and track record have already been honored, though many made no real lasting contribution to music 

beyond their own work. Why, then, has Nash’s unique combination of hitmaker and epic talent scout 

been overlooked? To me, that Nash is not already in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame is a crime. That he 

has never made the ballot is a sin—an error I’d like to persuade the nominating committee to fix. 

Bob Merlis, a former senior vice president for the Warner Brothers publicity department and former 

member of the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Nominating Committee agrees. “Of course Johnny Nash 

deserves to be in the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame,” said “He could, plausibly, be in more than one Hall 

of Fame in light of the fact that his career was the very definition of the hackneyed term ‘multi-

faceted.’” 

 

Nash had many remarkable achievements in a career spanning three decades (or four if you count 

Jimmy Cliff’s 1993 remake of “I Can See Clearly Now” for the Jamaican bobsled team movie Cool 

Runnings).  

Already by the late 1950s, Nash had risen from singing caddy at Houston’s Hermann Park golf course 

to KPRC TV star—perhaps the first Black entertainer regularly programmed locally in Houston. He 

then gained national fame as one of Arthur Godfrey’s stable of singing teens. 

That led to a record deal in his first musical incarnation: a smooth Johnny Mathis-style balladeer, 

crying in his Coca Cola over a teenage crush gone south in one smoky torch song and crooning “let’s 

https://5cornersdistrict.org/community/the-stage-career-of-houstons-johnny-nash-seen-clearly-part-1/
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get lost, lost in each other’s arms” in another. Both songs were recorded on the ABC-Paramount label 

and under the musical direction of future Frank Sinatra bandleader Don Costa. 

His early hits led Nash to a leading role in the film Giant Steps, beating out the male lead from the New 

York playhouse version, Lewis Gossett Jr. 

Nash came to be known as “America’s First Black Teen Idol.” Through records and frequent 

appearances on “Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show,” “Merv Griffin,” “Mike Douglas” and “American 

Bandstand,” Nash became familiar to 1960s White America, but in Black America, his had been a 

household name longer, and a mainstay in the gossip columns of African-American newspapers. Who is 

Johnny Nash dating? What zodiac sign is Johnny Nash? When is his next record coming out? When might 

he be bringing his music and charisma to my town? 

Somehow in all that, Nash found time in 1962 to perform the opening theme for the cartoon series “The 

Mighty Hercules”: “Softness in his eyes, Iron in his thighs, Virtue in his heart, Fire in every part, Of 

the Mighty Hercules.” Despite its primitive animation and slipshod production, the show, which aired 

from 1962-1966, became a cult classic, partly because of Nash’s exuberant performance. 

JOHNNY NASH IN 1955.WIKIMEDIA 

COMMONS/BILLBOARD 
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Nash then graduated from his cocktail pop-jazz incarnation and enjoyed a string of R&B hits, 

culminating in his 1965 song, “Let’s Move and Groove Together,” which builds off a lyrical nod to the 

Sir Douglas Quartet’s “She’s About a Mover” to one of his trademark, angelic Sam Cooke-like vocal 

crescendos.  

Had Nash simply stayed in that 1960s soul groove, there’s little doubt he would have been inducted in 

the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame long ago. It’s a near certainty his soul hits would have piled 

high. Instead, Nash went to Jamaica and stayed abroad innovating and experimenting for years.This 

was no vacation—merely a change of venue for these music men, who already were collaborators in a 

record label called JAD Recordings. 

Once in Kingston, Nash and his business partner Danny Sims were lent a house in the hills by a 

business associate—Ken Khouri, Jamaican owner of the island recording studio, Federal. And it was at 

Federal in 1965 that a singer named Hopeton Lewis recorded a song called “Take It Easy,” thus easing 

Jamaican music out of the fast-paced and horn-heavy ska sound and into a more bass-driven, relaxed 

pace that came to be known as rocksteady, the predecessor to reggae.  

Ken’s son Paul began teaching Nash the basics of rocksteady and through their friend Neville 

Willoughby, a Kingston DJ, Nash began sampling local nightlife. On Ethiopian Christmas—January 7, 

1967—Willoughby took Nash to a Rastafarian musical and religious event known locally as a 

“groun’ation,” hosted by an elder statesman of the faith named Mortimo Planno. 

Planno’s home in Marley’s soon-to-be-famous Trench Town neighborhood was ground zero for 

disaffected ghetto youth and rebellious uptown college kids, all drawn to Planno’s salon-like haven full 

of books on African history, Rastafarianism, and anti-colonial Black Power. It was there Nash first 

encountered Marley. As Sims later told reggae scholar Roger Steffens: “That night, Johnny came home 

raving about this guy he had met named Bob Marley. He said every song he heard him sing was an 

absolute smash and that we should sign him immediately to our label. The next day Bob came to our 

house with his wife, Rita, and Bunny Livingstone and Peter Tosh, along with Planno. Bob played guitar 

and sang about 30 songs for me.” 

And so began a five-year or so friendship and professional relationship that would end with Nash and 

Sims selling Marley’s recording contract to Jamaica-based record producer Chris Blackwell, an 

Englishman who would go on to make Marley famous and popularize reggae worldwide. 

At his 2001 Rock and Roll Hall of Fame induction speech, Blackwell was credited as “the single person 

most responsible for turning the world on to reggae music.” 

Well, what about Nash? What if Nash had never introduced Blackwell to Marley? Could Blackwell 

have done it without charismatic Marley leading the way? Or would reggae otherwise remain an 

obscure genre loved by world music aficionados only?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyk_Gr8302M
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reggae_music
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Things were never quite the same after Nash recorded in Kingston, Merlis says. It can be argued that 

had not Nash scored a hit with “Stir It Up,” written by Bob Marley, “the latter might not have emerged 

as he did as reggae’s standard-bearer.”  

Perhaps competitors, Jimmy Cliff, Toots & the Maytals, and others could have enabled reggae and 

rocksteady to conquer the world without Marley. But maybe that would have happened without 

Marley, had Nash not found him first. 

Meanwhile, Nash was in the studio making his own music with Jamaican musicians. Most notably, he 

recorded the 1968 top-ten hit “Hold Me Tight,” the first true reggae song to chart in America and the 

U.K. Somehow, this song seems forgotten today—which is a shame, because it is almost as wonderfully 

smile-inducing as “I Can See Clearly Now.” Culturally, it’s a true landmark record fusing U.S. and 

Jamaican traditions that unfortunately too many casual scholars of pop history wrongly believe to be 

Paul Simon’s “Mother and Child Reunion” or Eric Clapton’s “I Shot the Sheriff.” 

No, Johnny Nash beat them both. Part of the reason his 1968 song is overlooked is that Nash was so far 

ahead of Simon and Clapton—a full four years ahead of Simon and six ahead of Clapton. It’s funny—

“rocksteady” music, “Hold Me Tight’s” particular strand of reggae was on the verge of going out of 

style when Nash recorded it. By the time Simon got to “Mother and Child Reunion,” that style was 

already stale in Jamaica. 

Nash then went on to his crowning achievement, “I Can See Clearly Now” in 1972. It’s a song that 

attains a higher plane, one akin to Louis Armstrong’s “What a Wonderful World,” Sam Cooke’s “A 

Change is Gonna Come,” or the Beatles’ “Yesterday.” It transcends the sum of its parts, gorgeous as 

those parts may be, and enters the realm of … yeah, I guess celestial will do.  

A few smaller hits followed in the early ’70s, including “Stir It Up,” the Marley-penned sexual anthem 

that as Merlis said put Marley on the map.  

Not long after, Nash walked away. There’s no real compelling story there. No tragic tale of addiction or 

sudden poverty. On the contrary, Nash had been raised a Boy Scout and had been a sharp 

businessman. He just felt like he’d accomplished what he’d set out to do as a performer and chose to 

come home to Texas. He’d sing in church and mentor young singers, but never performed live in a 

concert venue again. He declined all interviews. An avid horseman, he opened a small rodeo arena on 

Houston’s semi-rural south side before converting it into a BMX course and later shutting down. 
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SINGER JOHNNY NASH SIGNS AUTOGRAPHS AT A SCHOOL IN HOUSTON ON NOVEMBER 

27, 1969.ORIE COLLINS./HOUSTON CHRONICLE VIA AP 

Perhaps that long slow fade-out is why Nash never made the Hall of Fame. There was no publicist 

keeping his name out there, and the man himself worked hard to protect his privacy.  

Or perhaps Nash’s greatness has gone unrecognized because he had hits in three distinct styles of 

music—pop-jazz, soul, and reggae. Voters seem to prefer a stack of hits in a single genre.  

Or perhaps he was simply too far ahead of his time to get the credit he deserved for bringing reggae to 

America, and it takes digging to divine that Nash was the first non-Jamaican to discover Bob Marley. 

Some, like Bill Bentley—former Warner Brothers publicity head, former member of the nominating 

committee, and native Houstonian—believe that Nash’s taste for variety should speak in his favor.  
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“He always went for the deepest part of a song, and if he had to go to Jamaica to find it that’s where he 

went,” said Bentley, who also loves him as a fellow Houstonian. “The way he could take the words of 

someone like Bob Marley and then make them his own was never equaled. And, maybe best of all, he 

always remembered where he was from—and was proud of it. A finer Houstonian there has never 

been. Johnny Nash is The Man.” 

Many Rock Hall of Fame inductions have been built on far skimpier resumes. Yes, “When a Man 

Loves a Woman” is a great song, but can you name another by Percy Sledge? Can you name even the 

one hit song by Frankie Lymon, Nash’s 1950s rival as a Black teen idol? And yet both Sledge and 

Lymon are in the Hall of Fame—and Nash is not. I could go on citing the inferior credentials of dozens 

more, but in the end, this shouldn’t be a bitter screed 

Instead of dragging others down, I’m just going to state that Johnny Nash, the kid from Houston’s 

Third Ward who went from singing caddy to teen idol to pop superstar and world music pioneer 

simply belongs in that Hall of Fame in Cleveland. I argue that he should be recognized as a truly gifted 

performer who made contributions in more than one musical genre, though he could qualify for his 

signature song alone.  

So in the spirit of that immortal song, consider this an effort to remove all obstacles in his way and to 

remove the dark clouds that seemed to have blinded Hall of Fame voters to Nash’s brilliance.  

 

https://www.texasobserver.org/why-the-rock-and-roll-hall-of-fame-needs-texan-johnny-

nash/?goal=0_975e2d1fa1-ea12d014f4-34691563&mc_cid=ea12d014f4&mc_eid=719d1b7f9f  
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A Nursery Darling 

by Lewis Carroll 

 

Carroll's epigram to introduce The Nursery "Alice," an 1889 edition of his most famous story with text 

adapted to "nursery readers." We feature this poem and illustrations by E. Gertrude Thomson as a stand-

alone gem, more for parents than their children. 

 

E.Gertrude Thomson illustration, 1889 

https://americanliterature.com/author/lewis-carroll
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A Mother’s breast: 

Safe refuge from her childish fears, 

From childish troubles, childish tears, 

Mists that enshroud her dawning years! 

See how in sleep she seems to sing 

A voiceless psalm—an offering 

Raised, to the glory of her King, 

In Love: for Love is Rest. 

A Darling’s kiss: 

Dearest of all the signs that fleet 

From lips that lovingly repeat 

Again, again, their message sweet! 

Full to the brim with girlish glee, 

A child, a very child is she, 

Whose dream of Heaven is still to be 

A: Home: for Home is Bliss. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/lewis-carroll/poem/a-nursery-darlingHow could the Big Bang 

arise from nothing? 
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How could the Big Bang arise from nothing? 

COSMOLOGY • PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 

ByInvited Researcher January 12, 2022 0 comments 

Author: Alastair Wilson, Professor of Philosophy, University of Birmingham 

The evolution of the cosmos after the Big Bang. Image: NASA 

“The last star will slowly cool and fade away. With its passing, the universe will become once more a void, 

without light or life or meaning.” So warned the physicist Brian Cox in the recent BBC series Universe. The 

fading of that last star will only be the beginning of an infinitely long, dark epoch. All matter will eventually 

be consumed by monstrous black holes, which in their turn will evaporate away into the dimmest glimmers of 

light. Space will expand ever outwards until even that dim light becomes too spread out to interact. Activity 

will cease. 

https://mappingignorance.org/category/science/cosmology/
https://mappingignorance.org/category/humanities-social-sciences/philosophy-of-science/
https://mappingignorance.org/2022/01/12/how-could-the-big-bang-arise-from-nothing/#author
https://mappingignorance.org/2022/01/12/how-could-the-big-bang-arise-from-nothing/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email#comments
https://svs.gsfc.nasa.gov/10128
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p09ybpb8/universe-series-1-1-the-sun-god-star
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Or will it? Strangely enough, some cosmologists believe a previous, cold dark empty universe like the one 

which lies in our far future could have been the source of our very own Big Bang. 

The first matter 

But before we get to that, let’s take a look at how “material” – physical matter – first came about. If we are 

aiming to explain the origins of stable matter made of atoms or molecules, there was certainly none of that 

around at the Big Bang – nor for hundreds of thousands of years afterwards. We do in fact have a pretty 

detailed understanding of how the first atoms formed out of simpler particles once conditions cooled down 

enough for complex matter to be stable, and how these atoms were later fused into heavier elements inside 

stars. But that understanding doesn’t address the question of whether something came from nothing. 

So let’s think further back. The first long-lived matter particles of any kind were protons and neutrons, which 

together make up the atomic nucleus. These came into existence around one ten-thousandth of a second after 

the Big Bang. Before that point, there was really no material in any familiar sense of the word. But physics 

lets us keep on tracing the timeline backwards – to physical processes which predate any stable matter. 

This takes us to the so-called “grand unified epoch”. By now, we are well into the realm of speculative 

physics, as we can’t produce enough energy in our experiments to probe the sort of processes that were going 

on at the time. But a plausible hypothesis is that the physical world was made up of a soup of short-lived 

elementary particles – including quarks, the building blocks of protons and neutrons. There was both matter 

and “antimatter” in roughly equal quantities: each type of matter particle, such as the quark, has an antimatter 

“mirror image” companion, which is near identical to itself, differing only in one aspect. However, matter and 

antimatter annihilate in a flash of energy when they meet, meaning these particles were constantly created and 

destroyed. 

But how did these particles come to exist in the first place? Quantum field theory tells us that even a vacuum, 

supposedly corresponding to empty spacetime, is full of physical activity in the form of energy fluctuations. 

These fluctuations can give rise to particles popping out, only to be disappear shortly after. This may sound 

like a mathematical quirk rather than real physics, but such particles have been spotted in countless 

experiments. 

The spacetime vacuum state is seething with particles constantly being created and destroyed, apparently “out 

of nothing”. But perhaps all this really tells us is that the quantum vacuum is (despite its name) a something 

rather than a nothing. The philosopher David Albert has memorably criticised accounts of the Big Bang which 

promise to get something from nothing in this way. 

http://ffden-2.phys.uaf.edu/webproj/211_fall_2016/Trevor_Jepsen/trevor_jepsen/Grand_unification.html
https://theconversation.com/cern-discovery-sheds-light-on-the-great-mystery-of-why-the-universe-has-less-antimatter-than-matter-147226
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/25/books/review/a-universe-from-nothing-by-lawrence-m-krauss.html
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Simulation of quantum vacuum fluctuations in quantum chromodynamics. 

Wikimedia/Ahmed Neutron 

Suppose we ask: where did spacetime itself arise from? Then we can go on turning the clock yet further back, 

into the truly ancient “Planck epoch” – a period so early in the universe’s history that our best theories of 

physics break down. This era occurred only one ten-millionth of a trillionth of a trillionth of a trillionth of a 

second after the Big Bang. At this point, space and time themselves became subject to quantum fluctuations. 

Physicists ordinarily work separately with quantum mechanics, which rules the microworld of particles, and 

with general relativity, which applies on large, cosmic scales. But to truly understand the Planck epoch, we 

need a complete theory of quantum gravity, merging the two. 

We still don’t have a perfect theory of quantum gravity, but there are attempts – like string theory and loop 

quantum gravity. In these attempts, ordinary space and time are typically seen as emergent, like the waves on 

the surface of a deep ocean. What we experience as space and time are the product of quantum processes 

http://ircamera.as.arizona.edu/NatSci102/NatSci102/lectures/eraplanck.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/String_theory
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_quantum_gravity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_quantum_gravity
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operating at a deeper, microscopic level – processes that don’t make much sense to us as creatures rooted in 

the macroscopic world. 

In the Planck epoch, our ordinary understanding of space and time breaks down, so we can’t any longer rely 

on our ordinary understanding of cause and effect either. Despite this, all candidate theories of quantum 

gravity describe something physical that was going on in the Planck epoch – some quantum precursor of 

ordinary space and time. But where did that come from? 

Even if causality no longer applies in any ordinary fashion, it might still be possible to explain one component 

of the Planck-epoch universe in terms of another. Unfortunately, by now even our best physics fails 

completely to provide answers. Until we make further progress towards a “theory of everything”, we won’t be 

able to give any definitive answer. The most we can say with confidence at this stage is that physics has so far 

found no confirmed instances of something arising from nothing. 

Cycles from almost nothing 

To truly answer the question of how something could arise from nothing, we would need to explain the 

quantum state of the entire universe at the beginning of the Planck epoch. All attempts to do this remain 

highly speculative. Some of them appeal to supernatural forces like a designer. But other candidate 

explanations remain within the realm of physics – such as a multiverse, which contains an infinite number of 

parallel universes, or cyclical models of the universe, being born and reborn again. 

The 2020 Nobel Prize-winning physicist Roger Penrose has proposed one intriguing but controversial model 

for a cyclical universe dubbed “conformal cyclic cosmology”. Penrose was inspired by an interesting 

mathematical connection between a very hot, dense, small state of the universe – as it was at the Big Bang – 

and an extremely cold, empty, expanded state of the universe – as it will be in the far future. His radical 

theory to explain this correspondence is that those states become mathematically identical when taken to their 

limits. Paradoxical though it might seem, a total absence of matter might have managed to give rise to all the 

matter we see around us in our universe. 

In this view, the Big Bang arises from an almost nothing. That’s what’s left over when all the matter in a 

universe has been consumed into black holes, which have in turn boiled away into photons – lost in a void. 

The whole universe thus arises from something that – viewed from another physical perspective – is as close 

as one can get to nothing at all. But that nothing is still a kind of something. It is still a physical universe, 

however empty. 

How can the very same state be a cold, empty universe from one perspective and a hot dense universe from 

another? The answer lies in a complex mathematical procedure called “conformal rescaling”, a geometrical 

transformation which in effect alters the size of an object but leaves its shape unchanged. 

Penrose showed how the cold dense state and the hot dense state could be related by such rescaling so that 

they match with respect to the shapes of their spacetimes – although not to their sizes. It is, admittedly, 

https://global.oup.com/academic/product/the-existence-of-god-9780199271689?cc=gb&lang=en&
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/physics/2020/penrose/facts/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cycles_of_Time
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cycles_of_Time
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difficult to grasp how two objects can be identical in this way when they have different sizes – but Penrose 

argues size as a concept ceases to make sense in such extreme physical environments. 

In conformal cyclic cosmology, the direction of explanation goes from old and cold to young and hot: the hot 

dense state exists because of the cold empty state. But this “because” is not the familiar one – of a cause 

followed in time by its effect. It is not only size that ceases to be relevant in these extreme states: time does 

too. The cold dense state and the hot dense state are in effect located on different timelines. The cold empty 

state would continue on forever from the perspective of an observer in its own temporal geometry, but the hot 

dense state it gives rise to effectively inhabits a new timeline all its own. 

It may help to understand the hot dense state as produced from the cold empty state in some non-causal way. 

Perhaps we should say that the hot dense state emerges from, or is grounded in, or realised by the cold, empty 

state. These are distinctively metaphysical ideas which have been explored by philosophers of 

science extensively, especially in the context of quantum gravity where ordinary cause and effect seem to 

break down. At the limits of our knowledge, physics and philosophy become hard to disentangle. 

Experimental evidence? 

Conformal cyclic cosmology offers some detailed, albeit speculative, answers to the question of where our 

Big Bang came from. But even if Penrose’s vision is vindicated by the future progress of cosmology, we 

might think that we still wouldn’t have answered a deeper philosophical question – a question about where 

physical reality itself came from. How did the whole system of cycles come about? 

Then we finally end up with the pure question of why there is something rather than nothing – one of the 

biggest questions of metaphysics. 

But our focus here is on explanations which remain within the realm of physics. There are three broad options 

to the deeper question of how the cycles began. It could have no physical explanation at all. Or there could be 

endlessly repeating cycles, each a universe in its own right, with the initial quantum state of each universe 

explained by some feature of the universe before. Or there could be one single cycle, and one single repeating 

universe, with the beginning of that cycle explained by some feature of its own end. The latter two approaches 

avoid the need for any uncaused events – and this gives them a distinctive appeal. Nothing would be left 

unexplained by physics. 

https://framephys.org/
https://framephys.org/
https://beyondspacetime.net/
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Ongoing cycles of distinct universes in conformal cyclic cosmology. 

Roger Penrose 

Penrose envisages a sequence of endless new cycles for reasons partly linked to his own preferred 

interpretation of quantum theory. In quantum mechanics, a physical system exists in a superposition of many 

different states at the same time, and only “picks one” randomly, when we measure it. For Penrose, each cycle 
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involves random quantum events turning out a different way – meaning each cycle will differ from those 

before and after it. This is actually good news for experimental physicists, because it might allow us to 

glimpse the old universe that gave rise to ours through faint traces, or anomalies, in the leftover radiation from 

the Big Bang seen by the Planck satellite. 

Penrose and his collaborators believe they may have spotted these traces already, attributing patterns in the 

Planck data to radiation from supermassive black holes in the previous universe. However, their claimed 

observations have been challenged by other physicists and the jury remains out. 

Map of the cosmic microwave background radiation. 

ESA and the Planck Collaboration 

Endless new cycles are key to Penrose’s own vision. But there is a natural way to convert conformal cyclic 

cosmology from a multi-cycle to a one-cycle form. Then physical reality consists in a single cycling around 

through the Big Bang to a maximally empty state in the far future – and then around again to the very same 

Big Bang, giving rise to the very same universe all over again. 

This latter possibility is consistent with another interpretation of quantum mechanics, dubbed the many-

worlds interpretation. The many-worlds interpretation tells us that each time we measure a system that is in 

superposition, this measurement doesn’t randomly select a state. Instead, the measurement result we see is 

just one possibility – the one that plays out in our own universe. The other measurement results all play out in 

other universes in a multiverse, effectively cut off from our own. So no matter how small the chance of 

something occurring, if it has a non-zero chance then it occurs in some quantum parallel world. There are 

https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article/495/3/3403/5838759
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1475-7516/2020/03/021
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people just like you out there in other worlds who have won the lottery, or have been swept up into the clouds 

by a freak typhoon, or have spontaneously ignited, or have done all three simultaneously. 

Some people believe such parallel universes may also be observable in cosmological data, as imprints caused 

by another universe colliding with ours. 

Many-worlds quantum theory gives a new twist on conformal cyclic cosmology, though not one that Penrose 

agrees with. Our Big Bang might be the rebirth of one single quantum multiverse, containing infinitely many 

different universes all occurring together. Everything possible happens – then it happens again and again and 

again. 

An ancient myth 

For a philosopher of science, Penrose’s vision is fascinating. It opens up new possibilities for explaining the 

Big Bang, taking our explanations beyond ordinary cause and effect. It is therefore a great test case for 

exploring the different ways physics can explain our world. It deserves more attention from philosophers. 

For a lover of myth, Penrose’s vision is beautiful. In Penrose’s preferred multi-cycle form, it promises endless 

new worlds born from the ashes of their ancestors. In its one-cycle form, it is a striking modern re-invocation 

of the ancient idea of the ouroboros, or world-serpent. In Norse mythology, the serpent Jörmungandr is a child 

of Loki, a clever trickster, and the giant Angrboda. Jörmungandr consumes its own tail, and the circle created 

sustains the balance of the world. But the ouroboros myth has been documented all over the world – including 

as far back as ancient Egypt. 

https://theconversation.com/could-cold-spot-in-the-sky-be-a-bruise-from-a-collision-with-a-parallel-universe-78563
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Ouroboros on the tomb of Tutankhamun. 

Djehouty/Wikimedia 

The ouroboros of the one cyclic universe is majestic indeed. It contains within its belly our own universe, as 

well as every one of the weird and wonderful alternative possible universes allowed by quantum physics – 

and at the point where its head meets its tail, it is completely empty yet also coursing with energy at 

temperatures of a hundred thousand million billion trillion degrees Celsius. Even Loki, the shapeshifter, 

would be impressed. 

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative Commons license. Original article. 

 

https://mappingignorance.org/2022/01/12/how-could-the-big-bang-arise-from-

nothing/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email 

  

https://theconversation.com/
https://theconversation.com/how-could-the-big-bang-arise-from-nothing-171986
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“Pajamas from Spirit Land”Searching for William James 

By Alicia Puglionesi 

After the passing of William James — philosopher, early psychologist, and investigator of psychic 

phenomena — mediums across the US began receiving messages from the late Harvard professor. 

Channelling these fragmentary voices, Alicia Puglionesi considers the relationship between communication, 

reputation, and survival after death. 

 

February 23, 2022 

 
Undated photograph by “Miss Carter” of William James in a séance with the medium Mrs. Walden 

— Source. 

I’ve been writing a book about a failed and forgotten science, poring over the testimony of people who saw 

and heard impossible things, for years now. I joke that it will make me crazy. People ask if I believe in ghosts, 

and I can always tell if they’re asking because they experience reality as haunted in some way, or because 

they think I’ve fixed on a wrong idea. Walking out of the icy American Society for Psychical Research 

(ASPR) library into the sunset-saturated clamor of evening on the Upper West Side, I feel like a shade among 

https://publicdomainreview.org/contributors#alicia-puglionesi
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Houghton_MS_Am_1092_(1185)_-_William_James.jpg
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the living. I have my feet in other people’s inner worlds, their yearnings and anxieties are mine. Traffic, 

bodegas, the cartoon animals on children’s backpacks wash over me, meaning obscured by a curtain of sheer 

sensory noise. Unmoored, I take my cell phone out of my pocket and call whoever will answer. It’s as simple 

as trading gossip with my high school best friend or an old roommate. Unbeknownst to them, they’re talking 

me back into our common reality. But where am I when I’m drifting? What if no one answers the call? Over 

time, the people we love slip out of range. 

It was hard for his friends to let William James go. “I always thought that [he] would continue forever”, 

declared the irascible editor John Jay Chapman, “and I relied upon his sanctity as if it were sunlight.”1 James’ 

death in August of 1910 came on quickly, though he had long suffered from ill health. The fact that he was so 

often sick, and the causes of his illness so obscure, made even James doubt that his heart would finally fail. 

Perhaps he could still think his way out of it. If only he could overcome the growing anxiety that his major 

contributions to philosophy, 1907’s Pragmatism and 1909’s A Pluralistic Universe, were being misinterpreted 

and poorly received. His gasping for breath was “partly a spasmodic phenomenon”, he insisted, something in 

the mind. Yet, as his brother and wife rushed him across the Atlantic after another failed Alpine rest cure, it 

became clear to all of them that it would be his last return to New England. In constant pain, he could no 

longer walk and had to be carried on a litter. Sixty-eight years of chaotic comings and goings, restless 

transmissions, had come to an end. This ending left Henry James “in darkness . . . abandoned and 

afraid”.2 The elder brother was a pillar shoring up Henry’s unstable emotions. “His death changes and blights 

everything for me”, Henry wrote, staggering under the weight and finality of loss. 

 
William James shortly after his death, photograph by William James Jr., 1910 — Source. 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn1
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn2
https://library.harvard.edu/sites/default/files/static/onlineexhibits/james/death/9_1.html
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Two decades before William James’ death, the ASPR — which was meant to serve as a public archive of 

psychical experiences, an extended recording device for the nation’s liminal states — had tallied 6,311 

responses to the Census of Hallucinations that he launched in the United States. Fortunately for James, 5,459 

people answered no to the question, “Have you ever, when believing yourself to be completely awake, had the 

vivid impression of seeing or being touched by a living being . . . or of hearing a voice . . . not due to any 

external cause?” It was the remaining 852 cases that would bog him down for years in what he called a 

“terribly slouchy piece of work”: trying to coax names, dates, corroborating testimony, or any response at all 

from the yeses. Never a data hound, he admitted to letting the correspondence “get into arrears”, while the 

correspondents themselves “obstinately refused to reply in a great many cases”.3 A regular attendee of 

séances, James learned that contact with the living could be more difficult than contacting the dead. The 

American public knew the Harvard philosopher well through his influential lectures, textbooks, and 

newspaper appearances, forums in which he defined the emerging science of psychology and weighed in on 

ethics and politics. Towards the end of his career, James risked trading his reputation as “the greatest thinker 

since Emerson” for that of “a man best known for his investigations of psychic phenomena” due to his 

support for the controversial medium Leonora Piper. This left him uneasy, as he rushed to complete a final 

work that would defend pragmatism against its critics. 

Indeed, after his death, the philosopher’s worst fears about the cheapening of his intellectual legacy unfolded 

in the pages of American newspapers from Hartford to Portland to Miami. Within a month of his passing, 

headlines announced a secret pact between William James and James Hervey Hyslop, the president of the 

ASPR. Supposedly, James had left a sealed letter in a safe. If a medium could channel the text of the letter, 

this would prove the reality of the spirit world. Hyslop denied any such plan. Meanwhile, the Metropolitan 

Psychical Society, an ASPR splinter group led by vehement debunker Joseph Rinn, announced a $10,000 

prize for the contents of the apocryphal letter. This bounty provoked fifty mediums to answer Rinn’s call. 

“The expressions [they] used are similar to those of professional mediums since the days of the Fox sisters”, 

Rinn scoffed, referencing the founding figures of modern American Spiritualism. Of course, they could never 

match James’ letter, since no such letter existed — rather, Rinn’s stunt proved the duplicity of mediums.4 

While the sealed-letter story was a fabrication from top to bottom, the tidal wave of mediumship had been 

unleashed. The press ran regular updates on the latest James rappings. The usual suspects, well-known 

Spiritualists like M. S. Ayer and the Reverend Frederick A. Wiggin, formed the crest of the wave, but beneath 

them rose scores of amateur mediums and chance experimenters who claimed that they had little knowledge 

of or interest in the works of the dead Harvard professor. 

Typical of these was a young woman from Washington, DC, who claimed that James contacted her only four 

days after he died. “She did not know Professor James”, the press reported, “and had not read any of his 

writings”. A constant refrain with female mediums — investigators assumed, or the mediums cannily attested, 

that they’d never entertained a thought about public matters or glanced at a newspaper (where James’ work 

was frequently discussed). While riding a train in September of 1910, the woman received a rambling 

message in which James explained the difficulties of communicating without a body: “The spirit must work 

out its more or less gradual emancipation from the labyrinth of the earth conditions.” An underwhelmed 

Hyslop read the text and “failed to find anything which suggests the style of Professor James”.5 

Despite such flippant remarks, Hyslop did not actually believe that literary style could prove a spirit’s 

identity. He shared the standard Spiritualist explanation for gibberish from the beyond: in their transcendent 

new state of consciousness, spirits no longer thought in mortal language, and struggled to translate their ideas 

and transmit them along unreliable channels. In the same interview where he condemned the chorus of James 

channelers, Hyslop waxed philosophical on the very nature of communication: “There are enormous 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn3
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn4
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn5
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difficulties associated with the communication of ideas normally”, he reflected, “and only a laboriously-

constructed process of artificial symbols ever enables us to establish intellectual relations between minds at 

all. What we suppose to be an easy and natural means of ascertaining each other’s thoughts is an exceedingly 

difficult one.”6 All speech is an elaborate translation, in which meaning and intent are often misconstrued. So 

much more with speech across the unfathomable abyss of death. The real terror is not dissolution, but the 

flimsiness of our superficial solidity. 

 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn6
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“A Typical Example of ‘Spirit Writing’”, written by the medium Mrs. Smead in communication with James 

H. Hyslop’s father, reproduced in Fremont Rider's Are the Dead Alive? (1909) — Source. 

Rather than a spot-on imitation of James’ prose style, Hyslop had quietly begun searching for “the little, 

trivial incidents” — intimate details known only to family and close friends of the public philosopher. He 

proposed that the scientific way to confirm spirit identity was to trace these bits of unconscious flotsam.7 To 

find such clues, he consulted two mediums who had earned his personal trust, Minnie Soule of Boston 

(known as “Mrs. Chenoweth”) and Mrs. Willis M. Cleaveland of Virginia (known as “Mrs. Smead”). Around 

September 5, 1910, Smead contacted Hyslop claiming that she saw James’ apparition on the night of his death 

and had been receiving transmissions ever since. Smead seems no less opportunistic than any of the psychics 

duped by the Metropolitan Society contest, but Hyslop took her seriously based on her previous cooperation 

with the ASPR. Moreover, she lived in “in one of the southern states in the mountains, 13 miles from a 

railway”.8 Naturally she claimed to know nothing about James. Hyslop rushed to rural Virginia to sit at the 

séance table with the Smeads. For someone who believed in telepathy, he found it surprisingly hard to 

imagine how information might reach women by ordinary means. 

 
“Seance at [Baron] von Erhardt’s – Table in Air”, taken in Rome, 1909 — Source. 

 

https://archive.org/details/aredeadaliveprob00ride/page/n346/mode/1up
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn7
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn8
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Seance_at_von_Erhardt%27s_-_Table_in_the_air_LCCN2014683123.jpg
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Meanwhile, the spirit-James cavalcade was rapidly coming to resemble “the most farcical [of] vaudeville 

skits”.9 On November 14, a New York man produced a spirit photograph of James, along with a gushing, 

sentimental message; the reporter bemoaned “a marked change in the literary style of the late Professor of 

Psychology and a falling off of logical faculty as well”.10 By January, James reached the West Coast, 

appearing in the automatic writing of Los Angeles psychologist Herbert Luzon. While Hyslop publicly 

decried these reports as “nothing but cases of hysteria” or “fakers pure and simple”, maintaining that he was 

not investigating any James appearances, he had already established a series of cross-correspondences 

between the mediums Smead and Chenoweth.11 Hyslop believed that clues repeated independently by both 

mediums could verify James’ identity. 

 
A drawing by the medium Mrs Smead of a Martian man and woman, reproduced in James H. 

Hyslop's Psychical Research and the Resurrection (1908) — Source. 

It took almost two years for Hyslop to go public with his investigation. By that time the media frenzy had 

subsided, but reporters happily picked up where they left off. From Hyslop’s exhaustive explanation of the 

Smead and Chenoweth cross-correspondences in the ASPR’s Journal, they extracted the money headline: 

“Pajamas from Spirit Land”, the papers declared, “Pink Pajamas Talked of by Spirit”. Indeed, the clue that 

persuaded Hyslop was a recurring reference to James’ pink pajamas, the trivial detail known to no one else. 

“Was that the most characteristic thing about himself the philosopher could think of?” jeered the New York 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn9
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn10
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn11
https://archive.org/details/psychicalresearc00hyslrich/page/228/mode/1up
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Tribune. “He might have told the world whether or not he found his theory of pragmatism true.”12 And there it 

was — in the crucial years when students and followers could have secured James’ intellectual legacy, this 

drawn-out survival debate reduced the philosopher and his ideas to a laughingstock. In a 1913 incident, 

James’ spirit reportedly ordered Hyslop to “write a paper against woman suffrage. It is my desire that you do 

this . . . PS: Don’t let your wife see it.”13 

Jesting headlines also obscured the larger problem of how identity, writing, and translation connect the living 

and the dead. Hyslop believed he’d solved it with the cross-correspondence method, but this represented 

another retreat into the familiar, a projection of the map onto the territory. Hyslop and his fellow 

investigators, communing with their dead colleagues, conceived of the afterlife as a site of systematic science 

parallel to the systematic science of psychical research. In their view, the spirits were leading the way, making 

advances in scientific methodology and sending data from the furthest periphery back to the imagined center. 

Hyslop extolled “the detail, the large and comprehensive way in which [the spirit control] worked as by a 

chart”.14 With efforts to know and channel the dead leading down these solipsistic blind alleys, newspaper 

satirists weren’t the only ones wishing that inquiring minds would leave the dearly departed alone. 

 
A table showing the relationship between agent and percipient in 830 “cases of phantasms”, from Amy E. 

Tanner's Studies in Spiritism (1910) — Source. 

Drifting in his grief from Boston to New York to London, and finally back to his retreat in Rye, Henry James 

ignored the tabloid headlines from America for months. Inevitably, though, his brother’s ventriloquized spirit 

penetrated Henry’s intimate circles. In 1912, his close friend Theodate Pope, one of the first female architects 

in America and an ASPR trustee, sent Henry a transcript of a séance in which William appeared. Henry 

referred to it as “the dreadful document . . . without hesitation the most abject and impudent, the hollowest, 

vulgarest, and basest rubbish I could possibly conceive.” Clearly, he took deep personal offense at the tone-

deaf Spiritualist maneuver of countering grief with a piece of spirit-writing, which he dismissed as a “tissue of 

trash”.15 

Henry was the wrong person to ply with the Spiritualist reanimation trick; he knew his brother’s voice inside 

and out. For four decades they had bared their souls to each other in written exchanges, so that William’s 

identity was his letters, his words — language was not a mere tool, but the substance of their relationship. If 

the conditions of spirit life reduced William James to something “utterly empty and illiterate . . . a mere 

babble of platitudinous phrases”, then immortality was worse than the abyss.16 

https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn12
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn13
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn14
https://archive.org/details/studiesinspiriti00tann/page/374/mode/1up
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn15
https://publicdomainreview.org/essay/pajamas-from-spirit-land#fn16
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Henry consoled himself by editing the unfinished work that William left behind, organizing his brother’s 

correspondence, and building the intellectual monuments that keep the thoughts of the dead on the tongues of 

the living. For the literary- and literal-minded Henry, this was the only survival that mattered, a corpus fixed 

as its author intended, safe from the bizarre, degrading whims of mediumship. To this end, somewhat 

ironically, Henry acted as a medium upon his brother’s literary remains, channeling an illustrious image of 

William shorn of its darkest doubts and terrors, as well as of its indulgence in what Henry believed to be false 

Spiritualist hopes. 

 
Marie Leon, Henry James; William James, ca. 1900 — Source. 

A realist novelist of meticulous psychological insight, Henry James stood at the precipice of modernism. The 

more obsessively he captured his characters’ fragmentary memories, contradictory desires, and unconscious 

motives, the closer he came to dissolving the unitary Enlightenment self that made novels possible to begin 

with. Whether this tendency is related to William’s psychological theories or not, the brothers were in 

constant communication. They both struggled throughout their lives with episodes of paralyzing despair; one 

could suggest, as a causal factor, the suspicion that we are nothing more than a fleeting, unstable bundle of 

impressions and influences. Henry especially worried over the feminine valence of sensitivity, that receiving 

too much of others could unmake and unman. Yet through sheer force of authorship — persuasive, dazzling 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:William_and_Henry_James,_by_Marie_Leon.jpg
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authorship — both brothers tried to assert a unified self that persists. Even in this lonely masculine project, 

each was necessary to the other. 

 
Photograph of the James brothers, published in The Letters of William James, vol. 2 (1920) — Source. 

A young woman given the pseudonym “Ida Ritchie” received some messages from William James that model 

how the unschooled drama unfolds: 

 

https://archive.org/details/b31359620_0002/page/n185/mode/2up
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Many things shattered in the interval between Henry James’ The Turn of the Screw and a text like 

Joyce’s Ulysses. William James explored the precarious nature of the self, but he denied the inevitability of 

despair — he asserted the nineteenth-century ideal of constant, disciplined self-making as a bulwark against 

the void. As modernist and postmodern poets adopted channeling as a writing technique, it became a 

discipline of dissolution, a poetics of confused, layered, fragmentary voices coming through from the far 

reaches of time and space. The poet taking dictation was the “tissue of trash” that Henry decried, a doomed 

explorer, a linguist translating from nonsense to nonsense, and ultimately, a specter. However, the channeling 

practice of poets like Jack Spicer was not easy or for show; Spicer was wholly consumed by the duty to take 

dictation. At some point, his determination to produce good art elided into a perilous responsibility to the 

dead. 

Mediumistic texts make the tragicomedy of communication palpable. They dramatize the medium’s struggle 

against projection, mere echoing, and the spirits’ struggle to make themselves known with only shreds of a 

shared language. Though I’m uneasy about how this practice traveled from the lips of nineteenth-century 

women to poetry MFA programs, in any case it’s what I want out of poetry: many voices trying and failing to 

communicate, and still trying. The idea that, no matter where we drift, there will always be someone to pick 

up the call on the other end. That art is not a map of an individual, but of what we mean to each other. 

October 14, 1912: “William James will not Prof. James for there are no professor here. God * * but will W 

James Prof Jam . . . [ran off paper] James * * Jams James William James.” 

 

October 15, 1912: “William James Mind better Mind better the law the law . . . Mind the law as [?] of the 

trees. the [y] fall no matter how beautiful or how strong or large the trees . . . but we live again like the sturdy 

oak in life made perfect.”17 

Hyslop investigated Ritchie and found that the “alleged messages from Professor James do not present 

evidence of identity in any form that is scientifically recognizable.”18 No pink pajamas, that is. But Hyslop 

didn’t really know James. James, in fact, harbored mild personal dislike towards his ASPR successor, who he 

saw as blunt and unempathetic. The idea that Hyslop would be the target of James’ efforts at communication, 

out of mere professional courtesy, is somewhat absurd. 

In Ritchie’s trance she mingled the initials W. J. and H. J. Supposedly unaware of either individual’s work, 

she scrawled William—Henry— James—Henry—William across the page. Said the dead one to the one who 

survived: “James lives my brother lives lives. Asking brother where my pen is.” Said the surviving brother of 

the dead one: “He is a possession, of real magnitude, and I shall find myself still living upon him to the 

end.”19 

Excerpted and adapted from Common Phantoms: An American History of Psychic Science by Alicia 

Puglionesi published by Stanford University Press, ©2021 by the Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford 

Junior University. All Rights Reserved. 
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o HathiTrust Digital Library 
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• Journal and Proceedings of the Society for Psychical Research 
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• Pragmatism: A New Name for Some Old Ways of Thinking 

William James1907 

o Internet Archive 
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• A Pluralistic Universe 

William James1909 

o Internet Archive 
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• The Principles of Psychology (vol. 1) 

William James1890 

o Internet Archive 
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William James1902 
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• The Letters of Henry James (vol. 1) 

1920 
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1920 
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Further Reading 

• Common Phantoms: An American History of Psychic Science 

By Alicia Puglionesi 

Séances, clairvoyance, and telepathy captivated public imagination in the United States from the 1850s well 

into the twentieth century. Though skeptics dismissed these experiences as delusions, a new kind of 

investigator emerged to seek the science behind such phenomena. With new technologies like the telegraph 

collapsing the boundaries of time and space, an explanation seemed within reach. As Americans took up 

psychical experiments in their homes, the boundaries of the mind began to waver. Common Phantoms brings 

these experiments back to life while modeling a new approach to the history of psychology and the mind 

sciences. 

Publisher’s Website 

More Info and Buy 

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/000674761
https://archive.org/search.php?query=creator%3A%22Society+for+Psychical+Research+%28Great+Britain%29%22&sort=date
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• Philosophical Siblings: Varieties of Playful Experience in Alice, William, and Henry James 

By Jane F. Thrailkill 

Alice James: an exemplary nineteenth-century neurasthenic and diarist. William James: a foundational figure 

for American psychology and philosophy. Henry James: a preeminent author and literary critic. These three 

iconic figures of nineteenth-century American culture and letters were also siblings. In Philosophical Siblings, 

Jane F. Thrailkill asks what new story is illuminated when we study their writings collectively. By 

approaching the Jameses as intimate thinkers operating on a common field of play, Thrailkill reveals the 

siblings' shared project — part psychological, part philosophical — of showing how minds meet in a world 

teeming with possibilities and risks. 

More Info and Buy 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/0812253329/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0812253329/ref=nosim?tag=thepubdomrev-20
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• Talking to the Dead: Kate and Maggie Fox and the Rise of Spiritualism 

By Barbara Weisberg 

In March of 1848, Kate and Maggie Fox - sisters aged 11 and 14 - anxiously reported to a neighbor that they 

had been hearing strange, unidentified sounds in their house. From a sequence of knocks and rattles translated 

by the young girls as a "voice from beyond," the Modern Spiritualism movement was born. Weisberg traces 

not only the lives of the Fox sisters and their family (including their mysterious Svengali-like sister Leah) but 

also the social, religious, economic and political climates that provided the breeding ground for the 

movement. 

More Info and Buy 

 

Books link through to Amazon who will give us a small percentage of sale price (ca. 4.5%). Discover more 

recommended books in our dedicated PDR Recommends section of the site. 

Excerpted and adapted from Common Phantoms: An American History of Psychic Science by Alicia 

Puglionesi published by Stanford University Press, ©2021 by the Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford 

Junior University. All Rights Reserved. 

Alicia Puglionesi is a writer and historian. She holds a PhD in the History of Science, Medicine, and 

Technology from Johns Hopkins University. Her first book, Common Phantoms: An American History of 

Psychic Science (2020), explores how the practices of seances, clairvoyance, and telepathy both questioned 

and reinscribed social boundaries. Her second book, In Whose Ruins: Power, Possession, and the 

Landscapes of American Empire (2022), examines four sites of resource extraction that also yielded 

scientific and spiritual narratives core to US settler-colonialism. Her essays from various corners of the web 

can be found here. 
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